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Chapter 1

Introduction

Relations among different actors can come in various forms. For example, peo-

ple form friendships, academic researchers work with coauthors, corporate actors

(Coleman, 1990, chapter 20), such as firms, form strategic alliances, and states

develop alliances in the context of political treaties. On the individual (or micro)

level, developing the right relations is important for the actors themselves. To illus-

trate, it is good to have friends whom you can rely on and trust, and it is desirable

for firms to form strategic alliances with other firms, who are willing to invest in

collaboration for mutual benefit. At the same time, on the societal (or macro) level,

networks of relations can influence social processes. For example, in friendship net-

works (Fehr, 1996; Feld, 1991), people influence one another on behaviors such as

smoking (Mercken et al., 2010), alcohol use (Knecht et al., 2011), or choosing cul-

tural products (Salganik and Watts, 2009). Inter-firm alliance networks (Gulati

and Gargiulo, 1999) are vehicles for knowledge transfer (Powell et al., 1996) and

inter-organizational learning (Ahuja, 2000; Hagedoorn and Duysters, 1999). Other

network effects have also been identified in the context of relations, including,

co-authorship relations (e.g., Beaver and Rosen, 1978; Hagstrom, 1965; Hargens,

1975; Whitley, 2000) and international relations (e.g., Hafner-Burton et al., 2009;

Knoke, 1990; Maoz et al., 2005).

Yet, the effects of networks on the behavior of actors represent only one side

of the coin. Crucially, most relations are formed by the actors themselves and

are neither fixed nor given. In fact, in some situations, actors may attempt to

develop relations for the sake of benefits such as those highlighted above. Hence,

the study of network effects should be accompanied by a consideration of the

processes involved in social network formation.

1



2 1 Introduction

The development of strategic alliances among firms is never haphazard or ran-

dom. Each and every such relation is associated with unique attributes, such as

the specific goals to be attained and the respective requirements. Firms themselves

also have unique characteristics. They focus on specific markets, possess specific

technological capabilities, and have specific interests and expectations with respect

to the alliance and their prospective partners. Macro-level empirical studies show

persistent regularities regarding the types of firms and the types of positions that

they assume in a network. For example, compared to smaller firms, larger firms

tend to occupy relatively central positions in alliance networks (Rocha, 1997). This

observation begs the broader question of how does one explain the apparent asso-

ciation between the characteristics of an individual actor and the type of network

positions that the actor occupies in a network?

Frequently, it is not only the characteristics of the individual firms that de-

termine network positions but also the overall heterogeneity in the population

of firms with respect to those characteristics. The more firms differ on a set of

characteristics, the more heterogeneous the population. As an example of the way

heterogeneity influences network formation, consider a population comprising two

groups of companies: manufacturers that produce certain products and marketing

firms that organize sales and marketing campaigns. Manufacturers and marketing

firms often form alliances in which the marketing firm markets the specific product

produced by the manufacturer. The success of a collaborative relationship between

those two types of firms depends not only on the detailed aspects of the product

and the participating firms but also on the relative sizes of the two groups of firms.

Assuming that forming alliances is costly, if the groups are of equal sizes (i.e., the

total population is more heterogeneous), everybody will be able to find a partner

from the other group and there will be more opportunities for the aforementioned

bilateral collaboration. However, if one of the groups, for example the manufactur-

ers, happens to be much larger (i.e., the total population is less heterogeneous),

some of its members will not be able to find partners for collaboration. The whole

network will become less dense as a result.

The overarching focus of the studies presented in this book pertains to the

characteristics of individual actors (such as the industry or nationality associated

with a firm), the extent to which the population of actors is heterogeneous with

respect to those characteristics, and the ways in which actor characteristics and

population heterogeneity influence the process of social network formation and the

choices that actors make in these networks.
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The goal of this introductory chapter is to provide an overview and background

for the studies in Chapters 2 to 5. In Section 1.1, we introduce the topics of

the subsequent chapters and formulate our general research questions. In Section

1.2, we provide an overview of the chapters and describe the main results. The

introduction concludes with Section 1.3, in which we identify promising topics for

future research.

1.1 Network Formation and Heterogeneity

The four studies presented in this book tackle research problems spanning three

areas. First, we provide an empirical examination of the role of heterogeneity

in the process of network formation in the context of inter-firm collaboration.

Second, we study methodological issues regarding the measurement of segregation

in networks. Segregation is a phenomenon that is frequently observed in social

networks and an indicator of the association between population heterogeneity

and network structure. Third, we address theoretical questions regarding the role

of actor heterogeneity in the simultaneous dynamics of social networks and the

behavior of the actors forming those networks. This section presents the necessary

background and the specific research questions that we pose in each of the three

areas.

1.1.1 Inter-Firm Collaboration

The subject of inter-firm collaboration is socially and scientifically important for

various reasons. The most frequently cited reason concerns the assumed effect

of inter-firm collaboration on the innovation potential of an economy. The rela-

tionship between inter-firm collaboration and innovation forms the basis of many

strategic policy documents developed by policymakers in recent years. One ex-

ample of such documents is the European Commission Framework Program ini-

tiative, which defines as one of its goals the formation of a Europe-wide research

and development networks (European Commission, 2000). From this perspective,

inter-firm collaborations in strategic alliances are perceived as incubators for inno-

vation (Camarinha-Matos and Afsarmanesh, 2008; Comanor, 2007; Freeman, 1991;

Romano and Secundo, 2009; Spaapen et al., 2007; Tuomi, 2002).
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The hypothesized effect of inter-firm collaboration on innovation has sparked a

surge of empirical studies on the topic, although the evidence for the effect has been

mixed (e.g., Cantner et al., 2009; Gilsing and Lemmens, 2005; Hassink and Wood,

1998; Kamien et al., 1992; Landry et al., 2002; Powell et al., 1999; Rosenkranz,

1995; Schilling and Phelps, 2007). Nevertheless, the existence of abundant inter-

firm collaboration has received confirmation from the many cases of alliance for-

mation recorded in different countries and industrial sectors (e.g., Duysters and

Hagedoorn, 1996; Genereux and Knoke, 1999; Hagedoorn et al., 2000).

Simultaneously, and perhaps even more importantly, inter-firm collaboration

posed crucial scientific questions in both economics and sociology. From an eco-

nomic standpoint, it is interesting to look at whether the formation of inter-firm

partnerships improves the economic welfare of a society at large. From the per-

spective of sociology, research has examined whether networks of inter-firm part-

nerships might facilitate the selection of trustworthy partners (Westbrock, 2010).

To date, empirical studies on inter-firm alliances have provided valuable insight

into where and how such alliances form. For example, firms have been found to

engage in international partnerships more and more frequently (Hagedoorn, 2002;

Knoke et al., 2002). Further, research has revealed some prominent differences

in the structure of alliance networks between different industrial sectors. As an

illustration, the military manufacturing sector tends to be associated with cen-

tralized star-like networks whereas sectors involving the manufacture of plumbing

and other hydraulic parts tend to be characterized by dense and highly clustered

networks (Rosenkopf and Schilling, 2007). Most studies, however, subscribe to an

“egocentric” view on collaboration by focusing on individual firms and their col-

laborative activities (e.g., Eisenhardt and Schoonhoven, 1996; Hagedoorn et al.,

2000). Although informative, such an egocentric perspective neglects the broader

structural aspect of inter-firm collaboration. In particular, the perspective neglects

the fact that each alliance is embedded in a larger network of similar partnerships

formed by former alliance partners and competitors. Yet, network studies that do

address the broader structural aspect tend to focus on specific industrial sectors,

such as biotechnology (Powell, 1990; Powell et al., 1999; Roijakkers et al., 2005),

semiconductors (Stuart, 1998; Stuart and Podolny, 2000), and others (M’Chirgui,

2007), but fail to acknowledge differences between firms. Therefore, this question

remains largely unanswered:
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What are the structure and dynamics of the network of inter-firm alliance

networks and how are they affected by the heterogeneity in the overall pop-

ulation of firms?

In this book, we address heterogeneity among firms in terms of two character-

istics: heterogeneity with respect to the country of origin and heterogeneity with

respect to industry membership.

First, given the increasing popularity of international collaborations (Hage-

doorn, 2002; Knoke et al., 2002), a question arises as to the extent to which inter-

national borders still matter for inter-firm collaboration. Despite economic global-

ization and liberalization of international ownership (Desai et al., 2004), significant

economic differences between regions and countries still persist. The heterogeneity

across the countries and regions, in part, determines the overall attractiveness of a

given country for the forming of collaborative alliances, the number of alliance op-

portunities in that and other countries, and the relative attractiveness of domestic

and foreign firms as alliance partners. In Chapter 2, we examine how the hetero-

geneity among the firms (specific to a country or geographical region) impacts the

structure and dynamics of inter-firm alliance networks.

Second, empirical studies on the ways in which the firms look for prospective

partners for forming alliances show that one of the most important considerations

is industry membership (Wang and Zajac, 2007). There is also evidence for sub-

stantial structural differences between the alliance networks in different sectors

(Rosenkopf and Schilling, 2007). Moreover, strong attraction forces have been ob-

served between some of the industries to form strategic research and development

(R&D) alliances. Figure 1.1 shows the network of bilateral R&D alliances formed

by the publicly traded international firms from 1989 to 2002. We can clearly iden-

tify two denser regions, or clusters, in this network. The smaller cluster on the left

mostly represents manufacturers of chemicals and related products (in orange) and

firms that provide services related to engineering, and research and development

(in dark gray). This smaller cluster may be referred to as “bio-technology”. The

larger cluster on the right represents manufacturers of computers, electronic, and

optical equipment (in yellow and light green) and firms that provide business ser-

vices including software development (in light gray). Both clusters are made up

of two main sectors. The question then arises as to why firms from some pairs of

sectors tend to collaborate much more often than firms from other pairs of sectors.

In Chapter 4, we identify how the heterogeneity among firms (with respect to the
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industrial sector in which they operate) impacts the structure and dynamics of

inter-firm alliance network.

1.1.2 Measuring Segregation in Networks

The act of investigating the formation of inter-firm collaborative partnerships, as

described in the previous section, highlights a methodological difficulty. In Chapter

2, we explore the extent to which firms prefer domestic over foreign firms when

choosing alliance partners, which relates to the concept of segregation, that is, the

tendency of network ties to be established within rather than between countries.

The existing literature provides several methods for measuring segregation in so-

cial networks, but does not offer clear guidelines regarding the choice of method.

Examples of measures include Freeman’s Segregation Index (Freeman, 1978b), the

Assortativity Coefficient (Newman, 2003b; Newman and Girvan, 2002), and cer-

tain parameters of Exponential Random Graph Models (Koehly et al., 2004; Mor-

ris et al., 2008; Snijders et al., 2006). The measures have different properties and,

when applied to the same data, can lead to different conclusions. The differences

between various measures stem from different assumptions about the concept of

segregation and its relation to the network structure. Hence, the general question

is:

How can one adequately measure segregation in social networks?

More specifically, how similar are the existing measures of segregation in net-

works to one another? How do they differ? Given a concrete substantive research

problem at hand, how should researchers go about choosing an appropriate segre-

gation measure?

In Chapter 3, first we specify a set of desirable properties that a generic seg-

regation measure should possess. Next, we compare the existing measures against

this set of properties. This approach has two advantages:

1. Comparing the existing measures against a specified set of properties enables

us to identify the way in which different measures evaluate different structural

aspects of the network.

2. Given a substantive research problem at hand, it is often easier to articulate

the requirements for a segregation measure in terms of desirable properties.
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1.1.3 Co-Evolution of Networks and Behavior under

Heterogeneity

In addition to the empirical and methodological questions described in the previous

two subsections, the last set of questions addressed in this book is related to the

theoretical understanding of social network formation among heterogeneous actors.

The actors, we assume, attempt to achieve their goals by manipulating their

social networks (network formation) and choosing a particular behavior given their

immediate social environment (behavior in networks). Current theoretical studies

tend to focus on only one of the two phenomena: either network formation or

behavior in fixed networks.

Theoretical studies of network formation have been conducted in sociology, eco-

nomics, physics, and computer science. Models have been developed to explain the

formation of networks when actors try to bridge structural holes (Buskens and

van de Rijt, 2008; Goyal and Vega-Redondo, 2007), the formation of inter-firm

partnerships (Bloch, 2005; Goyal and Joshi, 2003; Goyal and Moraga-Gonzales,

2001, 2002; Westbrock, 2010), and in other, mostly stylized, contexts (e.g., Bala

and Goyal, 2000; Jackson and Watts, 2002a; Jackson and Wolinsky, 1996). See also

textbooks by Jackson (2008, Chapters 6 and 11) and Goyal (2007, Chapters 7, 8,

and 9) and references therein for an overview. These models enable researchers to

predict the structure of a social network given the particular goals of the actors.

There is also a substantive literature on strategic behavior in fixed networks. How-

ever, because the focus of this book is on the formation of social networks, we refer

the reader to the overviews by Weidenholzer (2007, 2010), Jackson (2008, Chapter

9), and Goyal (2007, Chapters 3 and 4).

A natural next step is to analyze the behaviors of actors simultaneously with

their network formation choices. In other words, we explore what happens if both

actor behavior and networks can change simultaneously and influence each other in

a process of co-evolution. Examples of studies in that direction include theoretical

models (Berninghaus and Vogt, 2006; Buskens et al., 2008; Corten, 2009; Jackson

and Watts, 2002b) and laboratory experiments (Berninghaus et al., 2002; Corbae

and Duffy, 2008; Corten and Buskens, 2010; Ule, 2005).

Both the “pure” network formation models and the co-evolution studies share a

common assumption that actors are ex ante homogeneous. The majority of models

(with the notable exceptions of Galeotti et al., 2006; Goeree et al., 2009; Haller
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and Sarangi, 2003) assume that actors do not have any attributes that distinguish

them from one another and that all actors are trying to achieve the same goals.

The aforementioned models provide valuable insights into social processes. For

example, Goyal and Moraga-Gonzales (2001) show that, on the one hand, firms

targeting the same market have excessive incentives to form collaborative ties

among each other, but, on the other hand, too much collaboration among these

firms is not desirable from the societal point of view. However, a more general

analysis of inter-firm collaboration should take into account that firms may target

multiple markets, produce a variety of products, face different demand functions

and so on. Consequently, several homogeneity assumptions about the firms need

to be relaxed. Given that the co-evolution studies share the same limitation, the

question then is:

What are the theoretical implications of introducing actor heterogeneity into

models of co-evolution of behavior and networks?

We substantiate this problem by looking into one specific type of co-evolution,

namely, coordination in dynamic networks. The basic configuration, analyzed by

Buskens et al. (2008), involves a population of actors, embedded in an undirected

social network, who attempt to coordinate their behavior with those of their net-

work peers. Simultaneously, actors can modify their network ties by dropping un-

wanted relations and creating beneficial ones. The actors in this model are ho-

mogeneous: they have identical preferences with respect to their behavioral and

network choices. Based on this basic configuration, we introduce actor heterogene-

ity in the form of two groups of actors with different preferences, in terms of both

their behavior and network ties, which depend on the group membership of their

network peers.

Introducing heterogeneity may have important consequences for the structure

of emerging networks. In the homogeneous case, the model predicts the formation

of disconnected network components consisting of coordinated actors who engage

in the same behavior. The question is whether this prediction holds in populations

of actors who do not have exactly the same preferences. This question and other

related concerns are the subject of Chapter 5.
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1.2 Overview of the Chapters

The remaining chapters of this book contain the detailed examination of the re-

search questions raised in Section 1.1. In Chapter 2, we investigate the international

and inter-regional aspects of the structure and dynamics of global networks of

inter-firm R&D partnerships. In Chapter 3, we present an analysis of the method-

ological problem of measuring segregation in networks. In Chapter 4, we revisit

inter-firm alliances, with our main focus on explaining the patterns of inter-firm

collaboration across sectors in alliances within the U.S. Finally, in Chapter 5, we

present an analysis of a model of coordination in dynamic networks that allows

for actors who differ in their preferences.

1.2.1 Inter-Firm Alliances in an International Context

In Chapter 2, we address the consequences of heterogeneity between the countries

on the structure of inter-firm alliances. The analyses investigate a series of de-

scriptive questions regarding the structure and dynamics of the global network of

inter-firm partnerships, some of which have previously been posed in the literature

and tested using different datasets.

Although the existing literature reports the main trends in the number of formed

alliances in different countries as well as between countries and regions (Duysters

and Vanhaverbeke, 1996; Hagedoorn, 2002; Knoke et al., 2002), the issue concern-

ing the structure and dynamics of the underlying population of firms has been

largely neglected. In Chapter 2, we argue that to properly evaluate various trends

and indicators of the structure of the alliance network, it is crucial to take these

population changes into account. In particular, because the number of firms in

different countries (i.e., the heterogeneity of the population of firms with respect

to the country of origin) determines the opportunities for forming domestic and in-

ternational alliances, any change in the rate of forming national and international

alliances may not necessarily reflect a change in preference but simply a change in

alliance making opportunities. This point is elaborated at length in Section 2.3.

To control for this effect of heterogeneity, we supplement the Thomson data on

alliances with the data on the number of firms in different countries from World

Bank’s World Development Indicators database.1

1 http://data.worldbank.org/data-catalog/world-development-indicators
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Our analyses show that the global network of R&D alliances is very sparse. If

we randomly select a public company in the world, this company is expected to

form an alliance only once in every 40 years. Nevertheless, the world experienced

a boom of strategic R&D alliance formation during the 1990s, with these newly

formed partnerships being highly concentrated geographically. Specifically, 71% of

partnerships formed between 1989 and 2002 involved a firm from an Anglo-Saxon

country. Moreover, 61% of all alliances involved at least one firm from the U.S.

With respect to the segregation of the alliance network (i.e., the preference for

domestic versus foreign firms as alliance partners) we find that, on average, there

seems to be a worldwide tendency for firms to choose domestic partners. However,

alliances involving U.S. firms have shown a decrease in segregation since the late

1990s. Last but not least, the structure of the partnerships formed between 1989

and 2002 was influenced significantly by the industry affiliations of the firms. This

observation is the subject of Chapter 4.

1.2.2 Measuring Segregation

Chapter 3 addresses segregation in networks. Segregation, as defined in this book,

refers to a specific pattern of relations in a social network. In a network with a

high degree of segregation, relations tend to exist between actors who are simi-

lar with respect to a certain attribute. For example, friendships are more likely

to be reported among students of the same ethnic group than among students of

different ethnic groups (Moody, 2001). Although empirical studies almost unani-

mously show that segregation drives the structure of many types of social relations

(McPherson et al., 2001), it is surprising that there is hardly any consensus on the

methods of measuring segregation.

This lack of consensus is shown in Chapter 2, in which our study of country

segregation in the alliance network revealed a somewhat disorganized state in the

methodology of measuring segregation in networks. This observation is what mo-

tivates our research goal of how to measure segregation in social networks across

different contexts. We start by formulating a set of basic properties that a generic

segregation measure might possess. These properties specify certain network mod-

ification mechanisms together with the expected change in the value of the generic

segregation measure. In addition, we categorize the existing measures with respect

to network type (directed or undirected) and the level (network, group, or actor) at
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which the given measure provides segregation scores. Finally, we examine whether

this existing measures satisfy or violate the set of properties that we formulated.

The results allow us to systematically compare existing measures of segregation

using the set of properties as a benchmark to show how the measures differ from

one another. Furthermore, the results enable us to choose the appropriate measure,

given a specific research problem, by first considering the properties and then

choosing the measure that satisfies those properties. For a researcher faced with

a specific research problem, the results identify two crucial characteristics of a

problem that determine the choice of the proper segregation index.

The first characteristic is the distinction between a situation in which the con-

figuration of network ties is fixed while the node attribute designating the groups

is dynamic and a situation in which the data result from the tie formation process

between nodes that are more stably assigned to the groups.

The second characteristic is the level at which segregation is measured. Some

measures such as the Assortativity Coefficient (Newman, 2003a; Newman and

Girvan, 2002) and the Freeman’s Segregation Index (Freeman, 1978b), provide

only a network-level score, whereas other measures, such as the Segregation Matrix

Index (Freshtman, 1997), provide only group-level scores. However, there are also

measures, such as the Spectral Segregation Index (Echenique and Fryer, 2007),

that provide segregation scores for individual nodes. By considering the properties

and characteristics of the segregation measures that we have defined, researchers

can make even more fine-grained distinctions among measures and select the best

measure for the task at hand.

1.2.3 Inter-Firm Alliances between Industrial Sectors

Chapter 4 investigates the formation of inter-firm partnerships and the role of het-

erogeneity with respect to industry affiliation. The main objective of this chapter

is to explain why inter-firm collaboration seems to be concentrated between some

pairs of industrial sectors and not others. We theorize that the reason has to do

with the roles that firms play in the economy. The role of a firm is determined by

its technology, that is, the type of products or services it provided (output) and the

associated production requirements (inputs). For example, coalmining companies

extract coal using necessary equipment, and steel mills transform certain amounts

of iron ore and coal into steel. These roles are interconnected as the products or
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services of some firms constitute input for other firms, such as in the example

of coalmining and steelmaking companies above. Multiple input-output relations

connecting different sectors lead to a complex differentiation of roles. We further

hypothesize that there are three aspects of this differentiation that are important

for alliance formation: (1) the extent to which any two firms directly exchange

their products (“vertical relatedness”), (2) the extent to which the products of the

two firms are similarly important for other firms as input (“complementarity”),

and (3) the extent to which the two firms need similar products as factor input for

their production (“input similarity”). We predict that these three aspects all have

a positive effect on the likelihood of collaboration in alliances.

We test these predictions using the Thomson data on alliances. Due to data

limitations, the analyses can only be performed on the sector level. The roles are

constructed using the input-output data from U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis

(Horowitz and Planting, 2006) for the 20 industrial sectors of the U.S. economy.

The results support only one of our expectations. Specifically, we find that

inter-firm alliances are much more likely to be formed between vertically related

sectors. The size of this effect is substantial, with alliances between firms from the

most vertically related sectors being almost 20 times more likely than alliances

between sectors that are the least vertically related. We did not find support for

the hypotheses related to “complementarity” and “input similarity”, with the effect

of complementarity being non-existent and the effect of “input similarity” (albeit

weak) found in the opposite direction compared to what we hypothesized. At this

point, we are unable to provide a satisfactory explanation for that observation.

1.2.4 Co-Evolution of Networks and Behavior with

Heterogeneous Actors

Chapter 5 contributes to the theoretical understanding of simultaneous dynamics

of actor behavior and inter-actor relations. The starting point for our analysis is a

model of coordination in a dynamic network (Buskens et al., 2008). The purpose

of this model is to understand the dynamics of the population of actors who are

embedded in a social network and face choices between two behavioral options. The

model is dynamic, as over time, actors can change their behavior and create and

delete their network ties. In the model of Buskens et al. (2008), actors attempt to

choose the same behavioral option as their network partners. Maintaining relations
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is costly. Therefore, actors tend to maintain only relations that allow them to

coordinate with others and drop relations that bring no benefits.

The crucial assumption of the model presented by Buskens et al. (2008), which

we relax in our model, posits that all the actors involved have exactly the same

preferences regarding the behavior on which they seek to coordinate. We relax this

assumption by assigning actors into two groups. The group membership determines

the behavioral options on which the actors prefer to coordinate. We also study two

specifications for the way in which network ties are costly. In the first specification,

the cost of a tie does not depend on the group membership of the actors involved.

In the second specification, the actors are relatively better off when having equal

numbers of network partners from both groups.

To understand the types of social networks that are likely to emerge given the

above assumptions, we employ a generalized version of Pairwise Stability (Jackson

and Wolinsky, 1996). With this concept, we characterize network structures that

do not change if actors are assumed to make optimal behavioral and network

choices given the concurrent behavior and relations of other actors (best reply

dynamics). We show that stable networks always consist of at most four types of

network positions. The nature of the position that an actor occupies, including the

number of ties the actor possesses, is determined mainly by the behavior of the

actor and the network partners. With computer simulations and using aggregate

measures of network structure we further show that the stable networks exhibit

more structural variability compared to the homogeneous case analyzed by Buskens

et al. (2008). More specifically, we show that it is likely for the two groups of actors

to segregate, that is,there are likely to be relatively more ties within groups than

between groups. Although the way in which we introduced heterogeneity into the

model seems to favor group segregation, we find that coordination on the same

behavior in an integrated network is not unlikely and, in fact, is more likely than in

the model involving homogeneous actors. Coordination of behavior becomes even

more likely if one of the groups is larger, because the minority group is induced to

integrate and choose majority-favored behavior.

We also analyze the social optimality of networks — the extent to which a given

network guarantees the maximal achievement of the specified goals to the maximal

number of actors. Our analysis shows that maximally optimal networks are not

necessarily stable. Computer simulations complement this result by showing that

stable networks are usually nearly socially optimal.
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Chapters 2 to 5 were initially written as journal articles. Therefore, there is a

degree of overlap between this introduction and the introductions to the individual

chapters. There is also some overlap between the chapters, especially Chapters 2

and 4, both of which analyze data on inter-firm alliances from the same source

(i.e., Thomson Reuters SDC Platinum database “Strategic Alliances & Joint Ven-

tures”).2 The detailed description of this data is provided in Sections 2.4 and 4.3.

1.3 Suggestions for Further Research

We conclude this chapter with a few remarks regarding possible extensions of the

research presented in this book and a discussion of several more general issues.

Remarks specific to the topics covered in Chapters 2 through 5 are provided in

their respective final summary sections. We organize our remarks into the three

main areas of interest of this book, corresponding to the subsections of Section 1.1.

1.3.1 Inter-Firm Collaboration

In Chapters 2 and 4, we investigate the effects of the two forms of heterogeneity

among the firms: heterogeneity in terms of country of origin and heterogeneity in

terms of industrial sector.

One of the conclusions of Chapter 2 is that the network of inter-firm R&D

alliances is very sparse, especially in contrast to the total number of firms (potential

alliance partners) in different countries. The sparseness and the significant drop

in the annual rate of newly formed alliances since the late 1990s together point to

the diminishing role of alliances as channels of international technology transfer.

Recent work has suggested that firms now prefer to purchase business entities in

other countries (acquisition) rather than forming alliances with foreign firms (Desai

et al., 2004). However, the substitution of alliances with mergers and acquisitions is

a process that has not been properly documented and awaits supporting evidence

from future research.

In Chapter 4, we argue that inter-firm alliances are tools to manage interde-

pendencies between firms. We propose three forms of interdependence (“vertical

relatedness”,“complementarity”, and“input similarity”) that correspond to the var-

2 http://thomsonreuters.com/products services/financial/financial products/a-z/sdc
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ious roles that different industrial sectors play in the economy. The results support

the claim that firms do form alliances to manage interdependence with vertically

related firms. However, we did not find the expected effects to support the other

two forms of interdependence. In particular, in the case of “input similarity”, we

found negative effects of “input similarity” despite expecting positive relationships.

The natural question, then, is why?

One possibility is that our analysis was performed on dyads on the sector level

instead of on the firm level whereas the main argument for our prediction of a

positive effect of “input similarity” on alliance formation (Hypothesis 3, page 91)

is derived from a firm-level mechanism, that is, collaboration confers on firms

bargaining power with their suppliers. We believe that empirical support the“input

similarity”hypothesis may be found given a tighter theoretical model of firms, their

interdependencies, and bargaining.

To conclude, we would like to note that there are several insightful theoretical

models of inter-firm relations. Examples include models of R&D collaboration

(Goyal and Joshi, 2003; Goyal and Moraga-Gonzales, 2001), collusion (e.g., Bloch,

2005), and buyer-seller networks (Kranton and Minehart, 2000, 2001). However, it

was impossible to apply these models to our data for two main reasons. First, the

models require additional information about the firms, which is not available in our

data. For example, our data do not contain firm-specific R&D effort levels which

constitute an essential ingredient of the model of Goyal and Moraga-Gonzales

(2001). Second, there is no easy way to generalize an available model, such as

the model presented in Bloch (2005), to a population of firms targeting different

but not independent markets. A theoretical model that explains the variability of

inter-firm collaboration between different industrial sectors is still to be developed.

1.3.2 Measuring Segregation in Networks

In Chapter 3, we presented a systematic review of network segregation measures.

We proposed a set of properties that a generic segregation measure could possess

and compared the existing measures using those properties as a benchmark. We

believe that such an approach may be extended via providing axiomatic definitions

of existing segregation measures. The results in that direction are available for the

Spectral Segregation Index (see Echenique and Fryer, 2007, and Section 3.4.6 in

this book). Axiomatization would provide clear-cut definitions of the measures
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and unravel the assumptions behind them. Moreover, axiomatic definitions may

provide hints about useful new measures. We also believe that other social network

concepts, such as centrality, would benefit from this type of analysis.

Another issue that we would like to highlight follows from Coleman’s (1958)

remark that“[e]very good measure of purported tendency is based on an underlying

model. The model shows, in effect, how this tendency operated to produce observed

result”. In the context of the segregation measures, we take that comment as a

suggestion to identify meaningful behavioral models that might help interpret the

measures and constitute a link between the methods of empirical research and

sociological theory. Incidentally, 20 years after Coleman (1958), similar remarks

were made by Granovetter (1979) with respect to other elements of statistical

methods for social network data. Today, 50 years after Coleman’s article and over

30 years after Granovetter’s chapter we do see interesting developments including,

for example, a behavioral model related to Coleman’s Segregation Index (Currarini

et al., 2009), and a model related to Bonacich (1987) centrality measure (Ballester

et al., 2006).

1.3.3 Co-Evolution of Networks and Behavior under

Heterogeneity

In Chapter 5, we study a particular theoretical model of simultaneous dynamics

of behavior and networks. In addition to our specific remarks in the final sections

of Chapter 5, we would like to mention three issues of a more general nature.

Most of the existing models of network formation (see the textbooks by Goyal,

2007; Jackson, 2008, as well as references in Section 1.1.3) are analyzed with the

assumption that actors make decisions myopically. In other words, actors are as-

sumed to make decisions according to what is best for them under the present

circumstances without looking forward to possible long-term consequences in the

future. The co-evolution model featured in Chapter 5 subscribes to that assump-

tion as well. Recent experimental studies (Corten and Buskens, 2010) provide some

evidence suggesting that actors take future consequences into account when mak-

ing network formation decisions by anticipating the possible response decisions

of the actors around them. Recent years have seen the appearance of theoretical

network formation models that explicitly model the actors as farsighted (Berning-

haus et al., 2008; Dutta et al., 2005; Grandjean et al., 2010; Herings et al., 2009;
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Morbitzer et al., 2011; Page et al., 2005). However, the implications of relaxing the

myopia assumption in the network formation models are yet to be established.

Another feature of the large majority of network formation models is their

determinism. Actors are assumed to possess perfect information about their envi-

ronment and to make decisions faultlessly, with the consequences of those decisions

being perfectly certain. Empirical applications of such models often refrain from

testing the implications on the individual level directly, instead relying on test-

ing aggregate implications on the group level. As an example, consider one of the

aggregate implications of the model presented in Chapter 5, which posits that a

network under certain circumstances in a more heterogeneous population is likely

to evolve toward segregated structures (i.e., most of the network ties will exist

within instead of between groups). Such a hypothesis can be tested by measuring

the segregation levels of social networks that differ with respect to their hetero-

geneity. Along similar lines, Corten (2009, Ch. 4) tests the aggregate implications

of the co-evolution model of Buskens et al. (2008) using data on alcohol use and

friendship networks in school classes of Dutch secondary schools (Knecht, 2008).

Even though such aggregate-level predictions are often supported by the data,

the problem arises as to how one should interpret the discrepancies between the

predictions and the observations if they occur. Can they be attributed to the

misspecification at the individual level (the “micro level theory” in Raub et al.,

2011), such as to some unobserved factors within individuals? These factors may be

components of individual utility functions that are unobservable to the researcher

and other actors in the studied population. Or, perhaps, the discrepancies can be

attributed to factors that are observable by the actors themselves but hidden from

the researcher? For example, the actors may observe the utilities and actions of

one another but the researcher may misspecify the utility functions of the actors

(e.g., due to data limitations). Finally, perhaps the discrepancies result from an

incorrect specification of the rules through which individual decisions bring about

the macro level outcome (the “transformation rules” in Raub et al., 2011)? For

example, the equilibrium concept used might have been incorrect.

Paraphrasing Daniel McFadden’s message in his Nobel Prize Lecture, “It is im-

portant to explain and model these [discrepancies] as part of (...) [the social net-

work formation] theory, rather than as ad hoc disturbances” (McFadden, 2001).3

3 Insertions made by the author. McFadden (2001) refers to the transition of consumer
theory from formulating market-level predictions based on the models of the“representative
agent” to the direct individual-level analysis enabled by the development of Random Utility
Models.
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McFadden’s suggestion can be interpreted as a call for integrating model prediction

errors into the theory. In other words, the theory itself must be made more statisti-

cal by explicitly specifying the sources of uncertainty. Concepts from classical game

theory have been extended in that direction by, for example, the development of

statistical equilibrium concepts such as the Quantal Response Equilibrium (McK-

elvey and Palfrey, 1995). Similar developments have been observed in the area of

sociology. For example, Weesie (2000) has proposed statistical models of dyadic

decision making that allow the researcher to impose a functional form on indi-

vidual utility functions (corresponding to the micro level theory) while making

certain assumptions about the transformation rules (e.g., whether utility trans-

fers between the actors are possible). In the social networks literature, Snijders

et al. (2010) have developed models for the co-evolution of behavior and networks.

In their models, similar to the models in Weesie (2000), the functional form of

the actors’ utility functions is specified while assuming, among other things, that

actors make decisions myopically, that actors possess perfect information about

the network ties and behaviors of other actors, and that potentially unobserved

components of the actors’ utility functions are distributed according to a certain

probability distribution that is common to all the actors.

We believe that further developments in this direction will continue to bring

the sociological theory of social networks and statistical methods for analyzing the

network data more closely together.





Chapter 2

Structure and Dynamics of Inter-Firm R&D

Partnerships∗

2.1 Introduction

Networks of inter-firm research and development (R&D) partnerships have recently

attracted great attention from researchers and policy makers. A central objective

of the Seventh Framework Programme of the European Commission, for example,

is the development of a pan-European knowledge network between the leading

research centers on the continent. To give another example, in order to reduce in-

ternational trade disparities, the Trade and Development Board of the 2000 United

Nations Conference in Geneva has promoted the formation of a collaboration net-

work connecting small and medium-sized firms from the least-developed countries

with large transnationals (UNCTAD, 2000a).

A major motivation behind policy initiatives like these is the belief that inter-

firm networks can play an important role in international technological develop-

ment and economic growth (Freeman and Hagedoorn, 1994; Vonortas and Safi-

oleas, 1997). Two sources of network effects have been identified in the business

and economics literature. First, there are the beneficial effects from the collab-

orative partnerships themselves. As compared to in-house projects, collaborative

R&D avoids the duplication of research investments and enables the exploitation

of nationally distinct stocks of know-how. Theoretical models suggest that inter-

firm collaboration on R&D has positive effects on the overall amount of research

∗ The study presented in this chapter is published in the Journal of Technology Transfer
(Bojanowski, Corten, and Westbrock, 2011), and is a result of a joint project with Rense
Corten (ICS/Sociology, Utrecht Univeristy) and Bastian Westbrock (Utrecht School of
Economics, Utrecht University). I would like to thank the participants of workshops in
Rotterdam, Utrecht, and the XXVII Sunbelt Conference in Corfu for their helpful comments
and suggestions.
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conducted as well as is associated with efficiency gains. This seems to hold even if

the collaborating firms also collude in the subsequent production and marketing

of their products. The positive effects are to be expected especially in the indus-

tries, in which the within-alliance knowledge spillovers are large i.e., the results of

the research conducted by one firm in an alliance can be utilized rather easily by

other firms in that partnership (d’Aspremont and Jacquemin, 1988). The afore-

mentioned beneficial effect of R&D collaboration have been also supported based

on empirical data (Hagedoorn et al., 2000; Kogut, 1988), despite the fact that the

effects of R&D spillovers and associated returns on investment are very hard to

measure on the macro level (Griliches, 1992).

Second, it has been argued that inter-firm networks can provide benefits that

go beyond the effects of the relationships they consist of. At the heart of this

idea are some studies suggesting that the network itself is a locus of knowledge

production (Freeman, 1991; Powell et al., 1996; Verspagen and Duysters, 2004).

These studies point to various mechanisms through which the network facilitates

information production and diffusion: first, know-how can be transmitted along

chains of partnerships in the network from firm to firm. Second, information that

“leaks” out of a company’s R&D projects may be assimilated by the firms that are

connected to it. Finally, firms can use the network to gather timely information

about technological novelties and trends (Ahuja, 2000). An implication of the

aforementioned network effects is that a few international partnerships in the global

R&D network might be sufficient to link distinct knowledge pools in different parts

of the world. Moreover, they point to the capability of the network as an effective

device for the transfer of technological know-how to the lesser developed countries

(see Arvanitis and Vonortas, 2000, and the five papers in the Journal of Technology

Transfer 2000 spring collection).

However, the presence of network effects also raises some important questions

about the structure of the global network of R&D partnerships. Is the network suf-

ficiently connected to enable international know-how diffusion? Is there sufficient

overlap between national or regional clusters in the network? Moreover, are collab-

orative activities sufficiently equally dispersed around the globe? In this chapter,

we contribute to these questions by empirically investigating the macro-level prop-

erties of the inter-firm R&D network on a global scale and over the extensive time

period from 1989 to 2002. When compared to prior work on these questions, the

distinctive feature of our study is that we isolate an important, but so far omitted,

factor to explain the structure of the inter-firm network, namely the heterogeneity

of the global firm population. To the best of our knowledge, all previous studies
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have formed their own view on the network based on an observation of the distribu-

tion of inter-firm R&D partnerships around the globe. We argue that disregarding

the distribution of firms over countries, i.e., firms’ heterogeneity due to country of

origin, and its changes over time will logically lead to a distorted picture of the

network. The reason is that many properties of the worldwide distribution of part-

nerships, such as the geographical concentration of partnerships or the fraction of

international alliances, are influenced by the sizes of the national firm populations.

For example, Freeman and Hagedoorn (1994) have found that the largest share

of the worldwide number of R&D partnerships is between firms from the stronger

economies in North America, Western Europe, and East Asia. This finding has

led to a rather pessimistic outlook for the future of the technological gap between

developed and less developed countries. We argue, however, that it is natural to

find more partnerships within the developed countries, because these countries also

host the largest share of the worldwide number of firms. Similarly, it has been found

that U.S. companies form a lot of domestic partnerships when compared to other

countries (Hagedoorn, 2002). This pattern has been explained by the favorable

antitrust treatment of R&D joint ventures in the United States. However, given the

size of the U.S. economy, we would expect a large share of domestic partnerships,

simply because the number of available domestic partners is much larger in the

United States than any where else.

One could argue that these considerations alone do not make our exercise in-

dispensable, because the firm population is just one explanatory variable of the

network structure, amongst many others. Yet, as compared to other variables,

the structure of the firm population is unique because it produces a “natural” in-

equality in the network based on logical opportunities for partnerships. In order

to distinguish the effect of opportunities from other determinants of the network

structure, we apply measures of density, centralization, and integration taken from

the social network literature that correct for the different sizes of the national firm

populations.1

Our analysis reveals two sets of results. On the one hand, it confirms the ro-

bustness of some of the previous empirical findings. First, in line with Hagedoorn

(2002), we find an unclear time trend in the total number of R&D partnerships

over the 1990s. Second, we reconfirm the trend towards the formation of segre-

1 In particular, our measure of network density builds on the average degree of a group
of individuals in a network, whereas to measure network integration we make use of a
homophily index, which captures the tendency of individuals to associate and bond with
similar others in a network (Coleman, 1958; Lazarsfeld and Merton, 1954).
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gated national clusters in the global alliance network, as firms show a steadily

declining interest in international partnerships (Duysters and Hagedoorn, 1996).

On the other hand, our analysis provides some novel insights: first of all, the net-

work is less concentrated than suggested by previous research. The dominance of

U.S. firms in the network is to a large extent explained by the pure size of the U.S.

economy. Japanese firms are comparably active collaborators when controlling for

the smaller number of firms based in Japan. Second, we find that the inter-firm

R&D alliance network is extremely sparse. Comparing the number of partnerships

to the number of firms, our findings suggest that the typical firm is involved in a

partnership about every thirty-five years. Moreover, the group of companies that

is involved in a considerable number of alliances represents only a small fraction of

the numbers of companies worldwide. Hence, an important contribution from our

analysis is a rather different view on the global R&D partnership network than the

one put forward in previous research. The sparseness of the network raises some

serious doubts about the general importance of collaborative R&D for the firms

themselves, but also about the role of the network as a spurring force behind a

globalizing economy.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 reviews the

findings from prior studies on the global network of R&D partnerships and sum-

marizes the interpretation, as put forward by these studies, concerning the causal

factors underlying the structure of this network. Section 2.3 presents the method-

ology used in the current study and Section 2.4 introduces the data. Our findings

are presented in Section 2.5. In each of these sections, we also briefly present the

previously used methods, data, and findings for comparison. The discussion of our

results and a summary of the implications from our study are delegated to Section

2.6.

2.2 Literature Review

In the past two decades, a considerable number of studies have been published

that investigate the structure of the global network of R&D partnerships (Duys-

ters and Hagedoorn, 1996; Freeman and Hagedoorn, 1994; Hagedoorn, 1996, 2002;

Moskalev and Swensen, 2007; Rosenkopf and Schilling, 2007). At the same time,

there was an even larger number of publications on the network structures in par-

ticular industries or regions (e.g., Duysters and Vanhaverbeke, 1996; M’Chirgui,
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2007; Nishimura and Okamuro, 2011). A commonality of most of these studies is

that they attribute regional patterns and temporal changes in the network struc-

ture to differences across countries in terms of their social, political, or technolog-

ical conditions and the development of these conditions over time. Freeman and

Hagedoorn (1994) and Hagedoorn (2002), for example, point to the rapid growth

of the information technology sector in the 1960s and the rise of the biotech sector

in the 1970s as two important factors for the rise of worldwide collaborative ac-

tivities. On the political side, supranational efforts towards an integration of the

world economy, such as the European Common Market or the Uruguay Round,

have provided firms with new opportunities for international partnerships (Desai

et al., 2004; UNCTAD, 2000b). However, in the light of the ambitions of these

studies, a general limitation is that they investigate trends and patterns in the dis-

tribution of inter-firm R&D partnerships, but omit the structure of the underlying

international firm population.

Two often studied figures are the level and the time trend in the number of newly

formed R&D partnerships per year. Related studies are motivated by the widely

accepted hypothesis that due to shortened product life cycles and the increased

uncertainty of R&D projects, collaborative research has become more important

during the second half of the past century. Since the mid-1980s, R&D collabora-

tion is supposed to constitute a key factor in the innovation strategies of firms

(Harrigan, 1988; Huang and Yu, 2011; Mytelka, 1991; Nooteboom, 1999). The

hypothesis has been confirmed by several studies indicating that the number of

newly formed R&D partnerships has significantly increased during the 70s up to

the mid 1980s (Hagedoorn, 1996, 2002; OECD, 1992). For the period 1990–1998,

which is also the period studied in this chapter, Hagedoorn and van Kranenburg

(2003) have not found any continuation of this trend, but rather a cyclical pat-

tern in the number of new partnerships. Gomes-Casseres (1988) argues that such

an “alliance cycle” can be explained by bandwagon effects. In order to succeed in

the competition for scarce resources and to maintain a legitimate position in the

market, a company is expected to adopt the best practices from other, successful

firms. Yet, what is a best practice at certain times might be out of fashion at

other times. Other research links the alliance cycle to the parallel wave of mergers

and acquisitions in the 1990s (Desai et al., 2004; Hagedoorn, 1996) or changes in

national regulations regarding inter-firm collaboration (Link et al., 2005). In this

study, we reinvestigate these hypotheses for the period 1989–2002. Our ambition

is to isolate an alternative explanation for the previous observations, namely the
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significant increase in the worldwide numbers of firms during the 1970s and 1980s

and some fluctuations in the global firm population during the 1990s:

Question 2.1 (Network density). How dense is the global network of inter-firm

R&D partnerships during the period 1989–2002?

Question 2.2 (Network density over time). Has the density of the global network of

inter-firm R&D partnerships increased, fluctuated or decreased during the period

1989–2002?

Another commonly studied dimension of the network is the extent to which

collaborative activities are regionally and nationally concentrated (Freeman and

Hagedoorn, 1994; Hagedoorn, 2002; Moskalev and Swensen, 2007). The underlying

motivation is the hope that firms from all countries can, and also do, take advantage

from collaborative R&D. By looking at the country affiliation of the participating

companies, Freeman and Hagedoorn (1994) have found that the vast majority of

all R&D partnerships are formed between firms from the stronger economies in

North America, Western Europe, and East Asia. The authors conclude that the

less developed countries lack the necessary technological and organizational capa-

bilities for the complex task of R&D partnering. Hagedoorn (2002) and Moskalev

and Swensen (2007) have found that in particular U.S. firms are involved in many

of the recorded R&D partnerships, reflecting the overall dominance of the U.S.

economy in major high-tech industries such as the information technology sectors

and pharmaceutical biotechnology. However, it is not clear to what extent the find-

ings of these studies reflect differences in the sizes of the national firm populations.

Thus, we reinvestigate the question:

Question 2.3 (Network centralization). Are there national or regional differences

in the proclivity of firms to form R&D partnerships during the period 1989–2002?

A third, frequently studied feature is the extent of internationalization in the

global R&D network (Duysters and Hagedoorn, 1996; Hagedoorn, 2002; Narula

and Hagedoorn, 1999). International research collaborations are important, be-

cause they facilitate the combination of distinct national knowledge resources and

can be an effective means of transferring know-how to the least developed parts of

the world (Ernst and Kim, 2002; UNCTAD, 2000a). In the literature, there are two

opposing hypotheses concerning the trend towards international R&D partnerships

over time. The still ongoing supranational efforts towards a liberalization of for-

eign ownership, as well as the progressing international division of labor, have split
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formerly integrated production processes into separate pieces scattered around the

world. This suggests, on the one hand, that international collaboration has become

more important over time (Duysters and Hagedoorn, 1996; Narula, 1996). Accord-

ing to an alternative view, international partnerships are mainly perceived as a

vehicle to circumvent barriers to foreign ownership (Contractor, 1990; Desai et al.,

2004). However, because the liberalization efforts have rendered the necessity of

shared ownership obsolete, firms replaced alliances by direct investments abroad.

Hence, rather than increasing the importance of international partnerships, the

authors expect the opposite effect.

According to Hagedoorn (2002), the share of international partnerships in the

total number of newly formed partnerships has been steadily declining over the

period 1980–1998. Moreover, the decline is strongest in the United States. Knoke et

al. (2002) have made a similar observation for the R&D network in the information

technology sector and for Japanese firms in particular, which have significantly

reduced their international partnerships during the 1990s. These findings suggest

that international alliances have been replaced by cross-border mergers and foreign

direct investments. Hagedoorn (2002) proposes an alternative explanation in the

discussion section of his article, which is closely related to the argument developed

in this study. He argues that the share of international R&D partnerships has

declined in the United States, not so much because of changes in the international

environment, but rather as a result of domestic developments. The 1980s and 1990s

have witnessed a strong growth in the U.S. biotech and information technology

industries, aligned with the start-up of many new businesses. Hence, it is not so

much a tendency to avoid foreign alliance partners, but rather the availability of

interesting local partners that explains the diminishing importance of international

collaboration. In this study, we reinvestigate the worldwide trend in the attitude

toward international partnerships, where we rigorously exclude changes in the

availability of interesting domestic alliance partners as an alternative factor to

explain the declining share of international R&D partnerships:

Question 2.4 (Network integration over time). Has the global network of R&D

partnerships become more or less integrated during the period 1989–2002?

The observation of a declining share of international partnerships has led au-

thors, like Freeman and Hagedoorn (1994), Narula and Hagedoorn (1999), and

Hagedoorn (2002), to the question about regional differences in internationaliza-

tion. The concern of the authors is that U.S. and Japanese firms tend to segre-

gate themselves from the rest of the global network, thereby reducing potential
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knowledge spillovers from these important economies. Furthermore, considering

the overall low level of collaborative activity in the least-developed countries, the

study of regional differences in the propensity with which firms form international

partnerships is important, because such an analysis indicates whether the firms

from the least-developed countries are at least connected to partners from the

stronger economies.

Narula and Hagedoorn (1999) and Hagedoorn (2002) have investigated the dif-

ferences in internationalization between the developed economies, and Freeman

and Hagedoorn (1994) have examined the link between these economies and the

least-developed countries. Their findings confirm a low propensity in choosing for-

eign alliance partners for U.S. firms, but not for Japanese firms. Moreover, they

show that almost all R&D partnerships involving firms from the least-developed

countries have a partner from one of the stronger economies on board. In this study,

we reinvestigate these issues where we additionally control for regional differences

in the availability of domestic partners:

Question 2.5 (Regional differences in network integration). Are there national or

regional differences in the propensity with which firms form R&D partnerships

with foreign partners?

In the following sections, we provide a more rigorous test of the contentions of

the previous literature by using a novel set of measures and novel data for our

analysis. We complement data on inter-firm R&D partnerships from the period

1989–2002 by data on the numbers of firms per country during the same period

and examine the resulting data structure using methods from the social network

literature. By doing this, we are able to isolate an important, but so far omitted,

factor to explain patterns and trends in worldwide collaborative activities, namely

the structure of the global firm population.

Before we proceed, let us remark that our study also breaks with the conventions

of another strand in the literature that provides a “true” social network analysis of

the global R&D network. Unlike several other recent studies on this topic (e.g., Gay

and Dousset, 2005; Verspagen and Duysters, 2004), we do not aim for a complete

characterization of all the properties of the network, such as the measurement of

component sizes or the lengths of the paths between any two firms. Instead we

focus on those measures of the network structure that are most sensitive to the

omission of taking the size and the structure of the underlying actor population

into account.
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2.3 Research Methodology

In this section, we present our measures of network density, centralization, and

integration and compare them with the measures that have previously been used to

examine the structure of the global inter-firm R&D network. In order to investigate

the overall importance of collaborative R&D and its trends (Research Questions

2.1 and 2.2), previous studies have counted the numbers of newly formed R&D

partnerships per year (e.g., Hagedoorn, 1996, 2002). However, this measure can

lead to a misleading conclusion, as we will demonstrate with the following example.

Suppose we find that in a given year the number of newly formed partnerships

has increased when compared to the previous year. There are two alternative

interpretations for this observation:

1. The number of partnerships per firm has increased, which means that firms

have been more actively creating them. Following this interpretation, we would

have to conclude that R&D collaboration has become more important for firms

over the two years.

2. Firms have been equally active in creating partnerships in the two years, but the

number of firms has increased. According to this interpretation, there would be

no reason to conclude that the importance of R&D collaboration has increased.

This suggests that a proper measure of the importance of collaborative R&D

has to be corrected for the number of active firms in a given year. Such a measure

is the average degree. Formally, let ηti denote the degree of a firm i in the set of

worldwide active firms N t, and let nt denote the number of active firms in year t.

The degree measures the number of alliance participations of the firm in a given

year. The average degree is defined as:

ηt =
1

nt

∑

i∈Nt

ηti , (2.1)

To address the question about the centralization of collaborative activities in

certain countries or regions (Research Question 2.3), Freeman and Hagedoorn

(1994) and Moskalev and Swensen (2007) have calculated and compared the num-

ber of partnerships per country and region, respectively. Similar to the shortcom-

ing of the previous measure of network density, the number of partnerships per

country is not an appropriate measure for a comparison of national differences in

propensities or barriers to collaboration, because it does not take into account the
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fact that larger countries are expected to have more partnerships. Therefore, we

use the national average degree as a measure of country-specific propensities and

constraints to collaboration. Formally, let us denote the set of firms in country k

and year t by N t
k. The national average degree is defined as:

ηtk =
1

nt
k

∑

i∈Nt
k

ηti . (2.2)

In the same manner, regional average degrees can be defined on the level of

world regions by letting N t
k denote the set of firms in region k.

Finally, in order to trace patterns and trends in the affinity towards foreign al-

liance partners (Research Questions 2.4 and 2.5), Freeman and Hagedoorn (1994)

and Hagedoorn (2002) have calculated the shares of international alliances in the

total number of newly formed partnerships. As already outlined in the work by

Blau (1977) and more recently by Currarini et al. (2009), a problem with this

measure is that it conceals differences in the opportunities for international part-

nerships stemming from differences in the numbers of available alliance partners.

To illustrate this argument, say we observe that the firms from a certain country

form relatively more domestic as compared to international partnerships. There

might be two possible explanations:

1. The firms from this country have, for whatever reason, a preference for domestic

partnerships; or

2. There are, as compared to the rest of the world, a lot of firms in this country

and therefore a lot of opportunities for domestic partnerships. This will lead to

relatively many partnerships within this country even if firms would randomly

create partnerships, disregarding whether partners are domestic or not.

While the researcher might be interested in the first effect, ignoring the second

will lead likely to a wrong conclusion about the role of preferences. In order to iso-

late the preference-based tendency to form domestic partnerships, we calculate for

each country a variant of the inbreeding homophily measure introduced by Cole-

man (1958). Formally, denote the share of domestic partnerships in the number of

newly formed partnerships in country k and year t by stk. We define the inbreeding

homophily index of country k as:2

2 The measure (2.3) is a variant of Coleman’s original measure, because Coleman (1958)
defines the term st

k
in terms of degrees in a network and not in terms of partnerships, as

we do here. The reason for this deviation from the original definition is that we intend
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Ht
k =

stk − nt
k/n

t

1 − nt
k/n

t
. (2.3)

In order to study the global trends in network integration, we trace the devel-

opment of the average of the national homophily measures. Moreover, for the

comparison of homophily across world regions, let the term stk measure the share

of intra-regional partnerships in region k and let the fraction nt
k/n

t be the number

of firms in the region relative to the worldwide total.

The inbreeding homophily measure has several desirable properties. Because

firms from larger countries have more opportunities to source out interesting do-

mestic partners, the measure is declining in the relative size of a country, nt
k/n

t.

The index value is zero, if the observed share of domestic partnerships equals the

relative country size, stk = nt
k/n

t. In this case, the firms from the particular country

are defined to exhibit no preference towards, or against, domestic partners. The

observed share of domestic partnerships is then merely due to opportunities. In

contrast, there is a maximal tendency to form domestic partnerships in a country

if stk = 1. Finally, if the share of domestic partnerships is smaller than the relative

country size, stk < nt
k/n

t, a country is said to be heterophile.3

to apply a homophily measure that is closely related to Hagedoorn’s (2002) measure of
internationalization, apart from the fact that ours allows to isolate the effects from alliance
opportunities. In fact, the term st

k
in the nominator of (2.3) corresponds to an uncorrected

measure of homophily, which is directly related to Hagedoorn’s share of international al-
liances, it

k
, by st

k
= 1 − it

k
.

3 In an earlier version of this chapter, we used Freeman’s segregation index (Freeman,
1978b), which has a stronger theoretical foundation and is more prominent in the social
network literature. To assess the level of segregation in a network, the index compares the
observed proportion of cross-class ties, i.e. ties that link nodes belonging to different groups,
with an expected proportion in a random network of the same average degree. The problem
of this measure is that it is originally designed for networks of two equally active groups but
it is not well-suited for networks with many groups and significant differences in the average
degrees across these groups. Hence, even though we found a similar deviation from the
earlier results in Freeman and Hagedoorn (1994) and Hagedoorn (2002) in our calculations
of network segregation using Freeman’s index, the deviation was much more extreme than
the one reported in Section 2.5 below. Because we suspected that these results were to some
extent driven by the significant differences in the average degrees across world regions, we
decided to report our findings from the inbreeding homophily measure of Coleman (1958),
which is more robust with regard to variations in the activity levels across groups. See
Chapter 3 for a further discussion of the segregation measures.
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2.4 Data

In the following, we present a detailed description of the data sources that we

utilize in our study and outline our sample selection procedure.

Our first data source is the Thomson Financial SDC Platinum database on

inter-firm strategic alliances and joint ventures. The database is one of the two

available datasets on inter-firm R&D partnerships with a comprehensive coverage

of the whole spectrum of industries, a large number of countries, and an extensive

time period.4 For every recorded inter-firm relation, the database reports the date

of completion, the names of the alliance participants as well as their countries of

origin. Moreover, the database contains information on the partnership purpose,

the mode of governance (contract versus ownership), the participants’ industry

affiliations, and their public status. As compared to other data sources on this

topic, the major limitation within the Thomson data lies in the fact that the in-

formation is collected from announcements in press releases, journal articles, and

comparable public sources. Thus, the appearance of a partnership in the database

depends on the self-interest of firms and news services to publicize the announce-

ment of a joint venture. However, despite the potential reporting biases aligned

with this collection procedure, the study by Schilling (2009) shows that the Thom-

son database provides a consistent picture with alternative datasets in terms of the

sectoral composition, the alliance activity over time, and the geographical origin

of the alliance participants.

Our second data source complements the alliance data by providing information

on the numbers of firms per country and year. The numbers are retrieved from the

World Development Indicators (WDI), which is part of the annual reports of the

World Bank and records the numbers of domestic companies listed on the national

stock markets. As compared to alternative company databases, the advantage of

the WDI data lies in the fact that it covers a large set of countries and an exten-

sive period of time including the late 1980s and the 1990s, where the number of

newly formed R&D partnerships reached its peak.5 A major drawback is that the

4 For more information on the Thomson SDC database, consult http://thomsonreuters.
com/products services/financial/financial products/a-z/sdc Some other datasets on inter-firm
partnerships that have previously been used in the literature are the CATI, CORE, NCRA-
RJV, Steps to RJVs, Recombinant Capital, and Bioscan datasets. The only alternative
dataset with the same broad scope is the CATI databank collected at the MERIT institute
at the University of Maastricht.
5 For more information on the World Development Indicators, see http://data.worldbank.
org/data-catalog/world-development-indicators. Some alternative data sources we considered
were the Worldscope company profile database as well as the United Nations UNIDO data.
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Table 2.1 Industry affiliation of alliance participants. The firms are all publicly held com-
panies that participate in the sample of 8150 R&D partnerships which are completed in
the period 1989–2002. Source: Thomson SDC Platinum.

Count of alliance % of
Industry sector participations total

Agricultural, forestry, fishing 2 0
Mining and construction 177 1
Manufacturing 8470 71
Transportation, communications, electricity services 605 5
Wholesale and retail trade 238 2
Finance, insurance, real estate 163 1
Personal and business services, computer software 2333 19
Public administration 3 0

11991 100

WDI data does not provide a complete picture of the total number of firms in a

country, because it does not contain any information on private enterprises. Fur-

thermore, the reported numbers might not even be representative for the national

firm populations, because the proportion of firms that go public may vary from

country to country. These issues can render the interpretation of our findings and

in particular a comparison of the network structures between countries difficult.

However, given the lack of an alternative dataset with the necessary comprehen-

sive geographical and temporal scope that we need for our study, the WDI data

is the best dataset that is currently available for our purposes. In fact, the lack of

representativeness is a generic problem of all company databases. The Worldscope

company profile data, for example, only records publicly held companies as well.

While the United Nations UNIDO database also contains information on private

business establishments, the data is sensitive to the precise definition of a business

establishment that varies from country to country. Another problem of this data

is that the propensity to open business establishments is country-specific. To il-

lustrate this point, according to the UNIDO database, the numbers of registered

business establishments in Italy and Poland are comparable to the ones of the

United States, because many Italians and Poles work on a freelance basis.6

Another potential problem of the WDI data is that it does not contain a split of

the numbers of public companies by industries. This can be problematic, because

6 A viable alternative for our study might be to relate the numbers of R&D partnerships
to the total R&D expenditures in a given industry sector and/or country. The advantage
would be that the R&D expenditures also control for sectoral or national differences in firm
sizes. The OECD STAN Industrial Structure database provides this figure for all OECD
countries. However, a complete picture of all sectoral R&D expenditures in these countries
covers currently only a very short time period.
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for an accurate picture of the network density, for example, one would want to filter

out those companies from the network, where ex-ante considerations exclude the

possibility of R&D partnerships. One might consider the financial service industry.

Since the typical bank does not even have an R&D budget, it is unlikely that it

will ever be involved in a research project or be considered as an alliance partner.

However, as is outlined below, we apply a broad definition of an R&D partnership

in this study, which also includes agreements involving a mere licensing of tech-

nologies, and, as is shown in Table 2.1, even the financial sector is involved in quite

a lot of these agreements.

In order to obtain a complete picture of all R&D partnerships formed by the

public companies in the WDI dataset, we confine our analysis to a subset of the

available data. First, we restrict ourselves to the period 1989–2002 which is the

same period studied in most previous alliance network studies of the same inter-

national and cross-sectoral scope. Second, we select the largest possible number

of countries from the WDI data, for which the database provides complete infor-

mation on the numbers of public companies during the whole sample period. Our

selection results in a set of 52 countries situated in different parts of the world.

The countries within our sample comprise 27 nations classified by the Worldbank

as high-income economies, 19 classified as middle-income economies, and 6 classi-

fied as low-income countries. Based on the previous sample of countries and years,

we focus only on those alliances and joint ventures from the Thomson SDC data,

where at least one publicly held company is involved that has its headquarter in

one of the 52 countries. However, the other venture partners might well be based

outside the sample countries and might also be privately held firms or governmen-

tal institutions. Hence, our selection of inter-firm relations corresponds to the set

of all publicly reported alliances and joint ventures that were formed by the public

companies in our sample.

A virtue of this selection procedure is that it partially alleviates the potential

reporting bias inherent in the Thomson data that we have already addressed above.

Because the activities of public companies are of interest to financial investors and

the general public, their partnerships are also likely to appear more consistently

in the business news than the alliances between only private firms. As a partial

indication for this conjecture, the fact is that in 80% of the R&D partnerships

recorded in the Thomson SDC data at least one of the participants is a public

company. This suggests that our selection produces a rather complete picture of

all the partnerships that have been formed by the firms in our sample.
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Finally, we select only those partnerships, where one of the major purposes is

“research and development” as indicated by the alliance activity description in the

Thomson SDC data. In line with the broad definition of R&D partnerships that

has been used in previous studies (Hagedoorn et al., 2000; Hagedoorn and Schak-

enraad, 1992; Link et al., 2002), our selection includes equity-based research joint

ventures as well as the more loose forms of contract-based R&D agreements. More-

over, in terms of the partnership purpose, the definition comprises all agreements

in which the creation of new technology through R&D or other innovative efforts

are central, which also includes technology transfer and licensing agreements. As

a result, we keep the information on 8,150 R&D partnerships between 3,555 al-

liance participants out of a total number of 31,671 public companies. The industry

affiliations of the alliance participants are presented in Table 2.1.

2.5 Results

2.5.1 Network Density

Here, we investigate the time-average density of the networks of newly formed

R&D partnerships that are generated from our data. This will serve as our answer

to Research Question 2.1. Moreover, we examine the change of network density

during the period 1989–2002 to address Research Question 2.2. In order to exclude

the effects from the overall size and the dynamics of the worldwide firm population,

we examine the average degree and the development of this measure over time.

However, we also present the total number of new partnership, which has been

used as a network density measure in previous studies, for comparison. Figure 2.1

summarizes our findings.

The figure shows the time lines for the average degree and the number of newly

formed alliances using an index representation. Both measures indicate the same

picture of a phase of expansion of collaborative activities, peaking in the mid 1990s,

followed by a significant contraction. Until 1994, the number of new partnerships

rose sharply to a level ten times greater than in 1989, but declined thereafter to

a level comparable to the original. Similarly, the average degree was more than

eight times greater in 1994 than in 1989. Hence, the findings from both measures

contradict the hypothesis that firms made increased use of collaborative research
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Fig. 2.1 Newly formed R&D partnerships and average degree over time.

during the 1990s. Instead, they support Hagedoorn and van Kranenburg’s (2003)

observations of an alliance cycle.

Moreover, our analysis provides some interesting insights into the time-average

density of the global R&D network. As suggested by the absolute values for the

average degree presented in the table below the graph in Figure 2.1, the typical

public company in our data is only involved in a very small number of partnerships.

In fact, averaged over the period 1989–2002, the number of new partnerships per

company and year amounts to just 0.028 suggesting that the typical firm signs a

collaborative R&D agreement about every thirty-five years. In light of the findings

of the literature on joint venture termination, according to which the average

lifespan of a joint venture amounts to no more than seven years (Kogut, 1989;

Park and Russo, 1996), we are left to conclude that most firms in our data were

not involved in any ongoing R&D partnership at all during the 1990s.

Because these findings seems to contradict the observations from previous stud-

ies, let us briefly discuss their relationship here. Earlier studies have reported some

very actively collaborating firms in the high-tech sectors, in particular in the infor-

mation technology and the biotech industries (Duysters and Vanhaverbeke, 1996;

Gay and Dousset, 2005; Hagedoorn and Schakenraad, 1992). How can the low av-

erage degree be reconciled with these observations? To investigate the issue, we

have taken a closer look at the distribution of newly formed partnerships across the
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firms in our dataset. We only report the main findings from this investigation here.

The analysis has shown that all R&D partnerships in our sample are concentrated

around a small fraction of the public companies in our dataset. In fact, in a typical

year, a share of only 1% of the total number of firms announced any collaborative

agreement at all. Some of these firms, notably a handful of well-known players

from the IT-industry, have been involved in a considerable number of partnerships

every year. Hence, a way to reconcile our observation with the findings from the

previous literature is to recognize that the global network of R&D partnerships

is very concentrated: while the vast amount of collaborative activity is due to a

small number of firms from the high-tech sectors, there is a large, but previously

overlooked, amount of firms that are not even involved in a single partnership.

2.5.2 Regional Concentration of the Network

In the previous subsection, we have seen that a small group of firms is responsi-

ble for a large fraction of the newly formed partnerships in the worldwide R&D

network. Here, we investigate whether the concentration of collaborative activ-

ity is also reflected on the level of countries and world regions (Research Question

2.3). Considering the important role that the network might have for the economic

growth in the less developed parts of the world, the hope is that companies from

all countries are equally involved in it.

Several authors have found that the majority of firms participating in R&D

agreements are based in the world’s strongest economic regions, the Anglo-Saxon

countries, Western Europe, and East Asia (Duysters and Hagedoorn, 1996; Free-

man and Hagedoorn, 1994; Moskalev and Swensen, 2007). Our findings summarized

in Table 2.2 confirm this pattern, regardless of whether we look at the worldwide

distribution of partnerships, as the previously used concentration measure, or the

regional average degree. 99% of all the companies that participated in an R&D

partnership between 1989 and 2002 were based in the Anglo-Saxon countries, West-

ern Europe, or East Asia. Also, the average degree of Western European firms, as

the least active of these regions, was still more than ten times larger than the

average degree in the developing countries.

However, our analysis of the average degree provides a rather different picture

regarding the distribution of collaborative activities between the world’s strongest

economies. Using the MERIT-CATI data, Narula and Hagedoorn (1999) and Hage-
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Table 2.2 Regional distribution of R&D partnerships and regional average degrees.

Number of R&D
partnerships per year

% of worldwide
partnerships

Regional / national
average degree

Regions
Anglo-Saxon countries 482 73 0.052
East Asia 118 18 0.040
Western Europe 53 8 0.016
Developing countries 6 1 0.001

Countries
United States 435 63 0.059
Japan 107 16 0.048
United Kingdom 30 4 0.017
Canada 29 4 0.025
Germany 18 3 0.035
France 12 2 0.021
Australia 8 1 0.007
South Korea 7 1 0.009
Rest of the world 40 6 0.003

doorn (2002) find that most R&D partnerships formed during the 1990s involve an

Anglo-Saxon company. In particular, firms from the U.S. played a dominant role in

both the Anglo-Saxon part of the network as well as in the global alliance network

as a whole. As Table 2.2 shows, this pattern is also reflected in our data. 73%

of all newly formed R&D partnerships involved an Anglo-Saxon company. More-

over, U.S. companies were, with a share of 63% of all newly formed partnerships,

responsible for many of the collaborative activities during the 1990s.

Yet, even though the distribution of partnerships might suggest otherwise, the

typical U.S. firm is not a much more active collaborator than any other firm from

the Anglo-Saxon countries, Western Europe, or East Asia. Consider, for example,

the case of Japan. Comparing the numbers in columns one and three of Table

2.2 for Japan and the United States, it becomes clear that Japanese firms are

much closer to U.S. firms in terms of their collaborative activity, when comparing

average degrees instead of numbers of partnerships. With an average degree of

0.059 in the United States and 0.048 in Japan, the typical U.S. firm formed only

20% more partnerships than the typical Japanese firm. This suggests that only a

minor part of the huge difference in the numbers of partnerships between the two

countries is explained by differences in the propensities to collaboration. Instead,

the most important factor seems to be that Japan has only a relatively small firm

population as compared to the much larger number of firms in the United States.

Repeating the same exercise for the United States and any other country from

the world’s strongest economic regions, one can see that much of the apparent
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dominance of U.S. companies in the global alliance network is explained by the

sheer size of the U.S. economy.

2.5.3 International Integration in the Network

We now turn to our examination of Research Questions 2.4 and 2.5 concerning

the extent to which the global network connects firms from different countries and

regions. A highly integrated alliance network would be desirable, because such a

network could facilitate the diffusion of know-how and technologies around the

globe (Ernst and Kim, 2002; Pearce, 1989). In their studies, Duysters and Hage-

doorn (1996) and Hagedoorn (2002) have come to a rather pessimistic conclusion

about the worldwide trends in the integration of the network. Even though they

have found that the share of international alliances in the total of newly formed

partnerships was, with a share of about 60%, on a rather high level during the 1980s

and 1990s, they have also observed a steadily declining trend. Hence, the network

seems to fall apart into more nationally segregated clusters, because firms increas-

ingly chose domestic instead of foreign alliance partners. However, as we argue in

this chapter, the share of international alliances might conceal the “true” open-

ness towards foreign alliance partners, because the measure contains the combined

effects of preferences and opportunities for selecting international partnerships.

A measure that is corrected for opportunities is the homophily index (2.3).

Figure 2.2 plots the worldwide average homophily during the period 1989–2002

and indicates its trend for the United States, the strong economies as well as the

developing countries in our data. As can be seen from the development of the

worldwide average, there was a slight but noticeable trend towards the formation

of homophile clusters in the network. In fact, our findings suggest that the network

was quite international in 1989, with an average homophily that did not reflect any

preference towards or against international partnerships. However, the upwards

trend shows that international alliances became less popular over time, with a

worldwide average homophily of 0.26 at the end of the year 2002. Hence, Duysters

and Hagedoorn’s (1996) and Hagedoorn’s (2002) pessimistic view on the worldwide

trends in international collaboration seems to be robust with respect to controlling

for the opportunities for finding foreign and domestic alliance partners.

In the following, we investigate national and regional differences in homophily.

Narula and Hagedoorn (1999) and Hagedoorn (2002) have observed major differ-
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Fig. 2.2 Regional and worldwide average homophily over time.

ences in homophily between the countries from the regions North America, East

Asia, and Western Europe. While foreign alliance partners are rather welcome in

most of these countries, U.S. companies tend to form a segregated national clus-

ter. In another study, Freeman and Hagedoorn (1994) have found that almost all

R&D partnerships in the developing countries also involved a partner from one

of the stronger economies. Our results, which are summarized in Table 2.3, con-

firm the finding for the developing countries, but shed new light on the homophily

among U.S. firms. The first two columns of the table show the share of domestic

partnerships, as the previously used homophily measure, as well as the homophily

index (2.3), respectively. Since these measures are hardly comparable, the third

column presents a hypothetical share of domestic partnership, s∗k, that is based

on the homophily index from column two. Because the measure s∗k is corrected for

the sizes of the national firm populations and, therefore, for the opportunities of

domestic partnerships, it reflects the share of domestic alliances that is purely due

to preference-based homophily.7

7 In particular, we rewrite the homophily index (2.3) as s∗
k

= (1 − nk/n)Hk + nk/n and
assume the numbers of firms to be identical across countries or regions. Hence, nk/n = 1/52
for the country-level hypothetical shares and nk/n = 1/4 for the regional-level hypothetical
shares. Finally, we calculate s∗

k
for a certain country or region by substituting the term Hk

from column two in the table into the formula. Note that in the benchmark case of zero
homophily we expect the share of intra-regional and domestic partnerhips to amount to
0.25 and 0.02 respectively.
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Table 2.3 Share of domestic R&D partnerships and regional homophily.

Share of
domestic/intra-regional

R&D partnerships
Homophily index

Hypothetical share of
domestic/intra-regional

R&D partnerships
sk Hk s∗k = (1 − 1/n)Hk + 1/n

Regions

Anglo-Saxon countries 0.57 0.28 0.46
East Asia 0.26 0.15 0.36
Western Europe 0.12 −0.01 0.24
Developing countries 0.19 −0.24 0.07

Countries

United States 0.59 0.47 0.48
Japan 0.27 0.21 0.22
Australia 0.27 0.25 0.26
Canada 0.18 0.14 0.16
United Kingdom 0.17 0.12 0.13
South Korea 0.17 0.15 0.16
Germany 0.14 0.12 0.14
France 0.13 0.11 0.13
Rest of the world 0.06 0.05 0.07

All three measures in Table 2.3 present the same picture that the public compa-

nies from the developing countries, despite their overall low level of collaborative

activity, show a strong preference for partnerships with firms from the stronger

economies. In particular, the index value of -0.24 clearly indicates a heterophily in

this region. Concerning the homophily in the United States, the share of 0.59 of

domestic partnerships in the first column supports the observation by Hagedoorn

(2002) that U.S. firms, unlike firms from most other nations, tended to form quite

a lot of domestic partnerships during the 1990s. However, the homophily measures

in columns two and three show that, next to a preference-based homophily, at least

part of the explanation lies in the fact that U.S. firms had so many opportunities

for domestic partnerships. Even though the United States was by far the most

homophile nation with an index value of 0.47, a comparison between the first and

the third column suggests that a considerable fraction of 0.11 of the share of do-

mestic partnerships in column one is merely due to opportunities. An explanation

is that the U.S. economy, with its strong position in many high-tech industries,

offers many more valuable alliance partners than any other nation. Also, the latest

trends in our data put the importance of international alliances for U.S. firms in a

rather optimistic light (see Figure 2.2). Although U.S. companies tended to prefer

domestic partners throughout most of the 1990s, the homophily index indicates a

slight turnaround in the year 2000, when U.S. firms became more open towards

foreign alliance partners. Hence, even though our analysis confirms the findings

of previous studies that U.S. firms tended to form a segregated national cluster,
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we also find that the size of the U.S. economy conceals the country’s true level of

internationalization to a certain degree.

2.6 Summary and Discussion

In this chapter, we shed new light on the structure and dynamics of the global net-

work of inter-firm R&D partnerships over a period of fourteen years, from 1989 to

2002. While we have focussed on a reinvestigation of previously addressed research

questions, the novelty of our study is that it relates patterns and changes in the

network structure to geographical and temporal differences in the numbers of firms

per country and region. In order to set up this relationship, we complement data

on strategic alliances and joint ventures by data on the number of publicly held

companies around the globe. Moreover, we apply measures from the social network

literature that allow us to control for patterns in the worldwide firm population.

These steps are necessary, because the patterns produce a natural inequality in

the network which is, unlike other political or technological barriers and stimuli to

collaboration, merely based on the logical opportunities for partnerships.

Even though our data provides an incomplete picture of the global inter-firm

R&D network during the studied period, because (i) the Thomson SDC data does

not contain all the R&D partnerships formed during 1989–2002 and (ii) we focus on

the collaborative activities of publicly held companies from a sample of countries,

our analysis is still able to reproduce many of the previously found empirical

regularities. The most important among these are the “alliance cycle” of the 1990s

(Hagedoorn, 2002; Hagedoorn and van Kranenburg, 2003), the concentration of

collaborative activity in the developed economies (Freeman and Hagedoorn, 1994),

and the trend towards a formation of segregated national clusters (Duysters and

Hagedoorn, 1996; Hagedoorn, 2002). This suggests that many of the major macro-

level patterns of the network are retained in our data. However, our analysis also

reveals a series of novel insights:

1. The global inter-firm R&D network was very sparse during the period 1989–

2002. An extrapolation of our findings on the network density suggests that the

typical public company initiates a collaborative agreement once every thirty-

five years. Moreover, the share of companies that actually announced an alliance

amounted to no more than 1% of the worldwide number of public companies

during the period under study.
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2. The previously found dominant role of U.S. firms and their centrality in the

global R&D network was amplified to a significant extent by the size of the

U.S. economy. The average U.S. firm was not a much more active collaborator

than any other firm from the Anglo-Saxon countries, Western Europe or East

Asia. What made U.S. firms so visible in the network is their sheer number.

3. The size of the U.S. economy concealed the importance of international R&D

partnerships for U.S. firms to some extent. A significant share of the large

number of partnerships within the United States can be explained by the fact

that, as compared to other nations, there were so many U.S. firms and, therefore,

many opportunities for domestic alliances.

Particularly the first observation implies a rather different picture of the inter-

national R&D network than the ones proposed by previous research on this topic.

Despite the fact that our data does not evince all collaborative R&D activities in

the period 1989–2002, our finding of an extremely low number of newly formed

partnerships raises some serious questions about the conclusions of at least two

streams in the literature. First, there is the often made claim that R&D joint

ventures were widely used strategies in the fierce competitive environment of the

1980s and the 1990s (Harrigan, 1988; Mytelka, 1991; Nooteboom, 1999). Our find-

ings certainly cast some doubt about this assertion. Instead, they rather support

a view which portrays R&D collaboration as some kind of “elite sports” which is

exercised by the world’s largest firms from the high-tech industries, whereas the

vast majority of firms are never engaged in any collaborative activity at all.

Second, our findings have some important implications for the literature inves-

tigating the role of inter-firm alliance networks for knowledge diffusion (Ahuja,

2000; Furtado and de Freitas, 2000; Nishimura and Okamuro, 2011; Schilling and

Phelps, 2007). With an average of just 0.028 newly formed R&D partnerships per

firm each year, the typical firm in our dataset hardly formed any collaborative

agreement at all during the fourteen years studied. Thus, even if prior research is

correct and knowledge spills along chains of alliances in a network, the worldwide

inter-firm network might be simply too sparse to assimilate these spillovers. This

grim view on the network is reinforced by our finding that the 1990s witnessed a

worldwide trend towards the formation of more segregated national clusters in the

network, which further inhibits the important international knowledge flows.

Finally, even though our data are a little bit outdated our findings might give

some direction for the improvement of current policy programs to foster R&D col-

laboration. A common ambition of the policies in the United States and in Europe
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is to improve the international competitiveness of domestic high-tech industries

through more efficient production and diffusion of technical know-how (Caloghi-

rou et al., 2002). Concerning the more laissez-faire oriented approach followed in

the United States, which basically consists of a set of relaxed anti-trust regulations

for R&D joint ventures, our findings suggest the need for programmatic change.

The pronounced core-periphery structure in the international R&D network of the

1990s suggests that a fundamental impediment to the expansion of the network

lies in the peripheral firms’ failure to overcome some threshold level of collabora-

tive activity before they initiate privately-financed partnerships on their own. As

argued and shown convincingly in a large number of business and economics stud-

ies, the problem seems to lie in the presence of scale economies in the formation

of R&D partnerships which require a minimum scale of production, prior alliance

experience, and complementary in-house projects in order to pay off (Morrison

Paul and Siegel, 1999; Powell et al., 1996; Westbrock, 2011). Hence, active policy

support for small and medium-sized firms seems indispensable (see also Tassey

(2010) in this journal on a more proactive U.S. policy reform). And even though

the United States has proved to be a successful breeding ground for many of the

top collaborators in the global R&D network the large number of isolated firms

in our dataset shows that the room for improvement is large, both in the United

States and in Europe.

Concerning the more proactive policy initiatives in the European Union, our

finding of a core-periphery structure in combination with scale economies begs

for a bundling of activities on the problems of small and medium-sized firms. If

the Framework Programmes should ever want to trigger more follow-up, privately-

financed partnerships by the smaller program participants as criticized in the re-

cent Europe (2005) report on FP6, funding of several complementary projects

of the same applicant and throughout several successive program rounds seem a

proper directive. At least in the near future, the policy focus should lie on the

formation and gradual expansion of a world-class cluster of firms in the European

arena, even if this comes at the cost of temporal disparities across regions or the

omission of knowledge spillovers across the member states.

To put these rather pessimistic views into perspective, let us point out that the

collaborative agreements investigated in this chapter are not by far the only pos-

sible channel for inter-firm knowledge spillovers. In fact, a problem in our alliance

dataset, the Thomson SDC Platinum data, is that it only contains information

on publicly announced strategic alliances and joint ventures. Even though we se-

lect a firm population, where we expect that the Thomson SDC data provides a
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rather complete picture of the R&D partnerships of these firms, there might still

be many more unrecorded agreements. As a first possible extension to our study,

one could therefore try to link the different available data sources on alliances and

joint ventures, most notably the data from MERIT-CATI, CORE, NCRA-RJV,

Steps to RJVs, Recombinant Capital, and Bioscan, to obtain a more complete pic-

ture of the global inter-firm network. Schilling’s (2009) comparison of the different

databases suggests that this could be a worthwhile step, since their overlap is very

low.

Furthermore, there might be spillover channels other than the collaborative

agreements between the firms. In fact, many of our observations are consistent

with the perspective proposed in Desai et al. (2004). The authors argue that,

due to the political initiatives in the 1980s and 1990s towards a liberalization of

foreign ownership, firms have replaced international joint ventures by cross-border

mergers and foreign direct investments as their preferred mode of foreign market

access. Hence, our finding of a trend towards more segregation in the global alliance

network could be nothing else than the reflection of this process of substitution.

At the same time, there would be no reason for concern about the erosion of

international spillovers. As another possible extension to our work, we therefore

propose to investigate the network between firms also taking into account other

inter-firm relations such as mergers and acquisitions. A recent study in this spirit

is M’Chirgui (2007).

Finally, in a preliminary analysis of the more detailed characteristics of the

network studied in this chapter, we have found that the network connects almost

all of the actively collaborating firms in a giant component. This suggests that

even though the know-how produced in one of the partnerships reported in our

dataset does not reach all the firms around the globe, it might at least diffuse to

the other active collaborators. Hence, as another valuable extension to our work,

we suggest to do a complete social network analysis of the global R&D network

which also contains characterizations of the network components, the clustering,

and the path lengths. Such an analysis might uncover the mechanisms through

which knowledge is currently diffused in the network.





Chapter 3

Measuring Segregation in Social Networks∗

3.1 Introduction

In many types of social relations, ties are more likely to form between similar enti-

ties than between dissimilar entities. For example, individuals tend to marry others

who are similar in terms of age, education, and socio-economic status (Kalmijn,

1998). The discussion of important matters, friendship, and social support also

share this feature of homophily (see McPherson et al., 2001, for an extensive re-

view of the empirical evidence regarding homophily). We also observe homophily

in situations in which individuals affect or influence each other (Cialdini and Gold-

stein, 2004; Erickson, 1988). For example, people tend to be strongly influenced by

others when choosing cultural products (Salganik and Watts, 2009), and friends

tend to have similar opinions, especially when the choice of friends is somewhat

constrained by the social context (de Klepper et al., 2010).

A related phenomenon, often discussed outside of the social networks literature,

is segregation. Massey and Denton (1988) defined segregation as “the degree to

which two or more groups live separately from one another” in the context of racial

segregation of city neighborhoods. The concept of segregation is also applied to

the “unequal” distribution of two or more groups of people across different units or

social positions. Racial segregation of neighborhoods focuses on the distribution

of people belonging to different racial groups across neighborhoods or city blocks

constituting the units. In a largely similar fashion, Charles and Grusky (1995)

address the way in which groups of men and women are unequally represented

∗ This chapter is a revised version of a working paper (Bojanowski and Corten, 2011).
I would like to thank the participants of the methodology session at the XXX Sunbelt
Conference at Riva del Garda for their helpful suggestions.
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in different occupational classes. The literatures on ethnic segregation and gender

segregation both emphasize the constraining aspect of segregation as a form of

social organization because it places“limits on interactions”(van der Zanden, 1972)

and induces a “form of isolation which places limits upon contact, communication,

and social relations” (Hunt and Walker, 1974).

Homophily and segregation emerge from very different social processes. In the

social networks literature, homophily is explained by mechanisms of influence or

selection (Steglich et al., 2010). Segregation patterns in neighborhoods or occupa-

tions can originate from processes such as queuing, matching, or vacancy chains

(Bruch and Mare, 2009). Nonetheless, an outcome of the above processes is a social

structure of inter-related positions occupied by a population of actors consisting

of at least two groups. This structure can be modeled as a network with the nodes

corresponding to the actors and the links corresponding to the relations between

the actors. For example, school children from different ethnic groups in a newly

assembled class start to form friendships with one another. The typical outcome

of preferential friendship formation processes is a highly homophilous network in

which the nodes correspond to children and the links to friendship (Moody, 2001).

As another example, consider families of different ethnicities moving to a neigh-

borhood. The neighborhood consists of heterogeneously placed dwellings. In this

context, the locations of the dwellings and their spatial proximities can be repre-

sented as a network in which the nodes correspond to dwellings and the edges link

the dwellings that are adjacent to each other. If the dwellings become occupied

by the families, each node of the graph is characterized by the ethnic group of

the resident family. Therefore, the outcome is again a network with a node-level

attribute designating the groups of the nodes.

The concept of segregation is developed in the social stratification and urban

ecology literatures and has been described as multifaceted. Researchers have ex-

tracted several dimensions of segregation corresponding to various features of the

aforementioned distribution of groups across social positions. These dimensions

include evenness (the extent to which the groups are equally represented across

different social positions), exposure (the degree of potential contact and the possi-

bility of interaction between members of different groups occupying similar social

positions), concentration (the tendency for members of a given group to occupy a

small share of available social positions), centralization (the tendency for members

of a given group to occupy core positions, for example, near the center of an urban

area), and clustering (the tendency for positions occupied by members of a given

group to be located close to one another). See Massey and Denton (1988) for a
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complete discussion and proposed measures. For the purpose of this chapter, we

take the view of segregation as (the lack of) exposure: the extent to which groups

are exposed to one another by occupying nearby positions. This aspect of segre-

gation is intrinsically relational, which brings us very close to the social network

literature.

In the context of this chapter, we consider “homophily” and “segregation” as

different labels for the same phenomenon, that is, the tendency for network ties

to exist between similar nodes or the tendency for linked nodes to be similar.

Population heterogeneity, as conceptualized in this book, is related to segregation

because the distribution of nodes with respect to the studied attribute determines

tie formation opportunities. This opportunity structure can be taken into account

when measuring segregation.

A frequent goal of empirical investigations is to compare specific outcomes across

different groups, settings, or time points. For example, one could compare different

year groups, schools, or classes with respect to the level of friendship segregation

(Moody, 2001). In other settings, one might want to compare different districts of

a city, or several cities, in terms of the ethnic residential segregation of neighbor-

hoods (Freeman and Sunshine, 1970). Performing such comparisons necessitates

the measurement of the level of segregation in the given network.

Various measures and approaches have been proposed in the network literature.

Although these measures are intended for describing the same phenomenon, they

originate from different literatures, follow different logics, and are typically pro-

posed without referencing one another. Thus, it is possible for different measures

to lead to different conclusions in the same situation. To our knowledge, no sys-

tematic overview of the available measures exists. In this chapter, we provide a

systematic overview of existing segregation measures and highlight the similarities

and differences between those measures, with the goal of enabling the researchers

to choose the right measure for their respective purposes.

The somewhat dissatisfying state of affairs concerning the measurement of net-

work segregation may be attributed to the same causes that Duncan and Duncan

(1955) identified in the realm of segregation measurement (in the stratification

sense) in the 50s, namely “naive operationalism” and “[arbitrarily] matching some

convenient numerical procedure with the verbal concept of segregation”. What is

needed is a measurement theory to enable the careful theoretical grounding of seg-

regation measurement. One particular strategy for building this theoretical basis

is the axiomatic method (see, for example, Krantz et al., 1971; Scott and Suppes,

1958; Suppes, 1998). The axiomatic method starts by positing a set of basic prop-
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erties, or axioms, that a generic measure should possess. In the deductive steps

that follow, the goal is to derive classes of measures that logically result from dif-

ferent combinations of the proposed axioms. In the ideal case, the ultimate goal

is to arrive at collections of axioms that pin down a single measure of a concept

at hand. In other words, given a certain collection of axioms, there exists one and

only one measure that simultaneously satisfies all of them.

The axiomatic method has been fruitfully applied in many fields including the

social sciences. It has been applied in such diverse domains as utility measure-

ment (Suppes and Winet, 1955), measurement of inequality (Chakravarty, 1999;

Cowell and Kuga, 1981; Schwartz and Winship, 1980), income mobility (Cowell,

1985), numerous problems in social choice theory such as the axiomatization of

the simple majority rule (May, 1952) or various implications of the assumptions

about measurability and comparability of individual utility functions (for exam-

ple, d’Aspremont and Gevers, 1977, 1985). With regard to segregation, much of

the progress in the social stratification research on segregation has been made

through the employment of an axiomatic approach (or its associated elements) in

the work of James and Tauber (1985), in the later work by Reardon and Firebaugh

(2002a) and others (e.g., Egan et al., 1998; Grannis, 2002; Massey and Denton,

1998; Reardon and Firebaugh, 2002b), and recently in work by Alonso-Villar and

del Ŕıo (2010).

In this chapter we take a similar approach by first considering a set of atomic

properties that a generic segregation measure might possess. Next, the existing

measures of segregation are reviewed and compared against the set of properties.

Although we do not provide definite results in the form of axiomatizations, we

believe that what follows provides an attractive perspective on the problem. The

results we obtained should enable researchers to choose an appropriate measure in

a particular substantive context.1

In the following section, we define the notation that will be used in the remain-

der of the chapter. In Section 3.3, we formulate the properties that will guide our

analyses of existing segregation measures. Then, the main part of the chapter is

devoted to an overview and analysis of nine existing segregation measures (Sec-

tion 3.4). For each measure, we provide a brief explanation and verify the extent

to which the measure conforms to the properties formulated in Section 3.3. In the

1 Instead of “reviewing” the measures, a truly axiomatic method would be to combine the
axioms and arrive at some parametrized class(es) of measures. That, however, is beyond
the scope of this chapter.
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concluding Section 3.5, we summarize the results of this endeavor and discuss the

implications of the results on the practical use of the measures reviewed.

3.2 Definitions and Notation

We introduce the necessary notation and basic definitions that will be used

throughout the chapter. The notation is loosely based on the standards proposed

by Wasserman and Faust (1994).

Network nodes The set of nodes is denoted by N = {1, . . . , i, . . . , N}.

Groups Nodes of the network are assigned to groups (for example, based on

ethnicity). Grouping implies a partition of the set of nodes into exhaustive

and mutually exclusive subsets. The set of K groups may be denoted as: G =

{G1, . . . , Gk, . . . , GK} where Gk is a generic k-th group that is a subset of N .

In the remainder of the chapter, a simpler notation will be used wherever it

does not introduce ambiguity. Groups will be referred to with the index k, i.e.,

group 1, group 2, and group k. The letters h and g will also be used to refer to

generic groups.

The partition of nodes into groups can be formalized as a type vector :

t = [t1, · · · , ti, · · · , tN ] where ti ∈ {1, . . . ,K} . (3.1)

The values in the type vector assign the nodes to the groups, with the value at

the i-th position designating the group number to which node i belongs. The

set of all possible type vectors is denoted as T .

The numerous properties of graphs and group distributions are stated using

linear algebra notation. Another way of representing group membership of the

nodes is with a type indicator vector for group k:

vk = [v1, · · · , vi, · · · , vN ] where vi ∈ {0, 1} , (3.2)

derived from type vector t such that the value of vi is 1 if node i belongs to

group k. Formally,

vi =







1 if ti = k

0 if ti 6= k
. (3.3)
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Additionally, it is convenient for some computations to use a matrix that com-

bines the type indicator vectors for all groups column-wise. We call this matrix

type indicator matrix, which is defined as follows: for a given type vector t of

length N describing the membership in K groups a type indicator matrix T is a

matrix with N rows and K columns with entries that are either 0 or 1. Tik = 1

if node i is a member of group k and zero otherwise. Consequently, the k-th

column of T is equivalent to vk – the type indicator vector for group k.

It is important to realize that all three representations – the partition, the type

vectors and the type indicator matrix – are equivalent in that they contain the

same information about the group membership of the nodes.

Network ties Following the sociometric tradition of Wasserman and Faust

(1994) the network is defined by a binary, irreflexive, and (a)symmetric2 re-

lation R defined over N ×N . This relation implies a squared adjacency matrix

X = [xij ]N×N such that

iRj ⇔ XN×N







xij = 1 in the directed case,

xij = 1 ⇔ xji = 1 in the undirected case.
(3.4)

In specific contexts, and when noted, we will use other capital letters such as Y ,

Z to represent graph adjacency matrices. By X , we denote a set of all possible

network matrices.

Degree of a node The degree of a node i is denoted with ηi, that is ηi =
∑N

j=1 xij .

Sizes of groups The number of nodes in group Gk is denoted by nk.

Segregation indices A generic index of segregation on the network level, S(·),

is a function that maps every network matrix and a type vector to a real number:

S : X × T 7→ R . (3.5)

Some of the indices reviewed next in Section 3.4 are not defined on the network

level but on the lower levels, assigning segregation scores to groups or even

individual nodes. Moreover, some of them can be conveniently aggregated from

lower levels to higher levels (e.g., from the group level to the network level) or

disaggregated from higher levels to lower levels (e.g., from the group level to

the node level). The group-level segregation index can be defined as a function

that assigns a segregation score to every group in each combination of network

2 The network may be directed or undirected.
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and type vector, i.e.,

Sg : X × T × G 7→ R . (3.6)

Analogously, the node-level segregation score is a function that assigns a segre-

gation score to every node in each combination of network and type vector:

Si : X × T ×N 7→ R . (3.7)

Given the concepts and definitions introduced so far, it may be worth stating

some simple relations and computations that can be performed with them. Most

of the computations involve linear algebra of the adjacency matrices and type

indicator vectors.

Number of nodes in group k Given a type indicator vector vk,

nk = vT
kvk . (3.8)

Number of ties within group k Given an adjacency matrix X and a type

indicator vector vk, the number of ties in X between the nodes in group k is

equal to

vT
kXvk . (3.9)

Number of ties between groups p and q Given an adjacency matrix X and

two type indicator vectors vp and vq for groups p and q, the number of ties in

X between the nodes of group p and q is equal to

vT
pXvq . (3.10)

Mixing matrix We define the mixing matrix as a three-dimensional distribu-

tion of all the dyads (pairs of actors) based on three characteristics:

1. The group to which the first node in the dyad belongs;

2. The group to which the second node in the dyad belongs;

3. Whether the two nodes in the dyad are connected in the analyzed network.

Formally, for a network with adjacency matrix X and type vector t, the mixing

matrix M = [mghy]K×K×2 is defined as
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Table 3.1 Summary of notation.

Symbol Meaning

N Number of nodes
N Set (population) of nodes: N = {1, . . . , i, . . . , N}
X N ×N network adjacency matrix
xij Element of X
X Set of all possible networks
ηi Degree of node i

G Set of all groups: G = {G1, . . . , Gg , . . . , GK}
ng Number of nodes in group Gg

t Type vector t = [t1, · · · , ti, · · · , tN ]
ti Element of t, ti ∈ {1, . . . , g, . . . ,K}
v Type indicator vector
T Type indicator matrix
M Mixing matrix [mghy ]K×K×2

mghy Element of M : number of dyads between nodes from group Gg with nodes
in group Gh, y = 1 dyad is connected, y = 0 if it is not connected

S Generic network-level segregation index, S : X × T 7→ R

Sg Generic group-level segregation index, Sg : X × T × G 7→ R

Si Generic node-level segregation index, Si : X × T ×N 7→ R

mgh1 =
∑

i∈Gg

∑

j∈Gh

xij , (3.11)

mgh0 =
∑

i∈Gg

∑

j∈Gh

(1 − xij) . (3.12)

The “contact layer” of the mixing matrix, mgh1, summarizes the pattern of

existing ties in the network in terms of the group memberships of the nodes. The

“non-contact layer”, mgh0, provides supplementary and analogous information

about disconnected dyads (Koehly et al., 2004).

The values of mgh1 can be conveniently calculated based on the adjacency ma-

trix X and a type indicator matrix T with

mgh1 = TTXT . (3.13)

Additionally, with the + sign we denote summation over a particular subscript

when dealing with marginal distributions of the mixing matrix. For example:

mgh+ =

2∑

y=1

mghy , m+hy =

K∑

g=1

mghy , m++y =

K∑

g=1

K∑

h=1

mghy . (3.14)

The notation is summarized in Table 3.1.
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3.3 Some Properties for Segregation Measures

For a systematic comparison of various measures, it is useful to establish a common

benchmark, or a frame of reference, to allow the positioning of the the different

measures. One possibility is to establish such a benchmark based on empirical

data. Specifically, the measures can be applied to the sets of data and the between-

measures correlations can be examined. This kind of approach was taken by Fagiolo

et al. (2007). Another possibility is to use a“theoretical”benchmark by formulating

a set of properties that capture different aspects of the network structure that are

relevant in the context of segregation. The latter possibility is also the starting

point of an axiomatic approach, as described in Section 3.1. Each measure can

then be evaluated by stating the properties satisfied and violated. In this section,

we propose such a set of basic properties.

Parallel to the properties specified below, it is also important to determine the

level on which a measure assigns the segregation scores. Some measures provide

only a group-level score. Others may specify an additional rule by which group-

level segregation scores can be aggregated to produce network-level score. Other

segregation measures can be conveniently aggregated or disaggregated across all

three levels (node, group, or network). Thus, the level on which a measure can

be applied constitutes an additional dimension that differentiates between the

segregation indices analyzed.

Obviously, there is a certain arbitrariness to our choice of properties below.

Why these properties and not others? In our analysis, it is important to justify

each property selected and clarify the specific role that each property plays. In

particular, whereas these properties serve as useful reference points for evaluating

various segregation measures, we do not intend to make claims about normativity

for any one of the properties. In other words, we will not argue about the properties

that an “ideal” segregation measure should satisfy. We believe that such ideals are

specific to the particular question at hand. For example, certain details of a network

formation process that brings about the segregation, or other types of phenomena

affected by the segregation.

In the context of this chapter, the properties serve as a tool for evaluating the

instruments for measuring segregation. The selected properties

1. capture substantive intuitions related to the concepts of segregation or ho-

mophily in social networks and
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2. are expected to differentiate between the various existing measures of segrega-

tion (i.e., satisfied by some measures by not by others)

The first set of properties relates to how a measure responds to the addition of

ties while keeping all other aspects of the network unchanged.

Intuitively, given that segregation is often referred to as the “social separation

of groups”, one might expect segregation to decrease if such separation is reduced.

In the network context, one way of decreasing segregation is to add ties between

nodes belonging to different groups. We capture this in the following property:

Property 3.1 (Monotonicity in between-group ties: MBG). Let there be

two networks X and Y defined on the same set of nodes, a type vector t, and two

nodes i and j belonging to different groups (ti 6= tj), which are disconnected in

network X (xij = 0), and linked in network Y (yij = 1). In all other respects, the

networks X and Y are identical, i.e., xpq = ypq for all p and q different from i or

j.

Network segregation index S is monotonic in between-group ties if and only if

S(X, t) ≥ S(Y, t) .

In other words, adding a between-group tie cannot increase segregation.

On similar grounds, we might argue that the relative separation between groups

might increase if the intensity of within-group contacts increases while the between-

group distance stays the same. This idea is related to the concept of “clustering” in

Massey and Denton (1988). In network terms, this idea is captured in the following

property concerning the effect of adding within-group ties:

Property 3.2 (Monotonicity in within-group ties: MWG). Let there be two

networks X and Y defined on the same set of nodes, a type vector t, and two nodes i

and j belonging to the same group (ti = tj) which are disconnected in X (xij = 0)

and connected in Y (yij = 1). In all other respects, the networks X and Y are

identical, i.e., xpq = ypq for all p and q different from i or j.

Network segregation index S is monotonic in within-group ties if and only if

S(X, t) ≤ S(Y, t) .

In other words, adding a within-group tie to the network cannot decrease segrega-

tion.
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It is worth noting that the above property is equivalent to the monotonicity prop-

erty in Echenique and Fryer (2007) to which we will refer again in Subsection

3.4.6.

Adding or removing ties changes the density of a network. A similar property

can be formulated while holding the density constant. Consider a rewiring pro-

cedure in which a single between-group tie is rewired to form a within-group tie

(Freeman, 1978a). After such an operation, we might expect the level of segregation

to increase.

Property 3.3 (Monotonicity in rewiring: MR). Let there be two networks X

and Y , a type vector t, and three nodes i, j, and k such that

1. Nodes i and j belong to different groups (ti 6= tj) and are linked in X (xij = 1)

but not linked in Y (yij = 0).

2. Nodes i and k belong to the same group (ti = tk) and are linked in Y (yik = 1)

but not linked in X (xik = 0).

3. In all other respects, networks X and Y are identical.

That is, the between-group tie xij in X is rewired to form a within-group tie yik

in Y .

Network segregation index S is monotonic in rewiring if and only if

S(X, t) ≤ S(Y, t) .

In other words, replacing a between-group tie with a within-group tie cannot de-

crease segregation.

Freeman (1978a) formulated this property much more strongly by assuming that

the value of the index should change linearly.

In a similar manner, we can formulate properties in terms of nodes and nodal

attributes instead of ties in a network. Consider the way in which the number of

isolates in a network affects segregation. On the one hand, one could argue that

disconnected actors in a network should not play any role in segregation as they do

not contribute any “relational” information. Because disconnected actors do not

have any ties to anyone, it is impossible to state the extent to which they lead

to segregation. However, on the other hand, disconnected actors may represent

opportunities for creating ties. For example, one could argue that adding isolated

actors from minority groups creates many opportunities for integration in the form

of between-group ties. However, should this be taken into account when measuring

segregation? We convey these considerations in the following property:
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Property 3.4 (Insensitivity to adding isolates: ISO). Let network X be de-

fined on N nodes with an associated type vector t. Construct a network Y defined

for N + 1 nodes with an associated type vector u by adding an isolate to X. Con-

sequently:

1. Networks X and Y are identical for all the nodes other than (N + 1)-th:

∀p, q ∈ N ypq = xpq.

2. The (N + 1)-th node does not have any links in network Y :
∑N

p=1 yp N+1 =
∑N

q=1 yN+1 q = 0

3. Group membership of all the nodes is identical in both networks:

∀k ∈ N tk = uk.

Network segregation index S is insensitive to isolates if and only if

S(X, t) = S(X,u) .

In other words, adding isolates to the network does not affect the segregation level.

As we will see in the following sections, some of the measures will not satisfy this

property in various ways. These departures are investigated measure-by-measure

in Section 3.4 and summarized in Section 3.5.

The final property refers to the network as a whole. Often, social networks

consist of two or more components or disconnected parts. In such cases, each

component can be perceived as a subnetwork and characterized by a separate

segregation score while maintaining a focus on the network as a whole requires a

network-level segregation score. The following property relates to how a network

measure behaves if several components are studied as a single network.

Property 3.5 (Symmetry: SYM). Define two identical networks X and Y and

some type vector t. Network segregation index S satisfies symmetry if and only if

S(X, t) = S(Y, t) = S(Z, z) ,

where the network Z is constructed by considering X and Y together as a single

network, namely: Z = [zpq]2N×2N such that

• ∀p, q ∈ {1, . . . , N} zpq = xpq,

• ∀p, q ∈ {N + 1, . . . , 2N} zpq = ypq,

• otherwise zpq = 0.
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This property resembles the population principle in the axiomatizations of social

inequality measures (Foster, 1983). The population principle postulates that social

inequality should be identical when replicating a population under study.

We conclude this section by noting that MWG, MBG, and MR are related.

The rewiring procedure as described in the definition of MR involves first deleting

a between-group tie then adding a within-group tie. Therefore, if a measure of

segregation satisfies both MWG and MBG, then its value should not decrease

across these two steps, which is equivalent to the requirement of MR.

3.4 Existing Approaches

In this section we review a set of prominent measures and approaches to measuring

segregation in social networks and examine the extent to which these approaches

satisfy the properties specified in the preceding section. The measures that are

applicable to both directed and undirected networks are first examined, followed

by an examination of specialized indices.

3.4.1 The Assortativity Coefficient

In the context of analyzing mixing patterns in networks of sexual contacts and

marriage matching, Newman and colleagues (Newman, 2003a; Newman and Gir-

van, 2002) proposed the Assortativity Coefficient, which is presented here using

our notation.

The Assortativity Coefficient can be formulated using the mixing matrix M .

The Assortativity Coefficient is a measure that summarizes the contact layer by

evaluating the relative “weight” of the diagonal. The more likely it is for the actors

to be connected within-groups, the larger the numbers in the diagonal cells of the

contact layer of the mixing matrix.

Given the mixing matrix M , a matrix of proportions is defined as pgh =

mgh1/mgh+. The Assortativity Coefficient is equal to:

SNewman =

∑K
g=1 pgg −

∑K
g=1 pg+p+g

1 −
∑K

g=1 pg+p+g

. (3.15)
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The index SNewman reaches its maximum of 1 for “perfect assortative mixing”

when all the ties are within-group and the diagonal entries sum up to 1. The index

assumes the value of 0 when there is no mixing, i.e., when pgh = pg+p+h. The

minimum value of the index for “perfect disassortativity” depends on the relative

number of ties in each group and is equal to

min
G

SNewman =
−
∑

g pg+p+g

1 −
∑

g pg+p+g
. (3.16)

The measure does not necessarily take the value -1 for perfectly integrated

networks. Newman (2003a) defends this apparent asymmetry with the following

argument:

a perfectly disassortative network is normally closer to a randomly mixed network

than is a perfectly assortative network. (...) random mixing will most often pair

unlike vertices, so that the network appears to be mostly disassortative. Therefore, it

is appropriate that the value [SNewman] = 0 for the random network should be closer

to that for the perfectly disassortative network than for the perfectly assortative one.

Though not mentioned in Newman (2003a), the Assortativity Coefficient is, in

fact, equivalent to Cohen’s Kappa applied to the contact layer of the mixing matrix

(Cohen, 1960). Cohen’s Kappa is a classical psychometric measure of agreement

on nominal variables (Reynolds, 1977, Section 2.7.1)

This measure satisfies both MBG and MWG. Adding within-group ties adds

more weight on the diagonal, such that the sum of pgg increases relative to its

expected value based on the marginals. Conversely, adding between-group ties

between groups g and h increases the expected values pg+p+h, and ph+p+g leading

to a decrease in the value of the index.

The measure is based on the cross-classification of existing ties. The number

of disconnected dyads and the number of actors do not enter the formula. As a

result, adding isolates to the network does not change the value of the measure.

In other words, the property of ISO is satisfied.

The distribution pgh does not change when we the number of existing ties and

nodes is duplicated, the relative frequencies of ties linking different groups stay

the same, thus satisfying the property of SYM.
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3.4.2 Gupta, Anderson, and May’s Q

Gupta et al. (1989) analyzed the effects of mixing patterns of sexual contacts on

the spread of the HIV epidemic. The measure of “within-group mixing” in the

population is designed for undirected networks and based on the contact layer of

the mixing matrix. Define fgh as the proportion of ties of actors in group g to

actors in group h:

fgh =
mgh1

mg+1
. (3.17)

The proposed index (denoted by Q in Gupta et al., 1989, eq. 8), is defined as:

SGAM =

∑K
g=1 λg − 1

K − 1
=

∑K
g=1 fgg − 1

K − 1
, (3.18)

where λg are the eigenvalues of the matrix [fgh] and fgg are the diagonal entries

of the matrix.3

The measure captures “assortativeness” by varying between −1/(K − 1) for the

maximal dissassortativity (integration) and 1 for maximal assortativity (segrega-

tion). The measure yields a value of zero in the context of “proportionate mixing”

when each group has a 1
K of its ties to nodes from the same group.

The performance of this index with respect to the properties follows from the

implications that the properties have for the contact layer of the mixing matrix.

Adding between-group ties never increases the values on the diagonal of the matrix

f , thus satisfying the property MBG. Similarly, adding within-group ties never

decreases the values on the diagonal, satisfying the property MWG followed by

the property MR.

Because the index is based on the contact layer of the mixing matrix, it is

insensitive to the number isolates. In this way, ISO is also satisfied.

Finally, the property SYM is satisfied because duplicating the network does not

affect the contact layer of the mixing matrix.

3 For some reason Gupta et al. (1989) failed to recognize that the sum of the eigenvalues of
a square matrix of real or complex numbers is equal to its trace, i.e., the sum of diagonal
entries (Harville, 1997, ch. 21.6, eq. 6.2).
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3.4.3 Odds-Ratio for Within-Group Ties

We noted already in Section 3.3 that ignoring opportunities for creating ties may

be undesirable under certain circumstances. That is, it is possible to examine

the proportion of existing between-group ties to the number of all possible dyads

instead of focusing only on the existing ties (connected dyads). A simple approach

based on the research on occupational segregation (Charles and Grusky, 1995),

was employed by Moody (2001). The approach is to calculate the odds ratio for tie

existence versus non-existence for within-group dyads and between-group dyads.

In this chapter, we call it the Odds-Ratio for Within-Group ties (ORWG). To

calculate ORWG, one can use the information from the mixing matrix M . The

odds ratio is equal to:

SORWG =

∑K
g=1 mgg1

∑K
g=1 mgg0

/∑K
g=1

∑

h 6=g mgh1
∑K

g=1

∑

h 6=g mgh0

=

=

∑K
g=1 mgg1

∑K
g=1

∑

h 6=g mgh0
∑K

g=1 mgg0

∑K
g=1

∑

h 6=g mgh1

. (3.19)

If SORWG equals 1, we would conclude that between- and within-group ties are

equally likely in the analyzed network when group sizes are taken into account,

therefore there is no segregation. The more likely it is to observe within-group ties,

the closer the value of the index approaches infinity. Thus, larger values indicate

higher segregation levels. Conversely, in the case of integration (as opposed to

segregation), the more likely it is to observe between-group ties, the closer the

value of the index approaches 0. Taking a logarithm of this index makes the values

distribute symmetrically around zero and vary between plus and minus infinity.

Adding between-group ties to the network increases mgh1 and decreases the

number of disconnected dyads mgh0 for for certain groups g and h. Such an op-

eration always decreases the value of SORWG, thus satisfying the property MBG.

Adding within-group ties produces an opposite effect: it increases mgg1 and de-

creases mgg0 for some group g. This will always increase the value of SORWG,

thus satisfying the property MWG. Given that MBG and MWG are satisfied, the

property MR is also satisfied.

Adding isolates changes the opportunities for creating ties. In the context of

SORWG adding isolates affects the values in the non-contact layer of the mixing

matrix mgh0. With a network of size N with two groups of sizes n1 and n2, we
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have

SORWG =
(m111 + m221)m120

(m110 + m220)m121
, (3.20)

where the number of all dyads within group 1 is m110 +m111 = 1
2n1(n1− 1) ≈ n2

1

2 ,

and the number of all dyads between groups 1 and 2 is m120 +m121 = 1
2n1n2. The

value of SORWG is proportional to the ratio m120

m110+m220
. If expressed in terms of

the group sizes this ratio is equal to n1n2

n2
1+n2

2
. The value of this ratio increases with

n1 when n1 < n2 and decreases when n1 > n2. Therefore, adding isolates to the

minority group increases segregation, which means that the property ISO is not

satisfied.

Duplicating the network affects all the components of the measure. Denoting

the mixing matrix resulting from duplication as m′ we get:

m′
111 = 2m111 m′

221 = 2m221

m′
121 = 2m121 m′

120 ≈
1

2
2n12n2 = 2n1n2

m′
110 ≈

1

2
(2n1)2 = 2n2

1 m′
220 ≈

1

2
(2n2)2 = 2n2

2

Now, if we compute the index, we obtain:

S′
ORWG =

2(m111 + m221)2n1 · 2n2

(2n1)2 + (2n2)2 · 2m121
=

2(m111 + m221) · 4n1n2

4(n2
1 + n2

2) · 2m121
=

=
(m111 + m221) · n1n2

(n2
1 + n2

2) ·m121
= SORWG . (3.21)

Therefore, the value does not change, satisfying the property of SYM.

3.4.4 ERGM and Other Log-Linear Models for Networks

Another way of capturing dependence between tie existence and nodal attributes

is offered by a log-linear approach to network modeling. These models include the

Exponential Random Graph Models (ERGM, for example, Snijders et al., 2006)

and other conditional (Koehly et al., 2004; Morris, 1991) and unconditional (Fein-

berg and Wasserman, 1981) log-linear models. These families of models offer much

flexibility in terms of specification. Here, we will focus on the models that capture
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the effect of nodal attributes on the probability of the network tie existence. In the

rest of the discussion, we will further assume conditional tie independence (Frank,

1988), which states that the probabilities of network ties are independent given the

attributes of the nodes. One of the implications of conditional tie independence

is that all the nodes with the same attributes are assumed to be homogeneous

(exchangeable).

Given the arguments above, it is sufficient to consider the network in the form

of a three-dimensional mixing matrix M = [mghy]K×K×2 as defined in Section 3.2.

Two types of models are considered:

1. Conditional log-linear models for the contact layer of the mixing matrix (mgh1).

2. Logit models for the full mixing matrix, which are special cases of ERGM.

3.4.4.1 Conditional Log-Linear Models

A general log-linear model for a two-dimensional contact layer of the mixing matrix

models the logarithm of quantities mgh1 as a linear function of marginal and

interaction effects.4 We will consider the following models, taken from Koehly

et al. (2004):

logmgh1 = µ + λA
g + λB

h + λUHOM
gh







λUHOM
gh = λUHOM g = h

λUHOM
gh = 0 g 6= h

(3.22)

logmgh1 = µ + λA
g + λB

h + λDHOM
gh







λDHOM
gh = λDHOM

g g = h

λDHOM
gh = 0 g 6= h

(3.23)

logmgh1 = µ + λA
g + λB

h + λAB
gh (3.24)

where UHOM and DHOM stand for uniform and differential homophily effects.

The main effects λA
g and λB

h capture the tendency for the groups to initiate and

accept ties. The interaction effects λAB
gh , λDHOM

g , and λUHOM are of our primary

concern given that they measure the degree of over- and under-representation of

certain types of ties compared to the independence model, which contains only the

main effects. For these models to be identified, additional restrictions are placed

on λs, such that their appropriate sums are 0:

4 For a general introduction to log-linear models see, Agresti (2002); Goodman (1978, 1996).
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∑

g

λA
g =

∑

h

λB
h =

∑

g

∑

h

λAB
gh =

∑

g

∑

h

λUHOM
gh =

∑

g

∑

h

λDHOM
gh = 0

(3.25)

Alternatively, the values of λs for one of the levels of the variables is fixed at 0 by

setting it as a reference category (Agresti, 2002; Koehly et al., 2004).

Model (3.24) is a saturated model in which the interaction terms λAB
gh capture

all possible deviations from the independence model, reproducing the observed

matrix. Models (3.22) and (3.23) impose additional restrictions on the interac-

tion terms to allow the measurement of homophily. Model (3.22) is the uniform

homophily model that distinguishes only between within- and between-group ties.

The parameter λUHOM measures the extent to which the ties connect actors within

the same group rather than actors from different groups. These deviations are

assumed to be the same for all groups, i.e., the model assumes that all groups

manifest the same degree of homophily. Model (3.23) relaxes this last assumption

and is called the differential homophily model. In this model, the groups can be

characterized with group-specific homophily effects as captured by the parameters

λDHOM
g . We will treat λUHOM and λDHOM

g as measures of segregation comparable

to other measures discussed in this chapter. Both measures vary between plus and

minus infinity and take a value of zero whenever the independence model holds.

The independence situation corresponds to “proportional mixing”, in which the

relative numbers of ties between the groups are proportional to the group activity

levels.

The parameter λUHOM is a log odds ratio that measures the relative likelihood

for ties to connect actors belonging to the same group, with the likelihood assumed

to be equal for all pairs of groups. Therefore, the value always increases when di-

agonal entries of the mixing matrix increase, satisfying MWG. Additionally, the

value always decreases when off-diagonal entries increase, satisfying MBG. As a

consequence, MR is always satisfied. Adding isolates to the network does not affect

λUHOM as it does not modify the entries in the contact layer of the mixing ma-

trix, thus satisfying ISO. Finally, the measure satisfies SYM because the merging

identical networks keeps the mixing matrix of proportions constant. Doubling the

frequency counts is absorbed by the constant µ of the log-linear model.

Parameters λDHOM
g in the differential homophily model can capture in-breeding

tendencies for the different groups separately and serve as network segregation

measures on the group level. These measures always increase if the entries on

the diagonal increase, satisfying MWG. They also decrease when values in the
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off-diagonal cells increase, satisfying MBG. As a consequence, MR is satisfied as

well. The properties ISO and SYM are both satisfied for the same reasons as for

λUHOM .

It is important to note that for networks with only two groups, the differential

homophily model is not identified (also refer to the last paragraph of this section).

3.4.4.2 Exponential Random Graph Models

The log-linear models described above can be perceived as models for conditional

probabilities P (i ∈ G1 ∧ j ∈ G2|xij = 1), that is, the probability that connected

individuals belong to groups G1 and G2. Alternatively, one could consider modeling

the conditional probabilities of tie existence given group membership, i.e., P (xij =

1|i ∈ G1 ∧ j ∈ G2). In logit form for the mixing matrix the models take the form:

log

(
mgh1

mgh0

)

= α + βA
g + βB

h + βAB
gh . (3.26)

This model is a special case of ERGM and is limited to effects related to actor

attributes, namely, the main effects βA
g and βB

h and the interaction effects βAB
gh .

Constraints similar to those presented in (3.25) apply to this model as well. The

interaction effects βAB
gh in this model are in the form of log odds ratios, with the

odds for tie existence compared depending on the group membership of ego and

alter. For a more complete overview of Exponential Random Graph Models, consult

the rich and growing literature that includes Frank and Strauss (1986); Holland

and Leinhardt (1981); Robins et al. (2001a,b); Snijders et al. (2006); Wasserman

and Pattison (1996),

As in the previous section, we will consider two restricted versions of the model

(3.26):

log

(
mgh1

mgh0

)

= α + βA
g + βB

h + βUHOM
gh







βUHOM
gh = βUHOM g = h

βUHOM
gh = 0 g 6= h

(3.27)

log

(
mgh1

mgh0

)

= µ + βA
g + βB

h + βDHOM
gh







βDHOM
gh = βDHOM

g g = h

βDHOM
gh = 0 g 6= h

(3.28)

Model (3.27) is a model of uniform homophily as the parameter βUHOM measures

the tendency for ties to be formed within groups, assuming that this tendency is
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the same for all the groups. Model (3.28) relaxes the assumption and allows for

group-specific in-breeding levels as captured by βDHOM
g .

Parameter βUHOM is a log odds ratio measuring the relative likelihood for

network ties to exist in dyads between nodes that belong to the same group rather

than to different groups. In this way, this measure is equivalent to SORWG. By

definition, the index always increases when adding a within-group tie and decreases

when adding a between-group tie, thus satisfying properties MWG, MBG, and MR.

As in the case of SORWG, the property of ISO is not satisfied whereas the property

of SYM is satisfied.

The differential homophily parameters βDHOM
g behave in a similar way to

λDHOM
g when within- and between-group ties are added. Specifically, adding a

tie linking nodes belonging to group g always increases λDHOM
g , whereas adding a

tie to link nodes belonging to groups g and h always decreases both βDHOM
g and

βDHOM
h . As a result, the properties of MWG, MBG, and MR are satisfied.

3.4.4.3 CLLM versus ERGM: a brief comparison

Conditional Log Linear Models and Exponential Random Graph Models are closely

related (Koehly et al., 2004). CLLMs model the contact layer of the mixing matrix,

accounting for the joint probability of group memberships of ego and alter nodes

that are conditional on the existence of the tie: P (i ∈ G1∧j ∈ G2|Xij = 1). ERGMs

model the conditional probability of tie existence given the group memberships of

the participating nodes: P (Xij = 1|i ∈ G1 ∧ j ∈ G2). These two probabilities are

related through the Bayes’ Rule:

P (i ∈ G1 ∧ j ∈ G2|Xij = 1) =

=
P (Xij = 1|i ∈ G1 ∧ j ∈ G2) · P (i ∈ G1 ∧ j ∈ G2)

P (Xij = 1)
(3.29)

We refer the reader to the original paper by Koehly et al. (2004) for details and

implications (see also Robins et al., 2001a,b).

As a final remark to close the section on both CLLMs and ERGMs, it is im-

portant to note the following fact. For both CLLMs and ERGMs, when a network

has only two groups, the independence models result from setting the interaction

terms in the saturated model to 0 have only one degree of freedom. In this way,

the uniform homophily models are simply a re-parametrization of the saturated

model, with both models producing the same fitted values for the mixing matrix.
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The differential homophily model implies parameterizing the interaction term with

the number of parameters equal to the number of groups, and is thus not identified

in the case of two groups.

3.4.5 Freeman’s Segregation Index

In its original formulation, Freeman’s segregation measure (Freeman, 1978b) ap-

plies to undirected networks defined for two groups. The basic idea behind this

measure is to compare the proportion of between-group ties in the observed net-

work with a benchmark representing null segregation. Freeman proposed a base-

line proportion of between-group ties expected to exist in a purely random graph

with group sizes and density identical to the observed network. As the number

of between-group ties in the observed network increases, segregation decreases.

Freeman characterized segregation as follows:

(. . . ) segregation could be thought of as restriction on social network ties between

members of two distinguishable “kinds” of people. Thus, segregation was seen as a

systematic – as opposed to random – social arrangement that reflects limitations on

the access of different classes of people to one another. (Freeman, 1978a)

Formally, we have an undirected network X consisting of two groups of nodes

G1 and G2. The observed proportion of between-group ties is equal to:5

p =
m121

m++1
. (3.30)

The expected proportion of between-group ties in the random graph is given by

π =
m12+

m+++
=

2n1n2

N(N − 1)
. (3.31)

where n1 and n2 are the sizes of groups G1 and G2 respectively. Given these two

quantities Freeman’s segregation index is equal to

5 Assuming that the entries in the lower triangle of the mixing matrix for undirected
networks are all equal to 0.
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SFreeman =
π − p

π
= 1 −

p

π
= 1 −

2N(N − 1)m121

n1n2m++1
=

= 1 −
m121

n1n2
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(1)

×








2m++1

N(N − 1)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(2)








−1

. (3.32)

It is worth noting that the two highlighted terms in the last transformation can be

substantively interpreted. The first term is equivalent to the “density” of between-

group ties: the proportion of existing between-group ties out of all possible between

group ties. The second term is the density of the whole graph.

Before we analyze this index in more detail from the perspective of the proposed

properties it is worth making one observation. The index as defined in (3.32) can

take both positive and negative values. The negative values correspond to the

networks for which the proportion of between-group ties is higher than would have

been expected by chance. Freeman originally proposed to truncate the index at 0

by assuming SFreeman = 0 if p > π.

This truncation deficiency of Freeman’s index was criticized by Mitchell (1978).

In a response Freeman (1978a) proposed an alternative measure for integration

(the opposite of segregation). With a similar structure as the segregation index,

the integration measure captures the features of networks in which the number of

between-group ties is larger than what would have been expected if tie formation

were random. For this type of networks the original segregation index is assigns a

value of 0. Freeman proposed an index of integration for p > π of the form

SFreemanI =
p− π

pmax − p
, (3.33)

where π and p refer to the expected and observed proportion of between-group

ties, and pmax is the maximal proportion of between-group ties.

The measure varies between 0 and 1, taking the value 1 whenever all the ties that

exist in the given network are between-group (perfect integration) and taking the

value 0 whenever the proportion of between-group ties is equal to or less than the

proportion expected in the case of random tie formation. This measure suffers from

the same problems as the original segregation index. Realizing this shortcoming,

Freeman advocates the use of both segregation and integration measures together

until a unified solution is found.
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Now we examine the performance of Freeman’s original segregation index with

respect to the proposed properties.

When p > π, the index is always equal to 0, thus satisfying both MBG and

MWG. When p < π Freeman’s index also satisfies both MBG and MWG. The key

element to notice is that the network manipulation involved in the three properties

(i.e., adding/removing a tie), affects only p in (3.32) but leaves π unchanged. Under

MBG as p increases the value of the index decreases. Conversely, under MWG as

p decreases the index increases. As a result, Freeman’s index also satisfies MR.

Turning to ISO, adding an isolate to the network affects the opportunities for

making ties (π) only, with the value of p remaining constant. Intuitively, the effect

of adding the isolate depends on relative group sizes. The segregation would in-

crease or decrease depending on whether the isolate that is being added belongs to

the majority or minority group. For two groups of sizes n1 and n2 adding an isolate

from group 1 will decrease segregation as long as n1 < n2 − 1. In practice, this

means that adding isolates belonging to the majority group decreases segregation,

whereas adding isolates belonging to the minority group increases it.6. The ISO

property is not satisfied.

Freeman’s index does not satisfy SYM either. When merging two identical net-

works the value of p (3.30) stays the same but the value of π decreases. Conse-

quently, the value of the index also decreases.7

Although Freeman’s original idea for the measure was limited to only two groups

it is possible to extend it to an arbitrary number of groups (e.g., K). When gener-

alized for use with more groups, the formula for the observed number of between-

group ties (3.30) stays almost identical:

p =

∑

i,j : ti 6=tj
xij

∑

i,j xij
. (3.34)

Formula (3.31) requires a slightly more substantial modification for the expected

number of cross-group ties π. The numerator of π can be stated as a sum of

products of group sizes leading to

π =
2
∑K−1

k=1

∑K
l=k+1 nknl

N(N − 1)
, (3.35)

6 Appendix A.1 contains additional details.
7 As long as there are fewer between-group ties than expected by chance, the truncation
to 0 does not apply.
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which, upon algebraic procedures, can be represented as a function of the difference

between the squared sum and the sum of squares of the group sizes:

π =

(
∑K

k=1 nk

)2

−
∑K

k=1 n
2
k

N(N − 1)
, (3.36)

which leads to a generalized Freeman’s index equal to:

SFreeman = 1 −
pN(N − 1)

(
∑K

k=1 nk

)2

−
∑K

k=1 n
2
k

. (3.37)

The full derivation is shown in Appendix A.1.

3.4.6 The Spectral Segregation Index

The Spectral Segregation Index (SSI) (Echenique and Fryer, 2007) was developed

for measuring the extent of residential segregation, such as race segregation of

neighborhoods in a city. It is also applicable in other contexts. In its original form,

the network underlying the computation of SSI represents residential areas and

their spatial proximities. However, this can be substituted with other types of

relations, such as friendship.

Although defined on the group level, the SSI can be easily decomposed to the

node level giving segregation values for individual nodes. It can also be aggregated

flexibly to provide segregation scores for network components and for the network

as a whole.

The basis for this measure is a normalized adjacency matrix R = [rij ]N×N ,

which is formed from the original network by normalizing the rows so that they

sum up to 1. The normalization comes from the assumption that actors face certain

budget constraints for the interactions. This creates the possibility for applying

SSI in contexts in which network ties have a certain weight or value attribute. In

the case of individuals embedded in a social network, this attribute might be a

time constraint, for example, the value of rij could be the proportion of time that

i spends with j. For spatially located neighborhoods rij could be the ratio of the

length of the border between i and j to the total circumference of the neighborhood

i. In case of binary adjacency matrices, all the entries are simply equal to 1/ηi.
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Additionally, for every group Gg, the measure defines a matrix Bg which is a

sub-matrix of R that contains only the nodes belonging to group Gg. In other

words, the matrix Bg contains only within-group interactions for group Gg.

Echenique and Fryer (2007) define the SSI axiomatically on the group level.

The derivation of SSI starts with the following three axioms. We did not include

them in our general set of properties in Section 3.3 given that their form is unique

to SSI. Nevertheless, there are connections between the SSI-specific axioms and

some of the properties specified in Section 3.3. These connections will be discussed

below.

The first property specifies that an increase in the intensity of the within-group

interactions in a certain group implies an increase in the overall segregation level

of that group.

Property 3.6 (Monotonicity). Given two matrices B and B′ representing within-

group interactions of group Gg matrix B′ has more intense interactions than B if

and only if all the entries of B′ are as large as the ones in B and at least one is

strictly greater.

A network segregation index satisfies monotonicity if it assigns higher segre-

gation levels to matrices with more intense interactions, that is, S(B) ≤ S(B′).

To assign a unit to their index Echenique and Fryer (2007) propose to normalize

it with the following property:

Property 3.7 (Homogeneity). A matrix B is homogeneous of degree d if all

its rows sum up to d.

A segregation index satisfies homogeneity if its value for any homogeneous ma-

trix of degree d is equal to d. That is, if matrix B is homogeneous of degree d, then

S(B) = d.

Consequently, if the value of the index for a given group Gg is, say, 0.5, then

one can say that the level of segregation for that group can be interpreted to mean

that all the people in that group would spent 50% of their time with others from

the same group.

A distinctive feature of the SSI is that it can be decomposed to node-level

values. Thus, in this context, one can speak of segregation levels of individual

nodes. The amount of segregation of higher-level entities such as components or

the whole network can be calculated by averaging of the values on the node level.

As the final property, the authors of SSI require that the segregation of the given
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individual node should be the average of the segregation levels of network partners

who belong to the same group. More formally,

Property 3.8 (Linearity). Let sgi (B) be the individual-level segregation for a

node i belonging to group g embedded in a within-group connections specified by

matrix B. Additionally, let Sg
Ci

be the average level of segregation in a connected

component of within-group interactions to which i belongs. A segregation index

satisfies linearity if and only if

sgi (B) =
1

Sg
Ci

∑

j

rijs
g
j (B)

.

Echenique and Fryer (2007) show that the Spectral Segregation Index is the only

segregation measure that jointly satisfies these properties. At the level of connected

components of within-group interactions (i.e., connected components of B matrices

defined above), SSI is equal to the largest eigenvalue of that matrix. Individual-level

SSIs are calculated by distributing the component level value across individuals

in proportion to the values in the corresponding eigenvector. As an example, take

an actor i who is a member of group G1 in the (normalized) network R. Create a

sub-matrix B by selecting only the actors that belong to group G1, the group of i.

Then, extract from B a sub-matrix corresponding to the connected component of

B to which actor i belongs. These are all the nodes in the within-group network

B that can be reached from i, denoted as the matrix Ci. The value of SSI for

that component is equal to the largest eigenvalue λ of the matrix Ci. The level of

individual-level segregation is calculated by distributing the value of λ using the

corresponding eigenvector l

SSSI(i) =
li

l
λ , (3.38)

where l is the mean of the values in the eigenvector l.

Even though a single closed-form formula for the SSI is not available, it is still

possible to infer the performance of SSI with respect to the properties proposed in

Section 3.3 based on the original axioms proposed by Echenique and Fryer (2007).

Let us first consider the consequences of adding a within-group tie (property

MWG). As specified by the linearity property (formula in property 3.8), the indi-

vidual level of segregation of node i is a weighted average of segregation levels of

its neighbors who are members of the same group. The average is weighted by the
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entries of the matrix R. Adding a within-group tie increases the value of rij for i

and some j. Such an operation will always increase the level of segregation in the

whole component even if the new tie connects to the former isolate. In this way,

the SSI satisfies the property MWG.

The above line of reasoning can also be applied to the effects of adding between-

group ties (the property MBG). Although SSI is calculated based on the matrix

B of same-group interactions, the between-group connections are also reflected in

the values of B. Consider the original normalized adjacency matrix R, with its row

corresponding to some generic actor i. As all the values in that row have to sum

up to 1, increasing any of them decreases all non-zero others. When focusing only

on the within-group elements of R, which form the sub-matrix B, then adding a

between-group tie involving actor i decreases all the non-zero elements of B that

describe the within-group interactions of the actor. As a result, and according to

the monotonicity property (3.6), we would expect the SSI to decrease. However,

there are special cases in which this line of reasoning does not hold. For actors who

are already“perfectly integrated”(i.e., all of their ties are formed with actors of the

other group), then the SSI is already 0 and thus, adding more between-group ties

does not change it. Still, the value of the index will never increase, thus satisfying

MBG.

Given that the SSI satisfies MWG and MBG, it will also satisfy the MR property

in all situations.

Turning to the effects of adding isolates to the network, the individual segre-

gation of an isolate is 0 by definition (Echenique and Fryer, 2007, Section V.B.).

Adding isolates to the network always decreases the network-level average. There-

fore, ISO is not satisfied.

The values of the SSI are calculated based on the connected components of

the within-group interaction networks. Accordingly, the individual SSIs and the

component-level average will be identical for two identical components. Because

all the component- and network-level SSIs are simple averages of individual level

quantities, the SSI satisfies the Symmetry property.

3.4.7 The Segregation Matrix Index

This measure, proposed by Freshtman (1997), is designed for directed graphs. It

is based on the mixing matrix M . The original version assumes only two groups of
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nodes, but it is straightforward to generalize the measure to an arbitrary number of

groups. We start with the version for two groups. Given a network mixing matrix

mghy and two groups G1 and G2, define the following quantities:

d11 =
m111

m11+
, (3.39)

d12 =
m121

m12+
. (3.40)

The value of d11 is the density of the ties within group G1, and the value of d12 is

the density of the ties between the groups G1 and G2. The tendency for the group

to have segregative ties is the ratio of these two densities:

R(G1) =
d11
d12

, (3.41)

R(G2) =
d22
d21

. (3.42)

The value of R(·) ranges from 0 to ∞, but can be normalized to a quantity that

varies between -1 and 1:

S1
SMI =

R(G1) − 1

R(G1) + 1
=

d11 − d12
d11 + d12

for group G1, (3.43)

S2
SMI =

R(G2) − 1

R(G2) + 1
=

d22 − d12
d22 + d12

for group G2. (3.44)

The index is called the Segregation Matrix Index. It is defined at the group level

and is computed for each group separately. The original publication by Freshtman

(1997) does not suggest any way to compute a network-level segregation score.

The Segregation Matrix Index can be extended for us with an arbitrary number

of groups by reformulating the densities in equations (3.39) and (3.40) to take into

account the ties to other groups. The multi-group Segregation Matrix Index takes

the following form:

wg =
mgg1

mgg+
(density of within-group ties), (3.45)

bg =
mg+1 −mgg1

mg++ −mgg+
(density of between-group ties), (3.46)

Sg
SMI =

wg − bg
wg + bg

. (3.47)

See Appendix A.2 for the detailed derivation.
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The value of Sg
SMI always decreases if mgh1 (g 6= h) increases, satisfying the

property MBG. However, with more than two groups, Sg
SMI is independent of the

other between-group ties in the network that do not involve nodes from group Gg.

In other words, Sg
SMI is independent of mkh1 for k 6= g and h 6= g.

Similarly, Sg
SMI always increases when adding within-group ties (mgg1), there-

fore, MWG is also satisfied. This increase is independent from the existence of the

ties within other groups, i.e., of mhh1 for h 6= g. The satisfaction of MBG and

MWG implies that the property MR is also satisfied.

The effect of adding isolates to the network on the value of Sg
SMI depends on

the group membership of the added isolate. If it is added to group Gg, then the

index always increases. However, if it is added to any group other than Gg, the

index decreases. Therefore, the ISO property is not satisfied. See Appendix A.2.2

for a complete demonstration.

Symmetry is not satisfied given that doubling the network always decreases the

value of R(·). See Appendix A.2.3 for further details.

3.4.8 Coleman’s Homophily Index

Coleman (1958) defines a segregation measure for directed networks. In its original

formulation, this measure was defined for each subgroup in a population. We first

explain this group-wise formulation and propose a network-level version. Let mgg1

denote the number of ties within group Gg. The expected number of ties within

the g-th group in a random network is then

m∗
gg1 =

∑

i∈Gg

ηi
ng − 1

N − 1
, (3.48)

where ηi is the out-degree of actor i.

The fraction πg = (ng−1)/(N−1) is the probability for a node to choose a node

from the same group if the choice is random.8 The segregation index Sg
Coleman for

group Gg is established to represent the propensity of an individual to create a

tie to someone from the same group (i.e., the extent of homophily), as opposed to

choosing randomly. The index is constructed as

8 Coleman proposes that π can be conveniently approximated by πg ≈ (ng)/(N) for large
N .
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Sg
Coleman =







mgg1−m∗

gg1∑
i∈Gg

ηi−m∗

gg1
if mgg1 ≥ m∗

gg1 ,

mgg1−m∗

gg1

m∗

gg1
if mgg1 < m∗

gg1 .
(3.49)

Equation (3.49) provides an index that varies between −1 (perfectly avoiding one’s

own group) and 1 (perfect segregation), with the value 0 in the case of proportion-

ate mixing.

By taking the random network as a baseline for comparison, Coleman (1958)

follows the same logic as Freeman (1978b, see Section 3.4.5). The major concep-

tual difference between the two indices is that Freeman’s measure is intended

for undirected networks whereas Coleman’s measure is intended for directed net-

works. Although there are no technical reasons not to apply SColeman to undirected

networks, there are conceptual objections. In the case of Coleman’s index, it is as-

sumed that individuals’ choices of ties are independent. This is typically not the

case in undirected networks in which, for example, the consent of both individuals

is required to create an undirected relationship. Given this process, the expected

number of ties within groups (equations 3.48 and 3.50) may be different (indeed,

the procedure applied in Freeman (1978b) would be more appropriate; see Sec-

tion 3.4.5). Thus, we recommend caution when applying SColeman to undirected

networks.

The index can be generalized to provide a measure at the network level that is

more comparable to the other indices discussed in this chapter. Let ω =
∑

g mgg1

denote the total number of (directed) ties within the same group. The expectation

ω∗ given that actors choose partners randomly is equal to

ω∗ =
∑

g

∑

i∈Gg

ηi
ng − 1

N − 1
, (3.50)

and the segregation index SColeman on the network level is given by

SColeman =







ω−ω∗

∑
N
i=1 ηi−ω∗

if ω ≥ ω∗ ,

ω−ω∗

ω∗ if ω < ω∗ .
(3.51)

The addition of a within-group tie always leads to an increased SColeman, as

the tie increases both mgg1 and
∑

i∈N ηi by one but decreases m∗
gg1 by less than

one. Thus, SColeman satisfies MWG. Likewise, the addition of a between-group tie

always leads to a decreased SColeman whereas rewiring always leads to an increase.

Therefore, both MBG and MR are satisfied.
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Whether the addition of an isolated node leads to an increase (as both of the

above examples) or decrease of the index value depends on the group membership

of the node and the distribution of ties between the groups. Thus the property

ISO is not satisfied.

Finally, the property Symmetry is not satisfied either. If we duplicate the net-

work X to obtain network Z, we have π(X)g = (ng−1)/(N−1) and π(Z)g = (2ng−

1)/(2N −1). Clearly, π(Z)g > π(X)g, and thus SColeman(Z) < SColeman(X). Note,

however, that this difference is due to the term −1 in the numerator and denomi-

nator in (3.50). For large Ns, π(Z)g ≈ π(X)g and SColeman(Z) ≈ SColeman(X).

3.5 Conclusions and Discussion

Upon reviewing the set of segregation measures, we now turn to summarizing the

main results. Table 3.2 lists the 11 network segregation measures evaluated in this

chapter.

As shown in the column “Network type”, most of the measures are applicable in

the context of both directed and the undirected networks. Only Freeman’s index

and the Spectral Segregation Index are designed specifically for undirected net-

works. Simultaneously, only the Segregation Matrix Index and Coleman’s index

are designed specifically for directed networks.

The measures are designed for various levels of analysis (columns “Level” in

Table 3.2), though most of them yield a network-level scalar value. Any other

heterogeneity between the groups, such as different network activity levels, are

incorporated into this scalar quantity. For measures on the group level, the choices

include the Spectral Segregation Index, Coleman’s index, the Segregation Matrix

Index, and the differential homophily effects of CLLMs and ERGMs. Of all the

measures the Spectral Segregation Index is the most versatile because it is defined

on the individual node level and can be flexibly aggregated for the higher levels of

groups, components, or the whole network.

The analyzed indices differ in terms of their measurement unit and zero point

(see column “Scale” in Table 3.2). Having a well-defined unit and zero point facil-

itates the interpretation of the results. For all the measures based on the contact

layer of the mixing matrix, the zero point corresponds to proportionate mixing,

referring to stochastical independence of ego and alter attributes, that is, condi-

tional distributions of group membership of alters given the group membership
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of ego are identical. For the mixing matrix, assuming that pgh1 = mgh1/m++1,

it follows that pgh1 = pg+1p+h1. This holds for the Assortativity Coefficient, the

Gupta-Anderson-May index, and homophily effects in CLLMs. At the same time,

other measures take into account the number of disconnected dyads. For example,

Freeman’s index, the odds ratio for within-group ties, Coleman’s index, or ho-

mophily effects in ERGM assume a value of 0 if the conditional probability of tie

existence given the attributes of the actors depends only on the relative number

of ties associated with each group. In this case there is no interaction effect of the

ego and alter attribute on tie probability. The Spectral Segregation Index behaves

differently and takes the value of 0 for networks that contain only between-group

ties.

The unit of measurement depends on the normalization procedure used in

each measure. Some measures (Freeman, the Assortativity Coefficient, Gupta-

Anderson-May, Coleman, and the Segregation Matrix Index) are scaled such that

the maximum of 1 is reached for full segregation (i.e., when only within-group

ties are present in the network). For these measures, the particular value indicates

how far an observed network is located from the case of full segregation and the

other relevant extreme. The effects in CLLMs and ERGMs vary between plus and

minus infinity but can, nevertheless, be interpreted in the same way as coefficients

in logistic regression or log-linear models for contingency tables because the values

often correspond to certain log odds ratios in the mixing matrix. For example, the

uniform homophily effect refers to the extent to which ties are more likely to exist

within groups than between groups.

The SSI is a special case in this context, taking on only non-negative values with

no maximum. However, the interpretation is implied by the homogeneity property.

As an example, if the SSI of a given network is equal to 0.6, then in this network

on average everybody devotes 60% of their ties to others from the same group.

However, when SSI exceeds 1, interpretation becomes more unclear.

3.5.1 Measures versus Properties

The rest of Table 3.2 summarizes the performance of the measures reviewed in

Section 3.4 with respect to the properties defined in Section 3.3. Recall that each

of the proposed properties implied a network modification operation that, in turn,

can (and often does) change the value of the segregation measure. Arrow symbols
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are used to depict graphically the direction of this change (row) when the network is

subjected to a particular micro-modification (column). Explanations of the arrows

are provided in the bottom of Table 3.2, and also included in the table header next

to the names of the properties. Serving as only a reference, each arrow indicates

the“expected”direction of the effect as formulated in Section 3.3 based on informal

considerations about segregation measurement.

In terms of the performance of the measures with respect to the first three prop-

erties, all measures behave in a manner consistent with the properties. In other

words, none of the measures increases in between-group ties, decreases in within-

group ties, or decreases when between-group tie is rewired to form a within-group

tie. Most of the measures (with the exception of the Assortativity Coefficient,

Gupta-Anderson-May’s index, Freeman’s index, and the SSI) strictly increase or

decrease under micro-modification imposed by the three properties. For the Assor-

tativity Coefficient, Gupta-Anderson-May’s index and the SSI, it is possible that

for the value of the index to stay unchanged when between-group ties are added.

This can happen if there are no within-group ties present in the network. For

Freeman’s index, the index value can stay unchanged if the proportion of between-

group ties in the network is higher than the associated expected value (see Section

3.4.5). An analogous mechanism prevents the Assortativity Coefficient, Gupta-

Anderson-May’s index, and Freeman’s index from decreasing when within-group

ties are added to the network. If only within-group ties are found in the network,

adding more of them will not change the values of these measures. In general, the

properties MBG, MWG, and MR do not provide any useful discriminatory value

that informs one’s choice of segregation index.

Much more interesting results are obtained from the investigation of the be-

havior of the segregation indices when the isolates are included into the network

(property ISO). All measures based on the contact layer of the mixing matrix (i.e.,

the Assortativity Coefficient, Gupta-Anderson-May’s index, and homophily effects

in CLLMs) are insensitive to isolates and thus satisfy ISO. The Spectral Segre-

gation Index is the only measure that decreases (unless it is already 0) whenever

isolates are added to the network. The rest of the measures decrease or increase

depending on the existing group sizes.

The property of Symmetry is satisfied by most of the analyzed indices. Th seg-

regation level of the combined baseline networks is the same as the level when each

baseline network is considered individually. However, there are three exceptions:

Freeman’s index, Coleman’s index, and the Spectral Segregation Index. Freeman’s

index and Coleman’s index both decrease because duplicating the network slightly
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changes the opportunity structure for creating ties. Freeman’s index decreases,

because the expected fraction of between-group ties decreases. Coleman’s index

decreases, because the probability of randomly choosing a within-group network

partner increases. Finally, the Segregation Matrix Index decreases if the network

is doubled because the doubling decreases the ratio of densities of within- and

between-group ties.

3.5.2 Network Ties and Nodal Attributes

The crucial point differentiating among the reviewed measures is the question of

whether a network should be considered from one of two perspectives:

1. The configuration of network ties can be treated as fixed while the group at-

tributes of the nodes are dynamic.

2. The observed network is a product of some tie formation process between actors

possessing more or less stable attributes.

In case 1, the central questions pertain to explaining the observed pattern of

group memberships given the existing network ties. From this perspective, the

proper approach is to concentrate on the conditional probability distribution of

group memberships of egos and alters given the existing ties. This is equivalent

to the contact layer of the mixing matrix, The Assortativity Coefficient, Gupta-

Anderson-May, and homophily effects in CLLMs follow that approach. In terms of

the analyzed properties, these measures are insensitive to the number and group

membership of the isolates.

In case 2 we are more interested in capturing the segregative character of the

formed ties, as opposed to ties that were not formed. This perspective focuses on

the conditional probability of tie existence given the configuration of attributes of

the actors involved. The Freeman’s index, the Odds-Ratio for Within-Group ties,

the Segregation Matrix Index, and the homophily effects in ERGMs all follow that

approach.

Classifying the Spectral Segregation Index in that context is not straightfor-

ward. On the one hand, the SSI is sensitive to the number of isolates in the net-

work (property ISO), which, at first sight, appears to run counter its primary de-

sign purpose of studying spatial segregation. On the other hand, the network-level

SSI decreases when adding isolates to the network simply because the node-level

SSI for any isolate is 0 by definition. The values for the remaining nodes remain
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the same, which implies that the measure is component-separable and satisfies the

Symmetry property, which is a desirable property for category 1.

3.5.3 Concluding Remarks

The aim of this chapter was to systematically compare and categorize the existing

measures of network segregation/homophily. We compared a set of existing mea-

sures (Section 3.4) against a set of properties (Section 3.3) that are relevant to the

issue of segregation in networks. There are two main areas for future work.

The first area concerns the axiomatic characterization of the measures. Ax-

iomatic characterizations clarify all the assumptions that are built into the indices

and, thus, facilitate the comparison across measures. Such stringency would greatly

contribute to the social networks literature. However, out of all the measures, only

the SSI was derived in this way.

The second area concerns the need to bridge the gap between data-driven em-

pirical research and substantive theoretical models (see Granovetter, 1979). All

the segregation indices reviewed in this chapter (with a few exceptions mentioned

below) were created to provide statistical descriptions of network data. However,

a crucial element that is still missing is a clear behavioral interpretation of the

measures, which would establish a firmer link to theoretical models. This necessity

was explicated by Coleman:

Every good measure of purported tendency is based on an underlying model. The

model shows, in effect, how this tendency operated to produce observed result. Thus,

once one knows the model, he can work backward from the observed result to obtain

a measure of the size of the tendency which supposedly produced it. (Coleman, 1958)

Following the comment, Coleman shows how his index can be derived from a simple

probabilistic model of the way in which individual actors choose network partners.

An alternative model related to Coleman’s index has been recently proposed by

Currarini et al. (2010). Analyses in a similar spirit have also been proposed in the

context of network centrality measures (see, e.g., Ballester et al., 2006). We do

hope to see additional research along these lines.





Chapter 4

Industrial Structure and Inter-Firm

Collaboration∗

4.1 Introduction

Firms engage in various types of collaborative relationships, such as inter-firm

strategic alliances or joint ventures. These partnerships involve a cooperation be-

tween market players who could be fierce competitors at the same time. As many

firms simultaneously engage in numerous partnership agreements, the resultant

collaborative linkages form a network of relationships that span significant parts

of the economic system. In Chapter 2, we investigated, among other things, the

extent to which the global network of inter-firm alliances is fragmented regionally.

In this chapter, we take a closer look at firms in the U.S. and try to explain why

companies from some industrial sectors collaborate more often with companies

from certain other sectors.

The total population of firms (or, in a sense, prospective alliance partners) is

highly heterogeneous. Firms differ on attributes such as their country of origin, size,

specific market, and market share (Wang and Zajac, 2007). Firms also differ with

respect to their reputation among other companies and experience in engaging in

past alliances (Blumberg, 2001; Buskens et al., 2003; Robinson and Stuart, 2007).

The question arises as to what the attributes of the company are that might

constitute relevant criteria when firms look for partnerships (Gulati, 1998; Gulati

and Gargiulo, 1999).

One of the primary exogenous factors driving alliance formation, as shown in

recent empirical studies, relates to the industrial sectors to which prospective al-

∗ This chapter is a revised version of a working paper (Bojanowski, 2011). I would like to
thank the participants of the inter-organizational networks session at the XXXI Sunbelt
Conference in St Pete Beach for useful suggestions.
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liance participants belong (Wang and Zajac, 2007). Studies reveal strong forces of

attraction between specific industrial sectors in the formation of R&D alliances.

The descriptive analyses presented in Chapter 2 revealed that the two network

clusters in Figure 1.1 (page 7) consisted almost exclusively of firms representing

four industrial sectors. Existing studies seeking to explain this phenomenon have

typically drawn from the theory of resource dependence (Pfeffer and Nowak, 1976;

Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978). In empirical tests, however, the interdependencies be-

tween sectors are not often measured directly but inferred qualitatively based on

industrial classification or various organizational characteristics (Harrison et al.,

2001; Park and Ungson, 1997; Tanriverdi and Venkatraman, 2005; Wang and Za-

jac, 2007). In this chapter, we go a step further in explaining the role of the sector

membership in alliance formation by taking inter-sectoral resource flows into ac-

count.

Industrial sectors are related through “supply chains” (Porter, 1996). Firms can

be conceptualized as organizational units that transform a given set of input com-

modities and produce a certain amount of output commodity. For example, a steel

mill can be perceived as an organization producing a certain amount of steel given

the appropriate amounts of coal and iron ore. The types of input and output, and

the rate at which a firm “converts” the input into output define the technology

of the firm. Sectors A and B are said to be related if, for example, the output

of Sector A firms constitutes an important input for Sector B firms. This rela-

tionship is called symbiotic interdependence (Pfeffer and Nowak, 1976). Industrial

sectors can also be related indirectly through common supplier sectors for their

input commodity or having common buyer sectors for their output commodity. For

example, the sector of tire manufacturers is indirectly linked to the sector of rim

manufacturers because both sectors provide input commodities to a common buyer

sector, namely, manufacturers of vehicle wheels. As we will argue, these indirect

dependencies can also influence the incentives associated with alliance formation.

The general question that we seek to answer is, to what extent can the structure

of the industry (or the structure of the multiple“supply chains”that bind industrial

sectors) explain the patterns of inter-firm collaboration? More specifically,

1. Are firms from vertically related sectors more likely to form collaborative al-

liances?

2. Are firms from indirectly related sectors more likely to form collaborative al-

liances?
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In this chapter, we attempt to answer these questions in the following steps.

In Section 4.2, we review major theories that provide insights into the incentives

for firms to engage in collaborative partnerships. Based on these theories, we for-

mulate several hypotheses predicting the types of industrial sectors among which

we expect to find greater inter-firm collaboration. In Section 4.3, we describe the

sources of data used in the analyses presented in Sections 4.4 and 4.6. Section

4.4 presents in detail the data concerning our explanatory variables, i.e., the in-

dustrial dependence network. Section 4.5 describes the operationalization of the

variables and the statistical framework in which we test our hypotheses. Section

4.6 presents our analyses regarding the formation of inter-firm alliances. Finally,

we discuss the main findings and potential extensions of the analyses in Section

4.7. Further technical details are provided in Appendix B.

4.2 Incentives for Forming Alliances

Existing theories and empirical evidence suggest various mechanisms that push

firms to form partnerships with other firms. Below, we review the most important

ones for our purposes. We should note upfront, however, that certain limitations of

the data hindered us from addressing all the theoretical arguments reviewed here.

The limitations are discussed toward the end of the section.

The generic answer to the question of why firms engage in alliances is that

alliances allow firms to manage the interdependencies and uncertainties in their

market environment (Gulati and Gargiulo, 1999). From the perspective of resource

dependence theory (Pfeffer and Nowak, 1976; Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978), the need

for resources or production input represents the main source of interdependence

among firms (Harrison et al., 2001). The unequal distribution of control over re-

sources and the different production technologies employed by the companies cre-

ate conditions for dependency relations (Harrison et al., 1991; Hitt et al., 2001a,b).

For example, the production decisions of one firm that manufactures steel affects

the decisions of firms that depend on steel as a production input. In this case,

companies may manage the interdependence by partially exchanging their rights

of control (Coleman, 1990, Chapter 2) over some of the resources. In principle,

these exchanges can take place on the market, but in some circumstances, compa-

nies may choose a different mode of transaction (Robinson and Stuart, 2001, 2007;

Wang and Zajac, 2007). In the extreme case, if the two companies heavily rely on
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each other, it may be mutually beneficial to merge, or vertically integrate. How-

ever, between the extremes of market and vertical integration, there is a network

mode of transaction (Powell, 1990) manifested in the form of an alliance or a joint

venture.

From the perspective of transaction cost economics (Williamson, 1985), the

preference of a firm to engage in alliances or even vertical integration, depends

on the properties of the transaction. The properties relevant to our discussion

include transaction frequency and asset specificity (Williamson, 1979, 1981a,b).

Transaction frequency refers to whether the interaction occurs once, occasionally,

or repeatedly. Asset specificity refers to whether the transaction requires substan-

tive investments specific to that transaction (i.e., assets that cannot be used for

other transactions). For example, the product to be delivered might require unique

skills or machinery, or the client needs might be non-standard and result in the

need for the product to be tailor-made. According to Williamson’s theory, only

highly standardized transactions take place on the market, regardless whether it

is a one-time or recurring transaction. Other transactions associated with higher

transaction costs tend to be arranged through partnerships such as alliances or

through vertical integration (acquisition of one company by the other company).

In addition to dependency theory and transaction cost economics, a third group

of theoretical explanations is drawn from rational choice research on embedded

trust (Blumberg, 2001; Buskens et al., 2003; Raub et al., 2011; Raub and Weesie,

1990). Collaboration in alliances is risky for participating firms due to the possi-

bility of free-riding. In other words, an alliance partner may invest less than the

adequate amount of effort in the alliance, but simultaneously enjoy all the benefits.

To mitigate these risks, firms look for potential alliance partners by investigating

former partners of their own partners (Stuart and Podolny, 2000) or approaching

firms with a generally positive reputation. The ability to conduct such a search

is an aspect of “corporate social capital” (Todeva and Knoke, 2002; Walker et al.,

1997). It has been empirically demonstrated that a history of positive interactions

(McCutcheon and Stuart, 2000) and sanctioning possibilities by numerous com-

mon partners (Gulati and Gargiulo, 1999) contribute to the formation of inter-firm

alliances.

In this chapter, we examine only the mechanisms suggested by resource depen-

dence theory and omit the two alternative explanations described above. Assuming

that the mechanisms implied by the three theories operate largely independently,

researching the effects of one of them while leaving out the other two should not

distort the results substantially. Investigating the implications of transaction cost
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economics requires extensive information about the subject of collaboration in all

alliances. This information is not available in the set of data used in our investiga-

tion. Moreover, one can argue that transaction cost economics implies that some of

the collaborations between firms result in vertical integrations such as a merger or

acquisition. Hence, a satisfactory treatment of transaction cost economics theory

would require data on mergers and acquisitions in the studied population of firms.

Furthermore, examining the mechanisms of reputation requires additional contex-

tual information about the alliances. Again, we do not have such data available.

Thus, we turn to resource dependency theory to develop testable hypotheses.

The degree of interdependence between any two firms refers to the extent to

which the functioning of one firm depends on the actions of the other firm. Mech-

anisms inducing interdependence operate on different levels (such as the firm level

and sector level) and can take different forms.

First, on the level of individual companies, interdependence is a result of buyer-

supplier relations among other factors. For example, if two firms are linked directly

through such a relation, they depend the products of each other. Any changes in

the price of the products sold by one firm has a direct impact on the business

decisions of the other firm. Interdependence can also arise when firms are linked

indirectly. For example, firms may share a common supplier or a buyer. In such

cases, the effect of business decisions of one firm can affect other firms by“diffusing”

through buyer-supplier links.

Second, interdependence can arise from mechanisms on the level of industrial

sectors. For the purpose of this chapter, we define an industrial sector as a group

of firms that employ similar technologies to produce the same type of products. An

obvious form of interdependence exists between the firms belonging to the same

sector because they are direct competitors. Given that the focus of this chapter is

to explain the formation of alliances due to technological heterogeneity in the pop-

ulation of firms, we are not going to analyze the effects of such interdependence.

There are, however, other sector-level mechanisms that might create interdepen-

dence between firms, which, in turn, can foster the formation of alliances.

Our first sector-level mechanism applies to pairs of firms from sectors that are

in a direct technological relationship. Consider a biotechnology laboratory that has

developed a new chemical but does not have the necessary equipment to produce

this chemical in large quantities for the market. In such a situation, the laboratory

may be interested in forming an alliance with some chemical producer that could

manufacture the chemical. In other words, the laboratory is considering a specific

“type” of firm (namely, a chemical producer) as its potential alliance partner.
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The “type” of partner is determined by the technologies used by both firms (i.e.,

the laboratory and the producer). In our example, the two firms are vertically

related. Specifically, a generic biotechnology lab develops a chemical that is, in turn,

produced by a generic chemical manufacturer. This type of interdependence can be

found in other pairs of sectors. Therefore, we formulate the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1 (Vertical relatedness) The more vertically related two sectors

are, the more likely it is for an alliance to form between the firms from these

sectors.

Similar hypotheses have been considered in earlier studies. For example, in an

empirical investigation of the determinants of vertical integration on the firm level

Lieberman (1991) included measures of vertical relatedness. A similar analysis has

been performed on the sector level (Caves and Bradburd, 1988). The results from

both studies show positive effects of vertical relatedness on vertical integration.

Another form of interdependence resulting from a sector-level mechanism is in-

direct relatedness due to shared type of buyers. This type of interdependence exist

between two companies that produce different commodities that are consumed to

similar degrees by another sector. We label this complementarity1 (Fan and Lang,

2000) considering that from the perspective of the buyers the firms from both sec-

tors provide equally important input. Selling products in similar markets creates

an interdependence because. If a firm from sector A changes the price of their

products, then the buyers may be forced to modify their demand for the products

supplied by the firms from sector B. For example, consider the producers of rims

(sector A) and tires (sector B) in the automobile industry. Car manufacturers need

both products in similar proportions. If, for some reason, the rim manufacturer in-

creases the price of the rims, the car manufacturer may be forced to buy fewer rims

and, in turn, fewer tires from the tire manufacturer. Hence, an interdependence

arises between rim and tire manufacturers, who may consider forming a collabora-

tion to assemble complete wheels before selling the wheels to car manufacturers.

Thus, we propose the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2 (Complementarity) The higher the complementarity between

two sectors, the more likely it is for an alliance to form between the firms from

these sectors.

1 In Chapter 5, the term ”complementarity” will be used for a somewhat different purpose.
See Section 5.1 and footnote 1 on page 110.
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A somewhat analogous mechanism relates to indirect interdependence between

two sectors due to having a similar input structure. If firms require the same

products for their input, they may have to compete for access to suppliers. Instead

of competing, it may be beneficial to pursue a more cooperative strategy and

collaborate to place orders in bulk to bargain for a better prices. Whereas this

this is a firm-level mechanism, input similarity may also be defined as the degree

to which the two sectors consume similar input commodities to produce different

output products. If two sectors have highly similar inputs, then it is likely for two

randomly selected firms from these sectors to have common suppliers. Thus, we

formulate the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 3 (Input similarity) The higher the input similarity between two

sectors, the more likely it is for an alliance to form between the firms from these

sectors.

Our fourth and final hypothesis specifies the conditions in which firms may

not want to collaborate with each other. Based on several in-depth interviews

with firm managers, McCutcheon and Stuart (2000) identified a mechanism that

deters firms from engaging in partnerships. Specifically, when looking for alliance

partners, companies try to avoid potential future competitors. A generic case is

illustrated in Figure 4.1. Consider a pair of vertically related companies A and

B, such that A supplies important input ingredients for B. At the same time, A

and B technologies that are sufficiently closely related. It may be risky for B to

pursue an alliance with A if the alliance can enable A to develop the necessary

competencies or technologies to become a competitor of B. Therefore, the effect of

input similarity may decrease or even reverse itself when the vertical relatedness

between firms A and B is strong:

Hypothesis 4 (Avoiding potential competitors) The effect of input similar-

ity between two sectors on the likelihood of alliance formation decreases with the

increasing level of vertical relatedness between these two sectors.

Thus, Hypothesis 4 implies an interaction between input similarity and vertical

relatedness.
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I1 I2 I3 I4 I5

A B

Fig. 4.1 Avoiding potential competitors. Arrows depict the flow of commodities, with thick
black dashed lines representing the potential alliance relation. Companies A and B share
similar input structure and are vertically related. An alliance between them is expected to
be rather unlikely.

4.3 Data

The industry structure can be inferred from national statistics. In the U.S., these

statistics are prepared and published by the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis

(BEA)2 (Horowitz and Planting, 2006). The main components of these statis-

tics are input-output tables that summarize, among other things, the production

inputs and the production outputs of companies grouped into several industrial

categories. Categories used by the BEA are a variation of the North American In-

dustry Classification System (NAICS, Cremeans, 2002), see Table B.1 in Appendix

B. The input and output commodities are classified using the same variation of

the NAICS scheme. This is possible because the boundaries of the NAICS indus-

trial categories are delineated in such a way that sectors producing the same types

of main products or providing the same types of main service fall into the same

category (Cremeans, 2002). Consequently, industrial sectors and commodities can

be represented using the same classification scheme.

The input-output statistics for each year are presented in two tables: the “make

table” and the “use table”. For each pair of sectors and commodity categories (e.g.,

A and B), the main section of the “make table” provides the value of B-type

commodities that are produced by companies in sector A. As the “make table” is

a square table, most of the values are concentrated in the diagonal cells, because

the sectors are defined by the main type of commodity that they produce. The

entries in the “use table” (e.g., sector D and commodity C) represent the amount

2 http://www.bea.gov
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of commodity C that sector D consumed in a given year to produce its output. All

the values in the make and use tables are measured in U.S. dollars and provided

by producers of the respective commodities.

We complement the data on the U.S. industry with data on inter-firm partner-

ships from the Thomson Financial3 product “Thomson SDC Platinum”. This is a

database of strategic alliances and joint ventures (JV) assembled largely by media

monitoring based on specialized journal articles, press releases, and other business-

oriented databases. Reliable data are available from around the year 1980. Before

1980, there were hardly any alliances recorded. The recorded information on al-

liances include the year during which an alliance/JV was announced, the names of

participating companies, and their industrial affiliations. Industrial affiliations are

coded using the Standard Industry Classification (SIC, U.S. Department of Labor,

1987), which was the predecessor of NAICS.

To combine the two data sources, we had to translate the two industry coding

schemes into a common classification. This turned out to be quite a complex task.

Although concordance tables do exist to allow one to transition from the SIC 1987

to the NAICS 1997, and from the NAICS 1997 to the NAICS variant used in

the input-output tables, they are not unequivocal. It was only possible to match

the data on alliances with the data on industrial structure for 21 broad sector

categories. The transition from the NAICS input-output variant to 21 sectors is

shown in Table B.1. Those 21 codes and their descriptions are shown in Table B.2.

Both tables are presented in Appendix B.

To model alliance formation, we recorded the total number of alliances formed

from 1998 to 2005 between every pair of distinct sectors in the U.S. Variables

derived from the input-output data, as described in the next section, were added

to the 21-group industrial classification.

Considering the focus of our hypotheses on the structure of inter-sectoral al-

liances, within-sector alliances are not included in our analysis. The relative pro-

portion of within-sector alliances varies significantly from sector to sector, with the

proportion being the highest (at approximately 50-60%) in the sectors of“Manufac-

turing”, “Mining”, and “Information”. In contrast, in sectors such as “Educational

services”and“Management of companies and enterprises”, almost all alliances were

formed with organizations in different sectors, with only approximately 5% of the

alliances formed within the sector. “State and local government” was dropped from

3 http://www.thomson.com
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the final analysis as the data from Thomson did not include any organizations from

that sector.

An additional category“Personal consumption expenditures”was used in the de-

velopment of the independent variables related to the destinations of the products

from the sectors. Although there are no firms in that category, it is an important

final destination of many supply chains. More details are provided in Section 4.5.

The final dataset contained 17865 bilateral inter-firm alliances between 29879

firms, aggregated into 20×19
2 = 190 pairs of industrial sectors.

4.4 Structure of the U.S. Industry

All of the independent variables used in our analysis are derived from the inter-

sector commodity flows based on data from the input-output tables. Assuming that

firms in each sector produce only the primary output in that sector, these flows

result in a weighted directed network. Nodes in this network correspond to a total

of 20 sectors with an additional node corresponding to “Personal consumption”,

which represents individual consumers who are end-users of all the products. This

“pseudo-sector” may be perceived as the final destination of many of the products

and services in the economy. Entries in the “use table” related to the “Personal

consumption” represent the value of products from all the 20 sectors that were

consumed by individuals. In this network, the weight of an edge, from sector A

to B for example, refers to the value of a commodity produced by A that is

consumed by B. The basic feature of the network is that every sector is specialized

in producing a certain commodity that, in turn, is used by all of the other sectors.

For illustrative purposes, the network based on aggregated data from 1998 to

2005 is shown in Figure 4.2. This network includes the largest 15% of all commodity

transfers between sectors, which, together, account for approximately 81% of the

total value of all the flows.4 For clarity, the ties are shown with equal width even

though they are weighted.

We might have expected the pattern of flows between sectors to have a strongly

hierarchical structure, with the majority of flows taking place, for example, from

sectors related to the extraction of natural resources, to manufacturing, to con-

struction, and so on. Although some aspects of such hierarchy are visible (e.g.,

4 The commodity flows are highly concentrated on some of the dyads. The cutoff of 15%
was chosen to show the main structural features. Increasing the cutoff further would rapidly
increase the number of ties presented.
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Fig. 4.2 Structure of the U.S. industry based on 1998–2005 averages of “use tables” from
the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis. This figure shows only the largest 15% of all the
relations which accounts for 81% of the total value of all the flows.

flows from Mining, through Utilities and Manufacturing to Personal consumption

and other sectors), the overall picture is much more complex.

4.5 Variables and Methods

The data corresponding to the graph in Figure 4.2 can be formalized as a matrix

F = [fij ]20×21 where fij is the value of the output of sector i consumed by sector

j. Based on the matrix F , we construct three variables on the dyadic level (pairs

of sectors).

Vertical relatedness Sectors i and j are vertically related to the extent that

they exchange quantities of their products, i.e., i provides an important input

for j or vice versa. Technically, if qij is the proportion of the output of i that is

consumed by j:
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qij = fij/

21∑

k=1

fik , (4.1)

Vij = (qij + qji)/2 (Vertical relatedness). (4.2)

where Vij is the degree of vertical relatedness between sectors i and j.

Complementarity Sectors i and j exhibit a high degree of complementarity if

their products are consumed in similar proportions by other sectors (Fan and

Lang, 2000). If qi· is a vector of qijs as defined above5 complementarity between

sectors i and j is the value of the correlation coefficient Cij between qi· and qj·.

qi· = [qi,1, qi,2, . . . , qi,21] , (4.3)

Cij = Cor(qi·, qj·) (Complementarity). (4.4)

Input similarity Input similarity is measured in a way analogous to comple-

mentarity, but instead of looking at where the products of sectors i and j go,

we look at the sources of their inputs:

rij = fij/

20∑

k=1

fkj , (4.5)

r·i = [r1,i, r2,i, . . . , r21,i] , (4.6)

Iij = Cor(r·i, r·j) (Input similarity). (4.7)

It is worth noting that both complementarity and input similarity can be inter-

preted using concepts from classical social network analysis. In particular, comple-

mentarity corresponds to structural equivalence (Burt, 1976; Lorrain and White,

1971) in terms of outgoing ties in the commodity flow network. High correlations

between output profiles imply the output from both sectors i and j go to the

same set of other sectors in similar proportions. Analogously, high input similarity

corresponds to structural equivalence in incoming ties.

Figure 4.3 shows the descriptive summaries of the variables used in the analysis.

The distribution of vertical relatedness appears skewed to the left. The other two

variables, input similarity and complementarity, are much more symmetric. All

three independent variables are slightly correlated, with a correlation of −0.128

between input similarity and vertical relatedness and a correlation of −0.135 be-

5 “Personal consumption” is included in computing the correlation next to the remaining
20 sectors.
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tween input similarity and complementarity. Vertical relatedness and complemen-

tarity are practically independent (see Table B.3 in Appendix B).

A dyadic logit model is used to test our hypotheses regarding the role of in-

dustrial structure in the alliance formation. For every unordered pair of distinct

sectors i and j, where i and j run from 1 to M = 20 (the number of sectors), pij

refers to the proportion of alliances formed in between 1998 and 2005. To compute

this proportion, we need the number of possible alliances, or alliance opportuni-

ties, in the given pair of sectors (i.e., the denominator). Alliance opportunities (as

shown in the second panel on the right in Figure 4.3) are calculated based on the

number of firms in the respective sectors (left panel on Figure 4.3) that formed

an alliance at least once in the period under study. Given that nA is the number

of firms in sector A, and nB is the number of firms in sector B, the number of

possible alliances between sectors A and B is simply nA × nB .

Deriving the alliance opportunities from Thomson data is not ideal because the

database includes only the firms that are engaged in at least one alliance, which

limits the number of alliance opportunities. To address this issue, it is possible to

draw from additional data sources, as we did in Chapter 2, when we incorporated

data from the World Data Indicators database provided by the World Bank6 or

data provided by United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO).7

However, to simplify the analysis, we have decided not to draw from additional data

sources because doing so does not bring substantial changes to our conclusions.

Specifically, in Chapter 2, we have shown that only approximately 1% of all public

companies engage in inter-firm alliances or joint ventures. At the same time, the

changes in the relative sector sizes in the U.S. in the period under study were

very small and the overall opportunity structure did not change. Moreover, given

that relative sector sizes were constant, the incorporation of additional data into

the denominator would affect only the constant of the models that we fit to the

data but not the hypothesis-related effects. In other words, it would affect only

the overall likelihood of an alliance between any given pair of sectors, irrespective

of the values of the independent variables.

The model that we fit to the data is a dyad-independent Exponential Random

Graph Model (Koehly et al., 2004; Snijders et al., 2006). The basic specification

of the model is as follows:

6 http://web.worldbank.org
7 http://www.unido.org
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log

(
pij

1 − pij

)

= α+

M=20∑

k=2

βkDk +βV Vij +βCCij +βIIij +βV IVijIij (i 6= j) .

(4.8)

Variables Vij , Cij , and Iij correspond to vertical relatedness, complementarity, and

input similarity between sectors i and j, respectively. These are essentially dyadic

covariates.

The M − 1 variables Dk jointly model the main effect of the sector variable,

that is, the differences in terms of alliance activity between the industrial sectors.

Sector 1, “Agriculture, forestry, fishing, and hunting”, was used as the reference

category. Each of the associated effects βk measures the increase (relative to “Agri-

culture”) in the log-odds of an alliance if one of the potential participants comes

from sector k. Having Dk’s as control variables allows us to estimate the net effects

of the three dyadic covariates on alliance formation controlling for the differences

between the sectors in the average number of alliances due to unobserved sector

characteristics. We include the interaction effect of vertical relatedness and input

similarity (parameter βV I) to test Hypothesis 4.

The Model (4.8) assumes that every alliance occurs with a certain probability

and independently of other alliances. The probability depends on the sector affil-

iations of both of the candidate firms in terms of the values of the independent

variables V , C, and I. This independence assumption may be controversial as

some may argue that alliance probabilities should not be assumed independent in

general, but only if they correspond to disjoint pairs of firms (Frank and Strauss,

1986), which is itself a strong assumption (see Pattison and Robins, 2002; Snij-

ders et al., 2006). Addressing such potential dependence between alliances would

require modeling individual ties in the alliance network. Although statistical meth-

ods for such cases do exist (Handcock et al., 2003, 2008), they are computationally

very demanding and inapplicable in practice to network data of the current size.

Hence, we perform the analysis of the aggregated data under the dyadic indepen-

dence assumption and complement it with robust statistical inference (details are

provided in the next section).8

8 We have also fitted an alternative model in addition to the one in equation (4.8). It
included the sector as a random effect. That model is a variation of the model presented in
Snijders and Kenny (1999). The substantive results were equivalent to the presented ones
and thus omitted.
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4.6 Results

To test our hypotheses, we fit to the data several dyadic logit models described

in the section above. We present the results from three of the models here (see

Table 4.1). The standard errors were computed using the robust heteroskedasticity-

consistent formulas following White (1980) to minimize the sensitivity of the results

to the distributional assumptions. The three dyadic covariates were centered prior

to the estimation routine to facilitate the interpretation of the main effects in the

presence of interactions.

The baseline model (Model 1 in Table 4.1) includes the sector main effect only,

parametrized with the 19 dummy variables (Dk’s in equation (4.8)). This model

assumes that the differences in the number of alliances between firms in each sector

to be the only source of structure in the inter-sector alliance network. Beyond that,

it does not allow for any other attraction or repulsion forces between the sectors.

In other words, Model 1 assumes that firms engage in alliances at a sector-specific

rate but select alliance partners completely at random.

In Model 2, we test Hypotheses 1 through 3 by adding the main effects of

vertical relatedness, complementarity, and input similarity. First, we note that

Model 2 offers a significant improvement of fit over the baseline Model 1. The

deviance decreased by 742.54 at the expense of 3 degrees of freedom (p < 10−16).

Using a robust test,9 we also reject the hypothesis that those three effects are

simultaneously 0 in Model 2 (60.251 on 3 df, p = 5 × 10−13). Adding the three

dyadic covariates increased the proportion of variation explained by the model,

as measured by McFadden’s R2 (McFadden, 1974; Menard, 2000), by almost 15

percentage points.

Of the three hypotheses regarding the effects of dyadic covariates, only Hypoth-

esis 1 is supported. In a pair of sectors that are completely unrelated vertically

(minimum of 0), the formation of an alliance is e4.04×0.34 = 19.32 times less likely

than in a pair of sectors that are strongly vertically related (maximum observed

value of 0.34). We also tested for a quadratic effect of vertical relatedness, but it

is not significant.

Additionally, contrary to our predictions in Hypothesis 2, the effect of comple-

mentarity in not observed. Thus, it is not more likely for alliances to be formed in

sector pairs with higher complementarity.

9 This is a test of a hypothesis that the effects of added variables in the extended model
are simultaneously 0 using the robust sandwich variance-covariance matrix (White, 1980;
Zeileis, 2004, 2006).
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Table 4.1 Results of dyadic logit models for inter-sector alliances based on 190 dyads.
Null deviance: 5428.1 on 189 degrees of freedom.

Dependent variable: likelihood of an alliance Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

(Intercept) -11.0208 -11.4844 -11.5757
(0.7254) (0.3652) (0.3576)

Sector activity levels (relative to Agriculture)
Mining -0.4622 -0.1811 -0.1095

(0.4843) (0.2854) (0.2686)
Utilities -0.0366 -0.0804 -0.1641

(0.4314) (0.3161) (0.3541)
Construction -0.4092 -0.0012 0.0242

(0.4796) (0.3420) (0.3333)
Manufacturing 0.2756 0.0128 0.0488

(0.3687) (0.2262) (0.2291)
Wholesale trade 0.3920 0.3990 0.5187

(0.4292) (0.1646) (0.1939)
Retail trade 0.3877 0.6660 0.7454

(0.3939) (0.2122) (0.2231)
Transportation and warehousing -0.1379 0.0542 0.1476

(0.4066) (0.2796) (0.2890)
Information 0.4007 0.7055 0.7520

(0.3760) (0.1944) (0.1880)
Finance and insurance -0.1613 0.1485 0.2165

(0.3865) (0.2002) (0.2208)
Real estate, rental, and leasing 0.2404 0.3781 0.4105

(0.4286) (0.2688) (0.2646)
Professional, scientific, and technical services 0.5362 0.6836 0.7309

(0.3826) (0.2048) (0.1984)
Management of companies and enterprises 1.3690 1.7237 1.8075

(0.3942) (0.3136) (0.3063)
Administrative and waste management services 0.0519 0.5376 0.5871

(0.3807) (0.2267) (0.2181)
Educational services 0.7236 0.9004 0.9506

(0.4705) (0.3837) (0.3810)
Health care and social insurance -0.0849 0.2469 0.3053

(0.4120) (0.2936) (0.2629)
Arts, entertainment, and recreation 0.2924 0.4972 0.5205

(0.3994) (0.2290) (0.2257)
Accommodation and food services 0.0418 0.1989 0.2574

(0.4694) (0.3296) (0.3267)
Other 0.0784 0.1851 0.2816

(0.3733) (0.2032) (0.2050)
Federal government 0.5933 0.8907 0.9235

(0.4315) (0.3398) (0.3258)
Dyadic covariates
Vertical relatedness 4.0440 4.5118

(0.5293) (0.6443)
Complementarity 0.3318 0.2925

(0.1957) (0.2034)
Input similarity -0.4909 -0.6606

(0.2086) (0.2752)
Interaction effect
Vertical relatedness × Input similarity 4.6610

(3.9312)

AIC 4067.33 3330.79 3305.27
Deviance 3227.88 2485.34 2457.82
df 170.00 167.00 166.00
McFadden’s R2 0.405 0.542 0.547

Note: Heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors (White, 1980) are reported in paren-
theses underneath the respective effects. Effects which are statistically significant at the
0.05 level are highlighted with bold font. The three dyadic covariates are centered (mean
0).
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Based on Hypothesis 3, we expected a positive effect of input similarity on

alliance probability. The data, however, show an opposite, negative effect. Specif-

ically, and as shown by the contrast between the values of −0.193 and 0.979, a

pair of sectors with high input similarity is almost two times less likely to form

alliances than a pair with low input similarity.

To test Hypothesis 4, we added the interaction term between vertical relatedness

and input similarity (Model 3). The interaction term lowers the model deviance

in Model 2 by 27.521, making the difference statistically significant (with 1 degree

of freedom, p = 1.5 × 10−7). However, the robust test of the interaction term in

Model 3 is not significant (p = 0.236). Thus, Hypothesis 4 is not supported by the

data. Contrary to the hypothesis, a positive effect is observed.

The general conclusion seems to be that among the three factors related to the

structure of the economic system, vertical relatedness (a direct form of interde-

pendence between two industrial sectors) is, by far, the major force of attraction

for alliance formation. High vertical relatedness seems to be an important pre-

condition of any inter-sector alliance partnership. Simultaneously, and irrespective

of the degree of vertical relatedness, the indirect dependence of sharing supplier

sectors, has a negative effect on the likelihood of alliance, which is contrary to

Hypothesis 3. In other words, alliances are more likely if the two firms come from

sectors that acquire their input commodities from different sources.

4.7 Summary and Discussion

In this chapter, we attempted to explain the formation of inter-firm alliances be-

tween different industrial sectors. To do so, we concentrated on the factors related

to the nature of interdependence among firms,which is based on the assumption

that all firms require products or services from other firms to produce/deliver

their own products. The configuration of required and offered products (i.e., input

and output) creates a complex network of dependencies between firms in different

sectors of the economy. Thus, we investigated the extent to which industrial struc-

ture, in terms of the input-output relations between different industrial sectors, is

reflected in the patterns of inter-firm collaboration in strategic alliances and joint

ventures. We investigated the role of three interdependency dimensions that come

from the following factors:

1. Direct reliance of one sector on another (vertical relatedness).
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2. Indirect interdependence due to having similar buyers (complementarity).

3. Indirect interdependence due to having similar suppliers (input similarity).

We expected each of these factors to increase the likelihood of inter-firm collab-

oration. Based on qualitative studies (McCutcheon and Stuart, 2000), we further

conjectured that firms from sectors with very similar input structures would not

be willing to form alliances if their vertical relatedness is relatively high (Hypoth-

esis 4). To test these hypotheses, we assembled a dataset that integrated data

on inter-firm alliances from the Thomson Strategic Alliances and Joint Ventures

database with data on inter-sector commodity flows from the U.S. Bureau of Eco-

nomic Analysis. The data are described in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. To our knowledge,

this is the first attempt to explain the formation of inter-firm alliances by taking

industrial structure explicitly into account. The dyadic covariates derived from the

input-output data that operationalize relevant aspects of that structure explain a

significant portion of variation, as documented by the values of McFadden’s R2 in

the bottom of Table 4.1.

Our analyses reported in Section 4.6 revealed that only one of our hypotheses is

supported. The other hypotheses are not supported due to either insufficient evi-

dence or evidence for the opposite pattern. Only vertical relatedness has a positive

and large effect on alliance formation. Firms from strongly vertically related sec-

tors tend to be much more likely to form alliances than firms from sectors that are

not vertically related. We did not find any evidence for an effect of complementar-

ity. Thus, whether the prospective alliance partners come from sectors that supply

their products to shared other sectors appears unrelated to alliance formation. Our

hypothesis concerning avoidance of potential future competitors (Hypothesis 4) is

not confirmed by the data.

Contrary to our expectations (as formulated in Hypothesis 3) input similarity

has a negative effect on the probability of alliance formation. Figure 4.4 illustrates

two prototypical sectors A and B and two stylized configurations of the way A and

B are embedded in a larger input-output network (solid arrows). The configuration

on the left shows a high degree of input similarity between A and B as they

acquire their inputs from the same sectors I1, I2, and I3. The configuration on the

right shows a very low degree of input similarity as A and B acquire their inputs

from completely different sectors: A from I1 and I2, and B from I3. According

to Hypothesis 3, we expected alliances (symbolized with a dashed line in Figure

4.4) to be more likely in the configuration on the left than in the one on the right

because firms from A and B could increase their bargaining power through an
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(High input similarity)

I1 I2 I3

A B

I4 I5 I6

(Low input similarity)

I1 I2 I3

A B

I4 I5 I6

Fig. 4.4 An illustration of input similarity between sectors A and B. Solid arrows indicate
commodity flows. Thick dashed lines indicate the potential alliance partnerships considered.

alliance when buying products of I1, I2, or I3. There is no such incentive in the

situation on the right. We expected the same effect to be observed regardless of

the vertical relatedness of A and B, and the output relations of sectors A and B

to sectors I4, I5, and I6. However, the analysis showed that it is exactly the other

way around. Relatively more alliances are observed in the configuration on the

right than the one on the left.

This is a puzzling result for which we are unable to provide a convincing ex-

planation at this point. The result seems to be caused by specific industrial dyads

that involve sectors with dissimilar inputs and simultaneously form a large number

of alliances, such as the following:

• Education (universities, research institutes) and Manufacturing

• Utilities and Transportation

• Manufacturing and Health

We leave the explanation of this puzzle for future research.

The analyses presented were based on data aggregated across sector-sector

dyads. As we indicated in Sections 4.3 and 4.5, this is largely due to data-related

constraints. These constraints have two implications. First, we were not able to

control for possible differences in network positions between firms that belong to

the same sector. From the perspective of the presented results such “unobserved

heterogeneity” could be a source of bias. To circumvent this problem, we applied

robust statistical methods.

Second, the analysis of aggregated data does not allow us to investigate other

mechanisms that might affect alliance formation, which could also constitute

sources of heterogeneity. These mechanisms include transaction cost economics
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and rational choice research on embedded trust, which have been discussed in

Section 4.2. Examining the predictions of transaction cost theory would require

additional data on individual transactions and the ways in which the transactions

were managed by the parties involved. Such data were not available to us. To ex-

amine reputation-related effects, we would need to model triadic effects in addition

to independent dyadic effects. The current algorithms and estimation techniques

do not allow us to reliably model large volumes of data. Nonetheless, we believe

that this is a temporary limitation that will soon be overcome.

In conclusion, the research on inter-firm alliances, especially the aspects related

to industry structure, deserves a better theoretical treatment. The economics lit-

erature provides several interesting models for the formation of inter-firm rela-

tions. Examples include Bloch (2005); Goyal and Joshi (2003); Goyal and Moraga-

Gonzales (2001, 2002); Westbrock (2010) and also Kranton and Minehart (2000,

2001). Unfortunately, we are not aware of theoretical models that address the het-

erogeneity of production and consumption (input and output), which were central

to our analysis. We hope that such a theory will be developed soon.





Chapter 5

Coordination in Dynamic Social Networks

under Heterogeneity∗

5.1 Introduction

This research focuses on theoretical analyses of situations in which actors, be it

individuals or organizations, strive to coordinate their decisions. People coordinate

their choices with respect to who should return a call (Ullmann-Margalit, 1977,

p. 77), fix the time of a meeting, how to dress for such a meeting, or how to

behave at it. Firms have to decide what kind of technology to use to be able to

collaborate with their partners. All these processes can be encapsulated under

the term conventions (Schelling, 1960). It is conventional that in most European

countries people drive on the right side of the road. Similarly, we eat by convention

with a knife in our right hand and a fork in the left hand. By saying that one wears

a conventional dress or uses a conventional technology we aim at communicating

that the choice complies with the choices of others and it was made mostly out of

concern with what others do, or did. What will happen, however, if we acknowledge

that, along with the possibility to adapt to others, actors can choose with whom

to coordinate? People can choose whom to call and what meetings to attend, firms

can choose with what other firms to collaborate.

Another example is related to the economics of standards. It is often a question

for a producer whether it would be more profitable to manufacture products that

are compatible with the ones manufactured by his direct competitors. Making them

∗ The study presented in this chapter is published in the Journal of Mathematical Sociology
(Bojanowski and Buskens, 2011), and is a result of a joint project with Vincent Buskens
(ICS/Sociology, Utrecht University and Erasmus School of Law, Erasmus University
Rotterdam). I would like to thank Rense Corten, Jeroen Weesie, Bastian Westbrock, and
Ines Lindner, as well as participants of seminars at the ICS in Utrecht, at the 6th Workshop
on Networks in Economics and Sociology: Dynamic Networks in Utrecht, and at the
Department of Statistics, University of Washington for useful comments and suggestions.
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compatible allows the users to switch between the products more easily. Also, some

products need some other products/resources to be used effectively, for example,

personal computers need software to operate. Making the computer compatible

enables the users to use the software that is already available for other computers

(Katz and Shapiro, 1994). Such a decision problem may be analyzed as a stylized

coordination problem from the perspective of producers (Besen and Farrel, 1994).

Consumers frequently face similar dilemmas. One example comes from the area

of mobile communication. In the early days of mobile phones the UK operators

were differentiating the prices of the phone calls depending whether the person

who was called had a telephone with the same operator as the caller or not. If

the operators where different, the call was considered as an “off-net” call and some

extra costs where charged on the caller. Consequently, new mobile phone users

had to choose the operator while, most likely, coordinating with their friends and

family so that the number of off-net calls could be minimized (Birke and Swann,

2006). Parallel to coordinating with their peers on the operator choice, the users

also choose whom to contact by mobile phone. More expensive “off-net” calls can

be substituted with other means of contact: emails, stationary telephones etc.

Especially in the last example it is prominent how important it is to take the

interaction structure into account. There is a vast volume of research that inves-

tigate the role of an imposed interaction structure on the outcomes of the coor-

dination problems. See Weidenholzer (2007) for a general review, but also Ellison

(1993); Hojman (2004) and Masson (2005) for examples of theoretical models.

There are also some experimental and field applications, for instance Berninghaus

et al. (2002) and Nowak et al. (2000). In this research, however, the interaction

structure is predominantly modeled as static, actors have none or little choice with

whom to coordinate their decisions.

We believe that in all the above mentioned situations, and in many others, so-

cial relations are not exogenously given but are the product of individual actions.

Firms choose with whom to cooperate, people choose whom to contact by phone,

immigrants decide whether to socialize with natives or perhaps look for their home

country fellows. In all these situations we consider it crucial to integrate the rela-

tional dynamics together with the behavioral dynamics in one coherent theoretical

model.

Efforts to endogenize the interaction structure resulted in a stream of literature

on co-evolution of networks and behavior. The models proposed aim at simultane-

ous treatment of actors’ choice of interaction partners as well as behavior in those

interactions. Research work done on coordination problems embedded in dynamic
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networks include Berninghaus and Vogt (2006); Bramoullé et al. (2004); Buskens

et al. (2008); Corten (2009); Goyal (2007); Goyal and Vega-Redondo (2005) and

Jackson and Watts (2002b).

All papers mentioned above consider actors to be homogeneous. If one conven-

tion is preferred over the other, this is the same convention for everyone. We extend

this line of research by considering that some actors may prefer other conventions

than other actors, for example, because of their past experience, socialization, or

cultural background. Consider a situation, meanwhile continuing the mobile phone

example based on Birke and Swann (2006), of a group of Indian and Chinese im-

migrants in London. If two mobile phone providers have different rates on foreign

calls to India and China, then, on top of the coordination problem described be-

fore, Indian and Chinese immigrants will “intrinsically” prefer one operator over

the other because it is cheaper to call their home country. On the other hand, if

they are in contact with each other within London, they would like to have the

same provider. Similar problems can be identified in a population of firms that are

subordinates to different standardization regulations (Gandal, 2002; Temple et al.,

2005) or behavior in inter-ethnic groups in which cultural background traditionally

encourages certain behavior and discourages other behavior, while what is encour-

aged differs by culture. Therefore, our research is obviously also closely related

to a line of theoretical research on the dissemination and diversity in cultures

(see Axelrod, 1997). In these models actors influence each other either through

fixed or dynamic networks via social interactions. Depending on the assumptions

more homogeneous or more heterogeneous societies can emerge (see also Centola

et al., 2007; Macy et al., 2003; Mark, 1998). These models are, however, essentially

different because interactions have rather mechanistic consequences and are not

modeled as strategic interactions. Moreover, actors can often have multiple behav-

ioral traits in these models that all can be changed, but they do not have ex-ante

different traits that cannot be changed. The outcomes of these models suggest

that it is likely that societies can become homogeneous, but also that segregated

groups with different cultural traits can emerge. We will show that in our setting,

although we assume that actors have exogenously different preferences, it is still

possible that they integrate in one group all behaving similarly.

As indicated, we distinguish two types of actors that differ in their preference

for the one or other options in a coordination problem with two possible choices.

However, the mere fact that we distinguish two types of actors also allows for the

relational costs and benefits to depend on these types of actors. In the homoge-

neous models sometimes costs are the same for every relation or it is assumed
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that there are increasing marginal costs of each additional relationship. This can

also be interpreted that there are decreasing marginal benefits of additional re-

lations. In this chapter, we study two variants of this. In the first variant, the

type of actor does not matter for the benefits/costs of a relation. This is labeled

substitutability. We assume then that the marginal costs are increasing in the to-

tal number of relations an actor has. If we consider the example of the Chinese

and Indian immigrants in London, this represents the situations in which these

immigrants want relations with some other Asian people, but they do not care

about the nationality of these people (within the London context these relations

are substitutable). The alternative variant is that actors of the other type actually

provide complimentary resources to the actors they are related to. In that variant

we assume that the value of the relation of an actor of one type does not depend

on the number of relations he has with the other type. Therefore, marginal costs

of relations are increasing with the number of relations you have to a specific type

rather than with the total number of relations. We label this as complementarity.1

If Chinese and Indian immigrants in London are integrated in different industrial

branches, having contacts to both groups provides you with access to two different

industries. Therefore, although you might already have many relations to Chinese

immigrants, establishing relations also to Indian immigrants is still worthwhile.

In this discussion about the costs of different types of relations, we neglected the

benefits of the relations that still depend on the chosen convention. In our model

both benefits and costs of social relations depend on types of actors and chosen

conventions. Both benefits and costs are integrated in the model in one single

utility function.

This leads to the following research questions:

• What are the types of networks we can expect to emerge in a situation with two

types of actors involved in coordination problems who can choose freely with

whom to interact, but have different interests in the possible conventions?

– Will the two groups of actors segregate or integrate in the emerging network?

1 Here and in the remainder of this chapter we use the word complements in a way similar
to how it is used in set theory. We indicate with it the two separate but exhaustive types
of benefits the actors can secure by forming ties to the two types of actors A and B. This
is different from the definition of complementarity in microeconomics that corresponds to
a situation in which the marginal benefits of, say, ties to type A increase with the number
of ties to actors of type B.

Note that the use of the term complementarity in this chapter is somewhat different
from how we use it in Chapter 4. In Chapter 4, it is used to indicate that two firms from
different sectors supply their products to other sectors in similar proportions.
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– Will the population coordinate on the same convention or will both groups

stick with their “native” conventions?

– What is the effect of relative group size on the segregation levels of emerging

networks?

• What are the socially efficient networks and are they likely to emerge?

• How do the answers to the above questions depend on the complementary versus

the substitutable character of relations to the two types of actors?

The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.2 describes the

model. Sections 5.3 and 5.4 present analytic results on stability and efficiency of

the emerging networks. Sections 5.5 and 5.6 describe the setup and the results

from a computer simulation. The chapter concludes with the main theoretical

implications of this studies and remaining issues for further research. Additionally,

Section C contains further technical details regarding the results presented in the

main text.

5.2 The Model

We assume that there is a fixed population of actors N = {1, 2, . . . n} that is ex-

haustively partitioned into two types A and B. The type assignment is permanent

and exogenously given. NA and NB are sets of actors A and B, respectively, and

nA and nB denote their cardinality. Actors are embedded in an undirected net-

work g = [gij ]n×n with ∀i,j∈Ngij = gji. If gij = 1, a relation between i and j

exists and we say i and j are neighbors; if gij = 0, they are not neighbors. Apart

from choosing relations, actors choose how to behave. The choice applies to all

neighbors, i.e., actors cannot differentiate behavior across the relations they have.

Actor i can choose his behavior si from two options S = {x, y}.

The amount of utility an actor extracts from a given network-and-behavior

configuration is determined by the behavior of the focal actor and the behavior

of his neighbors. The model can be interpreted as an n-person game in which

individual benefits are determined through the network structure. The benefits per

relation and its dependence on the actors’ behavior are presented in Figure 5.1.

The benefit an actor receives from a specific relation depends on his type, the

other actor’s type, their behavior, and the two parameters w and b presented in the

tables. For example, if a type A actor chooses x, he receives b + w from a relation
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A

A x y

x b + w, b + w b, 0

y 0, b w, w

Both actors of type A

B

B x y

x w, w 0, b
y b, 0 b + w, b + w

Both actors of type B

B

A x y

x b + w, w b, b
y 0, 0 w, b + w

Actors of different types

Fig. 5.1 Benefits from relations (0 < b < w).

with a type B actor who chooses x as well, while this type B actor receives w.

Substantially, b represents the benefit from choosing one’s intrinsically preferred

action; this is action x for type A and action y for type B. This benefit is obtained

in every relation irrespective of the neighbor’s behavior. We say that behavior x

is native to type A and foreign to type B, while behavior y is native to type B

and foreign to type A. In addition, w represents the value of coordinating with a

neighbor on the same action and is only obtained if two actors in a relation behave

the same.

The nature of interdependence between the actors is determined through the

values of b and w:

1. If 0 = b < w, the only way to secure benefits is to coordinate behavior with all

network neighbors (or look for neighbors with similar behavior). The tables in

Figure 5.1 boil down to pure coordination problems in which an actor’s type is

irrelevant.

2. If 0 ≤ w < b, actors of both types have dominant strategies x and y, respec-

tively. Consequently, the coordination feature is absent because everyone always

chooses native behavior.

3. If 0 < b < w, the within-type games turn into a coordination game in which

one of the equilibria is payoff dominant (Harsanyi and Selten, 1992). Type A

actors obtain an extra benefit from choosing x, type B actors obtain an extra

benefit from choosing y. Thus, type A actors prefer the (x, x) equilibrium over

(y, y), while this is the other way round for type B actors. The between-type

game is a “Battle of the Sexes” game with two pure Nash equilibria providing

one actor with b + w and the other with w. However, actors prefer miscoor-

dinating by choosing their native behavior, due to the extra benefit of b, over

miscoordinating by choosing their foreign behavior.

We do not consider case 1 as it is equivalent to the homogeneous case already

analyzed elsewhere (Buskens et al., 2008). Case 2 is not interesting theoretically,

because the benefit from choosing one’s native behavior dominates the benefit from
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coordination, which removes the coordination problem and leads to the straight-

forward prediction that actors always choose their native behavior. Therefore, we

pursue case 3, and assume 0 < b < w.

To facilitate further formalization, we need some more notation. Ni(g) denotes

the set of actor i’s neighbors in network g: Ni(g) = {j ∈ N : gij = 1}. The

cardinality of Ni(g) is ni(g). We use the subsets of Ni(g): NAx
i , NBx

i , NAy
i ,

and NBy
i , where, e.g., NAx

i is the set of actor i’s neighbors of type A who

choose x. Obviously the subsets add-up to the total set of actor i’s neighbors:

Ni(g) = NAx
i ∪NBx

i ∪NAy
i ∪NAy

i . Accordingly, nAx
i (g), nBx

i (g), nAy
i (g), nBy

i (g)

denote the corresponding cardinalities. A missing symbol in the superscript of n

corresponds to summing-up over this dimension, for example, nA
i = nAx

i + nAy
i is

actor i’s number of neighbors of type A irrespective of their behavior. Similarly nx
i

is actor i’s number of neighbors that choose x, irrespective of their type. Similar

conventions apply to the sets, for example, NA
i = NAx

i ∪NAy
i .

As we indicated in the introduction, relations do not only bring benefits, but

they are also costly.2 We assume marginally decreasing benefits of relationships.

This is modeled through a quadratic cost function. When relations to actors of the

two types are substitutable, implying that they provide a similar type of resources,

decreasing marginal benefits apply to all relations together. However, if relations

of the two different types provide access to different types of resources (e.g., the

marginal benefits from gaining one Indian friend for a Chinese who has ten Chinese

friends might be quite different from the marginal benefits of gaining an eleventh

Chinese friend), decreasing marginal benefits are only applied within the same

type of neighbors.

This leads to the following two operationalizations of tie costs depending on

whether ties with the different types are substitutes (Csubst) or complements

(Ccompl).

Csubst(i, g) = αnA
i (g) + αnB

i (g) + β
[
nA
i (g) + nB

i (g)
]2

, (5.1)

Ccompl(i, g) = αnA
i (g) + αnB

i (g) + β
(
nA
i (g)

)2
+ β

(
nB
i (g)

)2
, (5.2)

2 The distinction between benefits and costs made in this chapter is purely technical.
We decided to develop benefits and costs separately as the benefits correspond closely to
behavior in the coordination problems and costs are more closely related to the social
network. Both benefits and costs are integrated in a single utility function.
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where both parameters α and β are greater than 0. The parameter α represents the

linear cost component, while β models the quadratic cost component, representing

decreasing marginal utility (net benefits) of further relations.

In Figure 5.1, it can be seen that it does not matter for the benefits, whether a

neighbor is of type A or type B. The two things that matter are neighbor’s behavior

and whether this is the focal actor’s native or foreign behavior. Therefore, we define

the sets NN
i and NF

i , and their cardinalities: nN
i and nF

i . These sets indicate i’s

neighbors who choose i’s native behavior or i’s foreign behavior, respectively. An

actor i who chooses native receives b + w for all his relations with neighbors that

also choose i’s native behavior and he receives b for neighbors choosing i’s foreign

behavior. If i chooses foreign, he receives w for neighbors choosing also i’s foreign

behavior and 0 for neighbors choosing i’s native behavior. Therefore, actor i’s (net)

utility function is:

Π(g, si) =

{

(b + w)
(
nN
i (g)

)
+ b

(
nF
i (g)

)
− C(i, g) si is i’s native behavior

w
(
nF
i (g)

)
+ 0

(
nN
i (g)

)
− C(i, g) si is i’s foreign behavior

(5.3)

In the subsequent sections, we present what kinds of network-behavior config-

urations are stable as well as what kinds of configurations seem to be socially

desirable. With the model described above we study the macro-level consequences

of individual actions under different structures of incentives. From that perspective,

we establish a micro-macro link between individual actions and social structure

(cf. Coleman, 1990; Epstein, 2007).

5.3 Stability of Networks

To predict what kinds of social structures are formed we use an extension of the

most common stability concept used in the literature on network dynamics, namely

the concept of pairwise stability proposed by Jackson and Wolinsky (1996). To

be able to apply this in a network-and-behavior context we add an additional

requirement (no. 3 below) for behavior (see also Buskens et al., 2008; Jackson and

Watts, 2002b; Raub et al., 2011)
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Definition 5.1 (Stability). A configuration of network g and behavior vector is

stable if and only if the following three conditions are jointly satisfied:

1. There is no pair of actors in g for which one would be strictly better-off and the

other not worse-off by creating a tie between them;

2. There is no actor in g who would be better off by deleting one of his ties;

3. No actor benefits from changing his behavior.

Although this stability concept is weaker than stochastic stability as defined by

Jackson and Watts (2002b), it provides more opportunities to study the variety of

stable networks that might occur depending on the initial conditions of a network

formation process. While stochastic stability provides strong predictions for which

configurations are the most stable and most likely to emerge in the long run,

our analysis provides a broader insight in the relative stability of all the stable

structures as defined here.

Since we assume that the costs of maintaining network ties are positive and

both actors need to agree on maintaining the tie, no ties exist in a stable network

in which the actors miscoordinate and at least one of the actors chooses his foreign

behavior. This would violate requirement 2 above, because an actor who misco-

ordinates and chooses foreign obtains 0 benefit from an interaction, while the tie

carries positive costs. Thus, this actor would have a net loss from that relation.

The stability concepts implies a myopic best-response mechanism that actors use

to determine relations and behavior. Actors, or in the case of adding relations

pairs of actors, do not change behavior or a relation if such a change has no direct

benefit.

Our main result consists of four conditions that resemble four kinds of network

positions that can exist in any given stable network assuming that behavioral

changes are also not profitable. Thus, in every stable network every actor must

fulfill one of those four conditions, and every network in which all actors are in one

of these conditions is stable. The following theorem specifies these four conditions.

The conditions look slightly different comparing substitutability and complemen-

tarity. We start with substitutability.

Theorem 5.1 (Stability under substitutability). A network g, in which the

game specified in Figure 5.1 is played, is stable under substitutability if and only

if for every actor i changing behavior is not profitable and at least one of the four

following conditions is satisfied:
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1. Actor i chooses native and ni ∈ (0, U1), where U1 = b−α+β
2β . If U1 is not binding

there is no actor who wants a tie to i.3

2. Actor i chooses native and ni ∈ [U1, U2), where U2 = b+w−α+β
2β . If U2 is not

binding, there is no other actor choosing i’s native behavior who wants a tie to

i. In addition, i has no neighbors choosing i’s foreign behavior.

3. Actor i chooses foreign and ni ∈ (0, U3), where U3 = w−α+β
2β . If U3 is not

binding, there is no actor choosing i’s foreign behavior who wants a tie to i. In

addition, i has no tie to an actor choosing i’s native behavior.

4. Actor i is an isolate (ni = 0) and there is no other actor who wants a tie to i

whatever behavior i chooses.

See Section C.1 for more details.

To better understand the content of the stability result consider an example of

a stable network under substitutability presented in Figure 5.2. This network is

stable for w = 8, b = 4, α = 2.719, and β = 1.064. The three thresholds contained

in the theorem are equal to U1 = 1.1, U2 = 4.86, and U3 = 2.98. So when choosing

native, an actor can have at most four relations. Likewise, when choosing foreign

the maximal number of relations is two. In the example network we can observe

two out of four conditions for network positions mentioned in Theorem 5.1.

First, there are actors who choose native and have the maximum of four ties.

They are marked with 2a on Figure 5.2. The first item of the theorem applies for

these actors and the upper bound is binding as adding the fifth tie is not profitable.

There are altogether 16 actors of this type. However, there are also actors that

choose native that have only three ties. They are marked with 2b on the Figure 5.2.

The upper bound is not binding for them, i.e., they would benefit from creating

another tie. Unfortunately, it is not possible, because there is no other actor that

is willing to do so. There are three actors in such a position in this network. It is

worthwhile to notice that for actors of class 2b it must hold that they are either

connected to each other or they choose different behavior. If they would choose

the same, they would connect to each other as they both would benefit from it.

Second, there are ten actors who choose foreign and have the maximal number

of ties of two. The upper bound is binding for them. They are marked with 3a on

Figure 5.2. There is also one actor who chooses foreign and has only one tie (he is

3 “U1 is binding” means that it is not possible to create any further ties without breaching
it, i.e., ni +1 > U1. Although the indifference case is not really crucial, we assume here that
a tie is kept or made in case actors are indifferent between having or not having this tie.
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Fig. 5.2 A stable network under substitutability for w = 8, b = 4, α = 2.719 and β = 1.064.
Inner color of the nodes designates type, outer color behavior. Matching colors correspond
to choosing native. The numbers correspond to different positions specified in Theorem 5.1,
for actors with an a the upper bound is binding.

marked with 3b). He would be interested in creating another tie. However, there

is nobody in the network who would accept it.

Under complementarity a similar theorem holds as under substitutability. The

only difference is that the conditions specified in Theorem 5.1 apply to the within-

and between-type ties separately (see Section C.1 for detailed derivations).

Theorem 5.2 (Stability under complementarity). A network g, in which the

game specified in Figure 5.1 is played, is stable under complementarity if and only

if for every actor i changing behavior is not profitable and for each type t ∈ {A,B}

one of the following four conditions is satisfied:

1. Actor i chooses native and nt
i ∈ (0, U1). If U1 is not binding there is no actor

of type t who wants a tie to i.

2. Actor i chooses native and nt
i ∈ [U1, U2). If U2 is not binding, there is no other

actor of type t choosing i’s native behavior who wants a tie to i. In addition, i

has no neighbors of type t choosing i’s foreign behavior.

3. Actor i chooses foreign and nt
i ∈ (0, U3). If U3 is not binding, there is no actor

of type t choosing i’s foreign behavior who wants a tie to i. In addition, i has

no tie to an actor of type t choosing i’s native behavior.
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4. Actor i is an isolate (nt
i = 0, t ∈ {A,B}) and no actor wants a tie to i whatever

behavior i chooses.

Tracing all possible positions under complementarity is more tedious than for

substitutability because we now have four conditions in the theorem, while in three

of them the upper bound maybe binding or not, and moreover, the conditions apply

to ties to two types of actors. All in all we can have 2×(3×2+1) = 14 qualitatively

different positions in a stable network. Figure 5.3 contains an example of a stable

network under complementarity. To show the different positions specified in the

Theorem 5.2 consider the following scheme that was used for tagging the network

nodes in Figure 5.3. Every actor is tagged with a sequence of numbers and letters of

the form 2a3b, where the first number indicates which item in Theorem 5.2 applies

to his own type and the letter indicates whether the upper bound is binding (a)

or not binding (b). Of course, this additional letter does not apply for condition

4 in the theorem. The second number and letter provide the same information

with respect to the other type of actor. For example, a tag 1a2b corresponds to

an actor who chooses native behavior, for whom the upper bound for ties with his

own type is binding (he cannot have any additional relations with his own type),

and who could still benefit from creating a relation to the actors of the foreign

type whatever behavior they choose.

The network in Figure 5.3 is stable for parameters b = 6, w = 8, α = 2.427 and

β = 1.874. Under those parameters, the thresholds mentioned in the Theorem 5.2

are equal to U1 = 1.45, U2 = 3.586, and U3 = 1.98. Consequently, an actor can

have at most three ties to each type.

We observe that in this particular stable network there is only one actor who

chooses native and was able to create the maximum number of relations with both

types. He is labelled 2a2a. There are also three actors who choose native and have

the maximal number of ties with their own type, but would still like to create

additional ties with the other type who choose foreign, but there is nobody who

would accept it. These actors are labelled with 2a2b. There are nine actors who

choose native and have the maximal number of relations with their own type, while

they have also the maximal number of relations with the other type as long as the

other type chooses the focal actor’s foreign behavior. These actors labelled 2a1a

could still profit from actors of the other type with whom they could coordinate,

but these actors are not anymore available. There are three actors, who choose

native and have the maximal number of relations with their own type and no

relations with the other type. They are labelled with 2a4. Last but not least, there
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Fig. 5.3 Example of a stable network under complementarity for b = 6, w = 8, α = 2.427
and β = 1.874.

are actors who choose foreign and have the maximal number of relations with each

of the types. They are marked with 3a3a. There are fourteen actors of this type

in the presented network. A more detailed structural characterization of stable

networks based on the computer simulation study follows in Subsection 5.6.1.

5.4 Efficiency of Networks

As an indicator for efficiency we study the sum of individual utilities obtained from

a network g and behavior vector s:

W (g, s) =

N∑

i

Πi(g, s) , (5.4)

where Πi is the individual utility as defined in (5.3). An alternative way of evaluat-

ing social desirability of a network would be to use the Pareto dominance relation.

Networks efficient in the sense of maximizing (5.4) are always Pareto-optimal. The

converse however is generally not true. Although by proceeding with efficiency as

in (5.4) we have to make assumptions about cardinality of utility and interper-
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sonal comparability of well-being, it allows us to measure the social desirability of

emerging networks more precisely. The advantage is that efficiency is more easily

calculated if one needs to consider very many different situations.

In addition, the structure of incentives to form ties and choose behavior does

not imply a strong conflict between individual and collective interests at the dyad

level. Although we have a dilemma-like situation at the dyadic level, because there

is an efficient equilibrium and an inefficient equilibrium, the efficient equilibrium

is mostly reached easily because playing the strategy belonging to the efficient

equilibrium is not risky in the sense that the actors would be worse off in case

of miscoordination. Moreover, efficiency and Pareto efficiency are the same at

the dyadic level. Nevertheless, a stronger conflict between social optimality, as

measured by “efficiency,” and individual optimality may appear when more actors

are involved. We investigate to what extent the structures that are likely to emerge

will be efficient, and also, whether efficient structures can spontaneously emerge.

One can construct networks that are very inefficient but still Pareto efficient.

However, in the following sections we show that emerging networks are mostly

rather efficient, and we believe that such cases are exceptional in the simulations.

Moreover, one can construct for many situations rather unequal equilibrium net-

works with some actors earning very little and others the optimal amount. In these

cases Pareto efficiency hardly discriminates between the stable networks. There-

fore, considering Pareto optimality together with efficiency would provide limited

additional insights at the rather high cost of finding the Pareto efficient structures

for all kinds of configurations.

One of the important questions in the context of dynamic models of network

formation is the relationship of efficiency to stability. Namely, are stable networks

also efficient, and/or whether at least some of the efficient networks are stable

(Jackson, 2003, 2005). For example, Jackson and Wolinsky (1996) provide for their

connections model conditions for which the sets of stable and efficient networks

completely overlap, partially overlap, or do not overlap at all.

In our model we consider a network to be efficient if it maximizes W given the

distribution of types (A and B) in the population. Consequently, we look for opti-

mal configuration of behavior accompanied with optimal configuration of network

ties. We postpone the question about the population structure that is capable of

“producing” optimal network-behavior configurations to Subsection 5.6.3.

First, we show an example that illustrates that there does not need to be an

efficient network among the stable networks. Consider the network in Figure 5.4

and assume w = 8, b = 5, α = 6, and β = 4 as well as a substitutability cost
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Fig. 5.4 Example of an efficient unstable network under utilitarian welfare for parameters
w = 8, b = 5, α = 6, and β = 4. The link drawn with a dashed line would increase the total
welfare by one, but the actor number 3 does not have an interest in creating it.

regime. The three thresholds from the stability theorem are equal to: U1 = 0.37,

U2 = 1.3, and U3 = 0.75. This implies that an actor can have at most one tie and

only if he chooses the native strategy and coordinates with the other actor on the

same behavior. Actors 1, 2, 4, and 5 choose native and have one link to the other

actor who is of the same type and chooses the same behavior. They receive a net

utility of 8 + 5 − 6 − 4 = 3. The tie linking actors 3 and 6 (drawn with a dashed

line) is not stable because, although actor 5 would receive a benefit of 3, actor 3

would receive 8 − 6 − 4 = −2 (lose 2). However, the total welfare would increase

with creating this tie by 3− 2 = 1. Because the network in Figure 5.4 without the

tie between actors 3 and 6 is obviously the only stable network, it is also clear that

there is no efficient stable network in this example.

The example above not only shows that the efficient network does not need to

be among the stable networks, it also illustrates two possible sources of inefficiency.

First, pairs of actors do not create ties although the joint profit from the tie is more

than the joint costs only because for one of the actors the costs are higher than

his profit. These are the cases in which for both actors the upper bounds from the

stability theorems are binding. Second, actors cannot create ties although they

would like to do so, that is their upper bound from stability theorems are not

binding. They cannot form any more relations because all candidates with whom

they could make a tie already have the maximal number of ties they want to have in

the given condition. Especially for this second reason, the most efficient networks

that can be constructed are those in which as many actors as possible obtain

as many relations as possible given the behavior they choose and the available

partners. And it is always possible to construct a (sub)network in an egalitarian

manner as can be shown based on the results by Tripathi and Vijay (2003) (see
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Section C.2). Exceptions for which this cannot be completely realized are situations

in which an odd number of actors all want an odd number of relations. Because a

relation always adds two to the total number of relations all actors have together

(one for each actor involved in the relation), the situation mentioned is impossible

and one actor has to be satisfied with one tie less than the optimal number of ties.

In terms of behavior, it is clearly most efficient if everyone chooses his native

behavior and creates the optimal number of ties. This implies, however, ties within

one’s own type. This can be problematic if there are not many actors of your own

type and ties are relatively cheap. This is also not so obvious in the complemen-

tarity case in which you want some ties with actors of the other type. Because

of all these special cases depending on the precise number of actors in a network,

precise distribution of types, and whether the substitutability or complementarity

case applies, it is infeasible to determine the efficient network for all these situ-

ations. Therefore, we construct an efficiency baseline that depends on the types,

but for which we cannot exclude that in some instances there exist more efficient

stable networks. Still, the baseline produces an estimate of the maximal achievable

efficiency level that is very close to the actual highest possible value and compa-

rable for different situations. Such a baseline is sufficient to compare efficiency of

different emerging networks in the simulation.

The argumentation behind the baseline is based on the following observations.

First, playing native by as many actors as possible implies more benefits. Second,

actors should obtain a number of relations that is as close as possible to the ap-

plicable upper bound. Third, as many as possible connected pairs of actors should

coordinate on the same behavior. Especially, the first and the third observation

might be in conflict if actors want to connect to actors of the other type due to

low availability of actors of the own type and/or due to complementarity concerns.

This will lead to the two main types of structures to be considered as the base-

line. A last consideration is that any two actors of the same type have the same

incentives. Therefore, if it is optimal for one of them to choose, say, “native” and

arrange the ties in a certain way, it muat be also optimal for the others of the same

type.

Now we describe the two candidates for the baseline network. The first focuses

on playing native by as many as possible actors, the second focuses on coordination

in as many as possible relations.

1. Everybody chooses native and relations are established such that everyone has

a number of ties equal to or as close as possible to U2 within the own type.
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If there are less than U2 + 1 actors of each type, the actors of that type just

make all the relations.4 If both groups are very small compared to the wanted

number of ties under substitutability and in case of complementarity, it might

be that although actors from different types miscoordinate, they still want some

ties with the actors of the other type, because U1 is not yet binding.

2. Everybody chooses the same behavior and the actors who choose native es-

tablish a number of ties as close as possible to U2 (U2 within each type for

complementarity), while the other type of actors try to establish U3 ties (again

twice U3 in case of complementarity). Because this gives higher benefits for ac-

tors that choose native, it is at a system level better if the type that forms the

largest group chooses native. Again, the group sizes need to be considered to

determine the restrictions on the number of relations actors can have.

For any network size and distribution of types occurring in the simulation dis-

cussed below, we calculate values of W for both types of networks mentioned

above—everyone chooses native, and everyone chooses the native behavior of the

largest group. We achieve this by finding the distribution of relations that sat-

isfies the upper bounds as closely as possible and which is as even as possible.

Then we check which of the two types of networks has a larger value for W and

this value Weff is used to compare the efficiency of networks that emerge from

the simulation. As will be shown in later sections, in the simulation we were able

to find networks with higher efficiency levels than Weff , namely in around 8% of

the simulations. This efficiency “surplus” is substantial for some cases with 105%

at maximum. However, this happened in a very low number of simulation runs

in cases in which the upper bounds of relations could not be satisfied and some

non-standard structures turn out to be really more efficient. Nevertheless, the sim-

ulation study we describe in the following sections gives a strong impression that in

the large majority of the cases, the efficiency baseline that we created is really the

optimal efficiency level. In Section C.3, we provide all the details of the calculation

of utilities for both types of efficient network prototypes.

4 Only if the number of actors in the network is odd and the number of ties everyone wants
to have is odd as well there will anyway be one actor who reaches only U2 − 1 relations.
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5.5 Design of the Simulation

To be able to evaluate the link between the properties of the population and the

type of emerging network of relationships we design the following simulation study.

We construct a set of network and behavior configurations that serve as initial con-

ditions for the process. Then we run the simulation by letting the virtual actors

to make behavioral and relational decisions according to the model specified in

Section 5.2. To make the model dynamic we assume that actors follow best re-

ply dynamics (Young, 1998). The time scale is divided into discrete rounds. In

each round an actor is chosen and given an opportunity to adjust his/her behav-

ior or relations. An actor can change one relation or behavior and is assumed to

make the change that improves his position most.5 An additional requirement for

creating ties is that it needs consent from the other neighbor. Consequently, any

new tie cannot make anybody worse-off. On the other hand, the deletion of ties

is unilateral: it is deleted as soon as it does not bring any utility for one of the

actors. The model is run several times for every initial condition. The simulation

is converged if no actor wants to change a tie or behavior anymore. By definition,

the network is then stable according to the stability concept introduced before.

Through multiple simulation runs we generate a data set that enables us to for-

mulate statistical hypotheses about the structure of stable networks and the role

of the initial conditions as well as the model parameters to reach certain stable

networks.

The employed rules of the dynamics, as described above, introduce the reach-

ability structure to the set of all possible network-behavior configurations. This

structure follows from the fact that some configurations can be obtained from

other by making only one change (one discrete time step), but quite a large num-

ber of changes from other configurations. This idea is nicely encapsulated in the

concept of improving paths (Jackson and Watts, 2002a). Our model requires just

a slight modification of it to incorporate behavior of actors. In our model an im-

proving path is a sequence of network-behavior configurations in which each entry

of the sequence differs from the previous one by a one-step change: either (1) one

link or (2) behavior of one of the actors. If during this one-step change a link is

added, then the two actors involved must both agree to its addition, with at least

5 In Buskens et al. (2008) also other types of dynamics such as that it is predefined whether
an actor can change a relation or behavior are used as well in a similar model. There it was
shown that these types of changes in the dynamics do not affect the main outcomes of the
simulations.
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Table 5.1 Summary statistics of initial conditions of the simulation (N = 336000).

Variable Min Max Mean SD

Model parameters
wa 8 8 8 0
b 0 10 4.4 3.44
αb 9 × 10−5 18 5.051 3.374
βb 0 17.38 0.64 1.119
Network characteristics
Sizec 30 30 30 0
Density 0.018 0.982 0.5 0.279
Centralization 0 0.982 0.498 0.281
Transitivity 0.004 0.145 0.054 0.026
Type segregation 0 1 0.026 0.055
Behavior segregation 0 1 0.026 0.055
Type heterogeneity 0.567 1 0.976 0.035
Behavior heterogeneity 0.469 1 0.976 0.035

a Fixed at 8.
b Sampling depends on values of w and b, see text.
c Fixed at 30.

one of the two strictly benefiting from the addition of the link. If a link is deleted,

then it must be that at least one of the two actors involved in the link strictly

benefits from its deletion (Jackson and Watts, 2002a). If behavior is changed then

it must be that the actor strictly benefited from this change. Every improving path

ends with a configuration that cannot be further changed by the actors. Such a

configuration corresponds to a stable state.

The simulation’s initial conditions are created for different population sizes.

Here we show only the analysis for size 30, because for network sizes that are not

too small (say larger than 10), the findings hardly change with increasing size.

We sampled random structures stratified by density, which also led to reasonable

variation in clustering (see Buskens et al., 2008). The initial distribution of types

(A and B) as well as initial behavior were sampled with different probabilities to

ensure a variability in populations in terms of behavior and type heterogeneity. The

way in which we varied various aspects of the initial conditions of the simulations

is summarized in Table 5.1.

The statistical models that follow below can be interpreted as a summary of

a representative mapping of the set of the network-behavior configurations by

tracing multiple improving paths that go through this set. From that perspective,

the collection of initial conditions described is nothing else but a random sample of

possible configurations that serve as starting points. For every starting point, the

simulation proceeds following the improving paths that link the configurations. We
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trace it until the stable state is reached. The models summarize the dependence

between, on the one hand, the model parameters and characteristics of the starting

point, and the characteristics of the stable state on the other.

In addition to the virtual population characteristics we vary model parameters.

These are the parameters of benefits presented in Figure 5.1 as well as parameters

of the cost functions in equations (5.2). Because only the relative size of b and w

is important in combination with the costs, we fix the value in the simulation of

w at 8 and varied the values of parameter b to be 2, 4, or 6. Simulations were run

systematically using all these values.

The values of the parameters α and β were sampled from intervals that depend

on the values of w and b. Because, we want most values for α < w, we sample in 80%

of the runs α uniformly from the interval [0, w]. In the other 20% of the cases α was

sample uniformly from the interval [w,w+b]. Quadratic costs are chosen such that

for U2, the upper bound of ties when coordinating on the native behavior, takes

any number from 1 to n + 3 with equal likelihood under substitutability. Because

actors want two ties under complementarity for similar costs as they want one

under substitutability, we take quadratic costs such that all values for U2 from 1

to ⌊(n + 3)/2⌋ are equally likely.6

The following sections are based on the simulation of populations of size 30.

The data consists of results for 336000 simulation runs given different starting

conditions: model parameters, distribution of type and behavior as well as the

initial network. Every initial network was simulated four times.

5.6 Analysis of the Simulated Data

5.6.1 Structure of Stable Networks

Different configurations of model parameters can “generate” very different network

structures. The structural variability may come from the fact that the stable net-

works can consist of different proportions of the positions mentioned in the stabil-

ity theorems of Section 5.3. To evaluate this variability we analyze some summary

statistics. Therefore, we calculated a set of structural characteristics for every sim-

ulated stable network including: density, transitivity (Wasserman and Faust, 1994,

p. 243), centralization (Snijders, 1981), as well as segregation and heterogeneity

6 By ⌊x⌋ we denote the “floor” of x: largest integer smaller than or equal to x.
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levels for type and behavior attributes. We will be especially interested in the

heterogeneity and segregation in the subsequent analyses.

By heterogeneity we mean the relative size of the groups of actors defined by the

type or behavior attribute. The more equal are the sizes of the groups the higher

the heterogeneity. We measure the extent of heterogeneity with entropy (Theil,

1972).7

Segregation describes the “social separation” of the defined groups in the so-

cial network. High segregation levels indicate that the groups tend to be closely

connected with the actors of the same type, and more sparsely connected with

the actors of the other type. Low segregation levels indicate that all the actors

are equally connected to the other actors of both types. We need a segregation

measure with the following properties:

1. It is applicable to undirected graphs.

2. It will provide a network-level segregation score.

3. The segregation score will be normalized

The available alternatives, according to our analyses in Chapter 3, include Free-

man’s Segregation Index (SFreeman in Section 3.4.5) and Gupta-Anderson-May’s

index (SGAM in Section 3.4.2). We choose Freeman’s index as it is normalized to

[0; 1], which is more convenient than [−0.5; 1] for SGAM in the case of two groups.

Apart from the normalization, the measures have similar properties.

Figure 5.5 (page 129) presents pairwise distributions of the structural character-

istics of the stable networks for substitutability and complementarity separately.

Both figures should be read similarly to a correlation matrix. Each of the two

plots consists of a triangular grid of sub-panels. Every sub-panel contains a scatter

plot of two network statistics, in the form of a density estimate (Bowman and

Azzalini, 1997, 2005): the darker the area the more populated with networks it

is. Black areas correspond to configurations of statistics that were observed most

frequently. The assignment of the variables to the axes of each panel follows from

its location in the matrix and can be inferred from the labels on the diagonal. For

example, the plot that is in the fourth row and second column in the top grid

is for substitutability and has “Centralization” on the horizontal axis and “Type

segregation” on the vertical. Similarly, the panel in the third row and second to

last column has “Behavior heterogeneity” on the horizontal axis and “Centraliza-

7 The entropy of a binary variable, if measured in bits, varies between 0 and 1. Minimum is
attained for distributions in which one of the types is predominant, maximum is attained
for distributions in which types are equally represented (maximum heterogeneity).
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tion” on the vertical. Additionally, means and standard deviations are provided

in Section C.4. Figure 5.5 shows how different the stable networks can be under

the selected parameter ranges and different cost regimes. Although we analyze

certain relationships more systematically in the next section, some commonalities

and differences can be pinpointed.

The first three statistics, density, centralization, and transitivity describe the

network structure without any reference to the types and behavior of the actors.

For both substitutability and complementarity, we see that the denser the stable

network is the more transitive it is as well. However, at least part of the association

between density and transitivity is a sole virtue of graphs as such: if more and more

links are added to the network at some points some closed triads have to be created.

Under substitutability the majority of the simulated stable networks ended-up

moderately dense and very transitive. This clearly refers to many networks in

which the actors are split in two densely connected subgroups, but we cannot infer

from this whether these groups are aligned according to type, behavior, or both.

Under complementarity there seem to be two “clusters.” One consists of networks

that are moderately dense and highly transitive, the other consists of less dense

networks which are not transitive at all.

The rest of the presented statistics make use of the information on types or

behavior of the actors. Based on crude averages the substitutability leads to more

type-segregated networks as well as higher behavioral segregation, but with similar

behavioral heterogeneity. Indeed for both types of segregation the distribution is

rather bimodal with either very high or very low segregation. Under complemen-

tarity, there is more room for values in between the extremes, which reflects that

actors in principle want relations with both types of actors.

As noted in the Section 5.2, the difference between substitutable and comple-

mentary form of the cost functions also implied the lower average costs of ties for

complementarity. However, the way we sampled the parameters α and β in the

simulation design mitigates potential discrepancy in density of emerging networks.

Therefore, complementary networks are not denser than the substitutable ones.

5.6.2 Segregation and Polarization

In the analysis of a similar coordination model Buskens et al. (2008) proved that

stable networks under homogeneity consist of components of actors who coordinate
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Fig. 5.5 Structural and efficiency characteristics of stable networks under complementarity
and substitutability. All variables are in the 0-1 range.
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on the same behavior. In every component actors create as many ties as they can.

Every stable network consists of one or more such components, while in each

component actors can coordinate on different behavior than in other components.

They also find that in 60% of the conditions the actors coordinate on the same

behavior. For such networks the behavioral segregation level would be equal to

zero.8 From the distribution of network characteristics presented on Figure 5.5 we

can see, that adding a little bit heterogeneity to the system introduces much more

texture and variability to the outcomes. Moreover, the type of an actor and his

behavior define two dimensions on which the polarization and network segregation

can be analyzed. In principle we can encounter four extremal situations (based on

figures in fifth row and fourth column of Figure 5.5):

1. The network is maximally segregated on both behavioral and type dimension.

Consequently, as follows from the properties of Freeman’s index, there are no

ties linking actors of different types, nor ties linking actors of different behavior.

Such a network necessarily consists of two or more components every one of

which contains actors of the same type who coordinate on the same behavior.

The behavior can be either native or foreign.

2. The network is minimally segregated on both dimensions. In such a network

there must be at least as many inter-type and inter-behavior ties as is expected

under a random tie formation. These can be connected networks of actors of dif-

ferent types coordinating on the same behavior, but also disconnected networks

of integrated components.

3. Type-segregated but behaviorally integrated networks. There are no ties con-

necting different types of actors, but actors choosing different behavior are fairly

integrated.

4. Type-integrated and behavior-segregated networks. These usually consist of two

or more components, each of which coordinates on different behavior. Both

components contain a mixture of actors of different types.

The distributions of type and behavior segregation on Figure 5.5 (fourth row,

fifth column in both grids) show that, both for complementarity and substitutabil-

ity, these four extreme types are the most frequent (relatively high density in the

four corners of the plot). Under substitutability around 46% of the simulation runs

ended up in a state of two (or more) disjoint components which are homogeneous in

terms of both the type and behavior. Only around 7% of the simulated populations

8 Formally Freeman’s segregation index is undefined for the homogeneous case, but by
convention it is assumed to be equal to 0.
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were able to coordinate on the same behavior and create a fairly integrated net-

work. Under complementarity these numbers are 21% and 1%, which seems to be

counterintuitive as complementarity should promote network integration of types.

Although the proportions suggest that complementarity cases are more segregated,

the averages tell the opposite. For complementarity the average type segregation

is lower because of a large number of mildly segregated networks. This can be also

inspected on Figure 5.5.

The distribution of behavior in the stable networks is surprisingly similar for

both substitutability and complementarity. In both cases roughly 19% of the pop-

ulations generated a global convention.

5.6.3 Explaining Segregation and the Role of Group Sizes

In this subsection, we investigate how the model parameters affect the likelihood

that a network segregates along the types of actors. Because social influence litera-

ture, both in sociology and in social psychology, frequently provides evidence that

relative group sizes matter for the outcomes of collective action or public opinion

formation (Taylor, 1998; van Zomeren, 2006), we pay some special attention to

the relative size of both groups. For example, a high disproportion between groups

may induce the minority group to “integrate” with the majority group by creating

ties and coordinating on the foreign behavior. Such a process would manifest itself

with higher segregation levels for more heterogeneous populations.

To investigate the matters we fit a logistic regression model for predicting the

likelihood of full segregation along the type division.9 Our main interest is focused

on the relative sizes of the groups, which is modeled with a heterogeneity index

measured with entropy. The model parameters are included for the explanation in

three blocks. The first block contains the most important effects of the costs and

benefits represented by the three thresholds defined in the stability theorems in

Section 5.3. These three variables U1, U2, and U3 model the abilities for actors to

form ties. The second block contains the network statistics describing the initial

state of the simulation. Third, we include the variables for relative group size. We

start with the first two blocks as we aim at estimating the effect of relative group

sizes controlling for the model parameters, as well as for the point from which the

9 We decided to model the likelihood of full segregation instead if modeling extent of
segregation with usual continuous response models because of very high right-skewness of
the segregation variable.
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Table 5.2 Logistic regression models for predicting likelihood of full type segregation in the
simulated data. Standard errors are corrected for data clustering within conditions (Huber,
1967). All variables are centered. Null model’s deviance: 434961.4. Number of observations:
336000. Number of nesting conditions: 84000.

Dependent variable: full type segregation Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Effects Coef SE Coef SE Coef SE

(Intercept) -0.683 0.016 -0.737 0.016 -0.737 0.016
Model parameters
U1 0.518 0.009 0.562 0.009 0.563 0.009
U2 0.142 0.002 0.155 0.002 0.155 0.002
U3 -0.525 0.006 -0.572 0.006 -0.572 0.006
Complementarity -9.112 0.160 -9.841 0.173 -9.841 0.173
U1 × Complementarity -2.387 0.031 -2.574 0.035 -2.575 0.035
U2 × Complementarity -0.002 0.005 -0.002 0.006 -0.002 0.006
U3 × Complementarity -1.094 0.026 -1.179 0.028 -1.179 0.028

Initial conditions
Density 2.680 0.461 2.669 0.463
Transitivity -0.028 0.456 -0.014 0.458
Centralization -0.337 0.425 -0.342 0.426
Behavior segregation -0.172 0.158 -0.169 0.159
Type segregation 0.846 0.157 0.873 0.157

Relative group size
Type heterogeneity 2.432 0.273
Type heterogeneity × Complementarity -1.814 0.494

Deviance 170138.5 157339.4 157215.9
Pseudo-R2 0.609 0.638 0.638

process was sampled. All variables are centered to facilitate the interpretation of

main effects.

As the data are clustered within conditions of the simulation we first estimated

an empty random intercept logistic regression model. The results revealed that

the differences between conditions account for 99% of variation in the dependent

variable. Therefore, given where the process starts there is limited variability in

where the process ends due to the random ordering of actors who are allowed to

make changes. Also, because of the size of the data all effects are “statistically

significant.” In the context of the simulated data standard errors do not have the

usual interpretation related to inference from a sample about some fixed popula-

tion. Nevertheless, we report the Huber’s robust standard errors of the coefficients

as they indicate relative stability of the results, which are subject to the within-

condition randomness in the studied process.

Results are presented in Table 5.2. The effect of type heterogeneity is tested in

Model 3. It is positive for substitutability suggesting that indeed the more equal the

groups are the more likely it is that they will be segregated. The size of the effect
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is substantial: populations with groups of the sizes in the ratio 1-to-1, as compared

to populations with ratio 1-to-10, are about 3 times more likely to end-up perfectly

segregated. This finding supports our initial conjecture that populations in which

one group dominates the minority will most likely “integrate” with the majority

group. This effect, however, largely disappears in complementarity cases (2.4 −

1.8 = 0.6). The respective effect suggests that full segregation is 1.3 times more

likely in the latter case than in the former. It is also along our expectations as under

complementarity actors have additional interest in having a mixed composition of

types of alters in their personal networks. This causes an opposite effect given that

in more equally divided populations there are more opportunities to link to actors

of the other type.

Turning to the effects of control variables. The majority of the variation in the

dependent variable is explained by the simulation parameters. Adding character-

istics of the initial states of the simulation does not add much to the explanation.

This suggests that the process is not very path-dependent and the specifics of the

sample procedure of initial states do not seem to be crucial for the other results.

Variables U1, U2, and U3 can be interpreted as indicators of relative attractiveness

of the network positions mentioned in stability Theorems 5.1 and 5.2. Given the

signs of these effects as well as the interaction terms it can be concluded that,

ceteris paribus, the highest likelihood of segregation under substitutability hap-

pens when U1 and U2 are high and U3 is low. The reason is that positions U1

and U2 are related to choosing “native,” and position U3 to choosing “foreign,” and

the latter encourages type-integration. Under complementarity the effect of U1 is

reversed. The reason for this reversal is that under substitutability a higher U1

implies that more actors choose native, which makes within type relations more

attractive. However, the complementary character of types stimulates that actors

form ties with actors of both types, and the attractiveness of having at least some

ties with actors of the other type although one is choosing native increases with

U1. Clearly, also the main effect of complementarity on segregation is negative.

5.6.4 Efficiency of Stable Networks

We now turn our attention to the last question regarding efficiency. To what ex-

tent can efficient configurations of network and behavior be obtained through

spontaneous individual actions of actors? The overall descriptives of the measure
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of efficiency suggest that a majority of stable networks are quite efficient. An av-

erage stable network achieves 93% of the baseline efficiency level under a given

constellation of model parameters (see Section C.4). Nevertheless, the least effi-

cient simulated stable networks had efficiency levels of 14% under substitutability

and 24% under complementarity. Those least efficient networks usually correspond

to situations in which one part of the population was able to form a dense compo-

nent, but the second part consists of a bunch of isolates who choose foreign. The

inefficiency is caused by them not forming any ties. The network is stable though,

and it would usually require two behavioral changes for the ties to start forming

among them.

To study the dynamic aspect of efficiency, we analyze how hard it is to at-

tain efficient outcomes given some initial structure of the network. For example,

suppose the population is currently in a fairly segregated network, while model

parameters imply that it is much more efficient to form segregated components.

Then, it is probably less likely that actors are able to reach the socially optimal

configuration. To address this problem we built a linear model for predicting the

efficiency level of the stable network as a function of model parameters as well

as the structural characteristics of the initial conditions. The models are fitted

separately for conditions for which the social optimum is for everyone to choose

native, and for conditions for which it is optimal for everybody to choose the same

behavior. The results are presented in Table 5.3.

Both models do not have an impressive fit, R2 values are 0.148 and 0.223. This

suggests that the studied co-evolution process is pretty efficient in itself, and the

fairly efficient stable networks are achieved independently of the model parameters

and initial conditions. The effects in the model indicate whether it is relatively

easier, or harder, to achieve a specific type of social optimum depending on the

characteristics of the current state of the network.

Under complementarity it is slightly easier to reach the all-choose-native opti-

mum than the all-choose-the-same. Our intuition is that the complementary cost

regime is much more demanding for the actors in forming ties as it requires that

the neighbors have not only to behave in a specific way but they must also be of

a specific type. Especially in the optimum in which everybody behaves the same

it might be difficult for the majority group to form the cross-type ties as the

“demand” for these ties is likely to be larger than the “supply.”

The denser and more centralized the network is the easier it is to achieve optimal

efficiency, whatever its shape. One needs ties in the network to reach efficient

states, and it is apparently easier to “relocate” existing ties than forming them
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Table 5.3 OLS regression model predicting efficiency level of stable networks given the
model parameters and characteristics of initial conditions. Model 1: Cases in which all
choosing native is optimal; Model 2: Cases for all choosing the native behavior of the
majority group is optimal.

Dependent variable: efficiency Model 1 Model 2

Effects Coef SE Coef SE

(Intercept) 92.262 0.031 98.076 0.065
Model parameters
U1 1.137 0.009 0.372 0.024
U2 0.110 0.004 −0.557 0.014
U3 −0.496 0.007 0.221 0.015
Complementarity 3.107 0.075 −5.943 0.071
U1 × Complementarity 0.280 0.025 −0.849 0.030
U2 × Complementarity −0.015 0.009 0.001 0.018
U3 × Complementarity 0.076 0.030 0.063 0.020

Initial conditions
Density 9.999 0.943 13.887 0.789
Transitivity −5.403 0.932 −6.537 0.780
Centralization 26.744 0.897 26.489 0.752
Behavior segregation −8.293 0.447 −2.375 0.376
Type segregation 2.155 0.450 −1.324 0.363
Behavior heterogeneity 36.738 0.659 −22.262 0.545
Type heterogeneity 0.238 0.672 −2.425 0.526

R2 0.148 0.223
N 223320 112680

from scratch. The other effects take actors’ type and behavior into account. It

is easier to achieve behaviorally-heterogeneous optimum (all-choose-native) if the

behavior heterogeneity is already high. It is harder for reaching the homogeneous

optimum though. The other effects do not have very substantial sizes.

The effects of model parameters are modeled through variables U1, U2, and

U3 similarly to the models in Table 5.2. The most interesting is the effect of U1

which is responsible for the incentives to miscoordinate with the actors of the other

type. It is positive if the social optimum is to choose all native, and this holds for

both complementarity and substitutability. However, if it is socially beneficial to

choose all the native behavior of the majority group, then its effect is positive for

substitutability and negative for complementarity. Except for the positive effect

in the last situations all these effects can be understood given that the larger U1

the larger the incentive to choose native for everyone under complementarity as

well as substitutability. Thus, it makes sense that the efficient stable networks in

which everyone chooses native are reached more easily. We have no straightforward

explanation for the other effect under substitutability.
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5.7 Summary and Discussion

People are often involved in coordination problems in which everybody in principle

likes to conform to the what others do. When we go to a party we like to dress in

accordance with the dress code of that party. Still, people do not agree on which

dress code they prefer if they could choose the dress code for a specific party.

We propose a model to study simultaneous dynamics of coordination choices and

network formation in heterogeneous populations. Heterogeneity here refers exactly

to the situation that there are two types of actors and each type prefers another

convention in a coordination problem with two options. The model is studied both

with analytical as well as computer simulation methods. In our analytic derivation

we characterized the set of stable networks as an indication for the social structures

that are likely to emerge through unsupervised myopic optimizing decisions of

individual actors. The main results show that network positions in stable networks

can be described with four kinds of network positions. However, it is hard to

deduce more informative results concerning other structural characteristics of the

emerging networks. Computer simulations described in the later sections of the

chapter enable us to identify how the typical outcomes may look like. Moreover,

it is also possible to arrive at measures of relative likelihood of different structures

as we show in Subsection 5.6.1.

The model presented in this chapter extends similar models (e.g., Buskens et al.,

2008). by studying the evolution of conventions not among a homogeneous popu-

lation, but among a population that consists of two types of actors with different

preferences. It was shown in Section 5.3 that the addition of this heterogeneity, in

spite of the limited number of network positions that can exist, greatly expands

the set of stable networks. Stable networks also vary substantially in terms of

structural characteristics as is shown in Figure 5.5.

One of our primary research questions was whether the groups will segregate

in the emerging network. The general answer to this question is yes, but there

are some important subtleties. The first intuition might be that by distinguish-

ing two types in terms of preferences induces more segregation, because it will

be more beneficial to coordinate with actors of the same type leading to higher

segregation levels. However, this is not always the case. The differences between

complementarity and substitutability cost regimes also turn out to be somewhat

counterintuitive. Initially we conjectured that by introducing complementarity be-

tween the two types we create an explicit mechanism that induces integration and
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this also has the expected effect. But also under substitutability there is consider-

able integration and in particular is one of the groups is relatively small compared

to the other group. One additional reason for relatively high integration levels is

the higher attractiveness of staying with ones native behavior. This makes the

coordination feature less important and in consequence causes the between-type

ties to be more attractive as compared to within-type ties leading to effectively

lower segregation levels. Furthermore, from the analysis of stable networks we

can conclude that when networks segregate, these networks tend to be moderately

dense, highly transitive, moderately centralized with high behavioral segregation,

and high heterogeneity in terms of both type and behavior.

Relative group size is important especially for network segregation in the substi-

tutability cases. The bigger the imbalance between the group sizes the more likely

it is for the minority group to integrate with the majority and coordinate on the

same convention. This is not so much the case under complementarity.

Addressing the research question about efficiency, we have also shown that the

proposed model implies only to a limited extent a tension between individual and

collective interests. Section 5.4 shows that there exist efficient networks that are

not stable. However, the simulation results in Subsection 5.6.4 show that the grand

majority of emerging stable networks are very efficient.

The presented model refrains from investigating a couple of avenues that we

believe are worth exploring in the future. One of these is more detailed analysis

of under what conditions it is more societally optimal to form one integrated

convention as opposed to the set of segregated components. Partial results in that

direction are presented in Section C.3.

Our analysis of stable networks in Section 5.3 relied on the concept of pairwise

stability. The subsequent simulations provide information about which types of

pairwise networks are more or less likely to emerge. Additional analyses that could

be done are including noise in the simulations to check whether this changes the

results. Also, stochastically stable networks can be derived to obtain a stronger

prediction of the expected networks. We leave these further investigations for future

research.

Another interesting issue is the relation between group size and welfare. That

is, to what extent actors belonging to the minority group are destined to achieve

inferior positions just because the group is smaller. In the presented models the

effect of group heterogeneity was either non-existent or negative depending on the

form of socially optimal state. The negative effect suggests that if there is a strong

imbalance between groups then the outcomes are on average more efficient. Perhaps
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it is because the majority group can, through stylized “cumulative advantage”

mechanism, create much more welfare as compared to the populations in which

the type groups are of similar size. This however does not imply that the benefits

of the minority group are necessarily lower. At this point we leave these topics for

further research.



Appendix A

Measuring Segregation in Social Networks:

Additional Details

A.1 Freeman’s Segregation Index

A.1.1 Multiple Group Variant

To derive the multiple-group variant of Freeman’s index, it is sufficient to focus on

the formula for the expected number of between-group ties π. The proportion of

the between-group ties in a random graph is equivalent to the ratio of the number

of between-group ties in a full network to the number of all possible ties. In the

case of two groups, the number of all possible between-group ties is equal to n1n2.

We can rewrite it as:

n1n2 =
1

2

(
2n1n2 + n2

1 + n2
2 − n2

1 − n2
2

)
=

1

2

[
(n1 + n2)2 − n2

1 − n2
2

]
=

=

(
∑2

k=1 mk

)2

−
∑2

k=1 m
2
k

2
. (A.1)

In the general case for K groups, the number of possible between-group ties is

equal to

K−1∑

k=1

K∑

l=k+1

nknl , (A.2)

which in turn, using the identity

(a1 + a2 + · · · + an)2 =
n∑

i=1

a2i + 2
n−1∑

i=1

n∑

j=i+1

aiaj , (A.3)
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can be rewritten as

K−1∑

k=1

K∑

l=k+1

nknl =
1

2





(
K∑

k=1

nk

)2

−
K∑

k=1

n2
k



 . (A.4)

Consequently, the expected proportion of between-group ties in a network with K

groups is equal to

π =

(
∑K

k=1 nk

)2

−
∑K

k=1 n
2
k

N(N − 1)
, (A.5)

and Freeman’s segregation index to

SFreeman = 1 −
pN(N − 1)

(
∑K

k=1 nk

)2

−
∑K

k=1 n
2
k

. (A.6)

A.1.2 Effect of Adding an Isolate

The effect of adding an isolate on the value of SFreeman can be shown in the

following way. Formally, given a network X, we create a network X ′ by adding an

isolate belonging to group 1. Then, we show that

SFreeman(X) > SFreeman(X ′) ⇔ n1 > n2 − 1 (A.7)

Adding isolates to the network affects only the value of π in (3.31). Therefore,

we proceed with

π > π′

2n1n2

(n1 + n2)(n1 + n2 − 1)
>

2(n1 + 1)n2

(n1 + 1 + n2)(n1 + n2)

n1(n1 + n2 + 1) > (n1 + 1)(n1 + n2 − 1)

n1 > n2 − 1

Consequently, Freeman’s segregation index decreases in n1 if and only if n1 is

greater than n2 − 1. In practical terms, this means that adding isolates to the

majority group decreases segregation.
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A.1.3 Symmetry

Merging two identical networks (as in the Symmetry property) also affects only

π. Before merging, each network is characterized by some π0 = 2n1n2

N(N−1) . After

duplicating and merging, the new value, π1, is equal to

π1 =
8n1n2

2N(2N − 1)
=

4n1n2

N(2N − 1)
. (A.8)

The ratio of the two is equal to

π1

π0
=

4n1n2

N(2N − 1)
×

N(N − 1)

2n1n2
=

N − 1

2N − 1
, (A.9)

which, for positive a N , is always strictly increasing and bounded within the inter-

val [0; 0.5). Consequently, as the ratio is smaller than 1 for any N , duplicating the

network always decreases the segregation. This relationship holds independently

of relative group sizes.

A.2 Segregation Matrix Index

A.2.1 Multiple Group Variant

To generalize the original version of the SMI index to multiple groups, we first

generalize the densities from equations (3.39) and (3.40) to

wg =
mgg1

mgg+
(density of within-group ties) (A.10)

bg =
mg+1 −mgg1

mg++ −mgg+
(density of between-group ties). (A.11)

Next, the formula for R becomes

R(Gg) =
wg

bg
, (A.12)

which allows us to define the multi-group segregation matrix index for group g as

Sg
SMI =

R(Gg) − 1

R(Gg) + 1
=

wg − bg
wg + bg

, (A.13)
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which is identical to equation (3.47).

A.2.2 Effect of Adding an Isolate

To show the effect of adding isolates, it is sufficient to focus on R(·), as SSMI is a

monotonic transformation of R(·).

We start by showing that adding isolates to groups other than Gg increases the

value of Sg
SMI. First, notice that adding isolates to group h 6= g affects R(·) only

through bg and mg++. Consquently, increasing mg++ will decrease the value of bg

and increase the value of R(·), which increases Sg
SMI.

Demonstrating that Sg
SMI will always decrease when adding isolates to group

Gg is slightly more complicated as it affects both mgg+ and mg++. Let R be equal

to (A.12) calculated for a group Gg in the given network X. Let R′ be equal to

R(·) computed for network Y which results from adding an isolate belonging to

group Gg to network X. Substituting formulas for wg and bg into (A.12) yields

the following:

R =
mgg1(N − 2ng + 1)

(ng − 1)(mg+1 −mgg1
, (A.14)

R′ =
mgg1(N − 2ng − 1)

ng(mg+1 −mgg1)
. (A.15)

Now, we need to show that R′ − R is negative for all ng ≥ 1. The difference

becomes:

R′ −R =
mgg1(N − 2ng − 1) − ng

ng−1mgg1(N − 2ng + 1)

ng(mg+1 −mgg1)
. (A.16)

The denominator is always positive whenever the group Gg is not fully segregated

in the network X. Thus, we can focus on the numerator, which, after factoring out

mgg1, becomes

N − 2ng − 1 −
ng

ng − 1
(N − 2ng + 1) . (A.17)

Multiplying by (ng − 1) preserves the sign, so we obtain

(ng − 1)(N − 2ng − 1) − ng(N − 2ng + 1) = −2ng −N + 1 < 0 , (A.18)
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i.e., the measure always decreases for ng > 0 and N > 0.

A.2.3 Symmetry

To see why the Symmetry property is not satisified let, we take R to be the value of

R(·) for network X and R′ to be the value of R(·) for a network Y that results from

combining X and its copy as a single network. To verify the sign of the difference

R′ − R, it is worth noting, in (A.14), that its value does not depend on mgg1 nor

mg+1. Thus we have

R′ −R ∼
N − 2ng + 1

ng − 1
−

2N − 4ng + 1

2ng − 1
, (A.19)

With some algebra, it can be shown that its sign depends only on the sign of ng−N ,

which is always negative given our assumption that N > ng ≥ 1. Consequently,

SSMI always decreases when the analyzed network is doubled.





Appendix B

Industry Structure and Inter-Firm

Collaboration: Additional Details

Table B.1 Aggregated version of NAICS classification used in U.S. national accounts’

input-output tables.

NAICS Description
Aggregated

NAICS

111CA Farms 1

113FF Forestry, fishing, and related activities 1

211 Oil and gas extraction 2

212 Mining, except oil and gas 2

213 Support activities for mining 2

22 Utilities 3

23 Construction 4

311FT Food, beverage and tobacco products 5

313TT Textile mills and textile product mills 5

315AL Apparel, leather and allied products 5

321 Wood products 5

322 Paper products 5

323 Printing and related support activities 5

324 Petroleum and coal products 5

325 Chemical products 5

326 Plastics and rubber products 5

327 Nonmetallic mineral products 5

331 Primary metals 5

332 Fabricated metal products 5

333 Machinery 5

334 Computer and electronic products 5

335 Electrical equipment, appliances, and components 5

3361MV Motor vehicles, bodies and trailers, and parts 5

3364OT Other transportation equipment 5

continued on next page →
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→ continued from previous page

NAICS Description
Aggregated

NAICS

337 Furniture and related products 5

339 Miscellaneous manufacturing 5

42 Wholesale trade 6

44RT Retail trade 7

481 Air transportation 8

482 Rail transportation 8

483 Water transportation 8

484 Truck transportation 8

485 Transit and ground passenger transportation 8

486 Pipeline transportation 8

487OS Other transportation and support activities 8

493 Warehousing and storage 8

511 Publishing industries (including software) 9

512 Motion picture and sound recording industries 9

513 Broadcasting and telecommunications 9

514 Information and data processing services 9

521CI Federal Reserve banks, credit intermediation, and related activities 10

523 Securities, commodity contracts, and investments 10

524 Insurance carriers and related activities 10

525 Funds, trusts, and other financial vehicles 10

531 Real estate 11

532RL Rental and leasing services and lessors of intangible assets 11

5411 Legal services 12

5412OP Miscellaneous professional, scientific, and technical services 12

5415 Computer systems design and related services 12

55 Management of companies and enterprises 13

561 Administrative and support services 14

562 Waste management and remediation services 14

61 Educational services 15

621 Ambulatory health care services 16

622HO Hospitals, nursing, and residential care facilities 16

624 Social assistance 16

711AS Performing arts, spectator sports, museums, and related activities 17

713 Amusements, gambling, and recreation industries 17

721 Accommodation 18

722 Food services and drinking places 18

81 Other services, except government 19

GFE Federal government enterprises 20

GFG Federal general government 20

continued on next page →
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→ continued from previous page

NAICS Description
Aggregated

NAICS

GSLE State and local government enterprises 21

GSLG State and local general government 21

F010 Personal consumption expenditures F010

Table B.2 Codes and labels of the aggregated version of NAICS used in input-output

accounts and throughout this chapter.

Code Description

1 Agriculture, forestry, fishing, and hunting

2 Mining

3 Utilities

4 Construction

5 Manufacturing

6 Wholesale trade

7 Retail trade

8 Transportation and warehousing

9 Information

10 Finance and Insurance

11 Real estate and rental and leasing

12 Professional, scientific, and technical services

13 Management of companies and enterprises

14 Administrative and waste management services

15 Educational services

16 Health care and social assistance

17 Arts, entertainment, and recreation

18 Accommodation and food services

19 Other services

20 Federal government

21 State and local government

Table B.3 Correlations between independent variables.

Vertical relatedness Input similarity

Input similarity -0.128
Complementarity 0.044 -0.135





Appendix C

Coordination in Dynamic Social Networks

under Heterogeneity: Additional Details

C.1 Maximal Number of Ties

An actor i is willing to create ties as far as they bring him net benefits. Under

substitutability cost regime, this leads to the following condition if i chooses native

for i to start his nith tie with another actor choosing i’s native behavior:

(b + w)ni − (b + w)(ni − 1) > αni + βn2
i − α(ni − 1) − β(ni − 1)2 . (C.1)

Solving it for ni gives:

ni <
(b + w) − α + β

2β
= U2 . (C.2)

This exactly implies that if the upper bound U2 is not binding, i is willing to cre-

ate such an additional tie. Under complementarity the same reasoning applies, but

to the within- and between-type ties separately, therefore, we have two conditions

that have to be met simultaneously (for t ∈ {A,B}):

(b + w)nt
i − (b + w)(nt

i − 1) >

αnt
i + β(nt

i)
2 − α(nt

i − 1) − β(nt
i − 1)2 , (C.3)

yielding

nt
i <

(b + w) − α + β

2β
, t ∈ {A,B} . (C.4)

Similarly, one can derive the thresholds U1 = b−α+β
2β and U3 = w−α+β

2β .
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The remainder of the proofs to Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 follows from realizing that

the conditions mentioned in the theorems actually exhaust all possible combina-

tions of behavior and relations that are feasible in a stable network.

C.2 Existence of Egalitarian Networks

Here we provide arguments for the existence of “egalitarian networks,” i.e., net-

works of actors who have as equal number of ties as possible.

Assume that everybody in a population of size n wants to have the same number

η of ties. Using the main result of Tripathi and Vijay (2003), such a network exists

if the following hold:

nη must be even , (C.5)

nη ≤ n(n− 1) + η . (C.6)

Condition (C.5) holds whenever at least n or η is even. The inequality (C.6) can

be transformed to (n− 1)(n− η) ≥ 0, which always holds if one realizes that in a

network there is an upper bound on degree, namely η ≤ n− 1.

If neither n nor η is even then the network cannot be built. But it is still possible

to build an “almost” egalitarian network in which n− 1 actors have η ties and the

one last actor has η − 1 ties. Conditions (C.5) and (C.6) become:

(n− 1)η + η − 1 must be even , (C.7)

(n− 1)η ≤ (n− 1)(n− 2) + η − 1 . (C.8)

Given that both n and η are odd and η ≤ n− 1 then the maximal degree is in fact

η = n− 2 and both conditions follow immediately.

C.3 Efficient Networks Baseline

Here we provide additional details on the construction of the two baseline network

prototypes used to determine efficiency. These two types are networks in which

1. every actor chooses his native behavior;

2. every actor chooses the same behavior, which is native to the majority group.
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Throughout this section we assume, without loss of generality, that type A is the

majority type, i.e., nA ≥ nB . We consider substitutability first.

Everyone chooses native under substitutability

We need to distinguish two cases depending on the size of the majority type nA.

• If nA > U3, all the actors spent their linking capabilities on the most beneficial

within-type ties. Consequently, within each type the number of ties will be

bounded by either the group size or the bound U2. This determines the total

number of ties in type t ∈ {A,B} to be equal to

⌊
nt min(⌊U2⌋, n

t − 1)/2
⌋
.

• If nA ≤ U3 then, apart from the within-type ties, it is efficient to add some

between-type ties. The number of between-type ties is limited by the group

sizes as well as the bound U3 and is equal to:

min
[
nA(⌊U1⌋ − nA + 1), nB(⌊U1⌋ − nB + 1), nAnB

]
.

Everybody chooses x under substitutability

First, if everybody coordinates on the same behavior then all actors in the minor-

ity type B have ⌊U3⌋ ties. Second, we construct this network prototype by first

allocating as many between-type ties as possible. Therefore, we assume that all the

above ties of Bs are created to As. This facilitates optimizing the number of ties

actors of type A can have. Now, if U2 is small enough such that the total number

of ties the As want is realizable, i.e., the sum of degrees of As is not greater than

the number of ties incoming from B and the total number of possible ties within

A, then all As will have ⌊U2⌋ ties. If U2 is larger, then all the possible ties are

distributed as equally as possible among type A. Specifically,

• If nB⌊U3⌋ + nA(nA − 1) ≥ nA⌊U2⌋, all Bs have ⌊U3⌋ ties and all A actors have

⌊U2⌋ ties. Only, of course, if the sum of degree is odd, one actor has one tie less.

• If nB⌊U3⌋ + nA(nA − 1) < nA⌊U2⌋, let θ = nB⌊U3⌋ + nA(nA − 1). All As have

at least
⌊

θ
nA

⌋

ties and exactly t− nA

⌊
θ
nA

⌋

of them have one tie more.
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Under complementarity the reasoning is similar.

Everybody chooses native under complementarity

For each type t the number of ties within this type is equal to

⌊nt min(⌊U2⌋, n
t − 1)/2⌋ .

Simultaneously, the number of ties between the types is equal to

min(nA⌊U1⌋, n
B⌊U1⌋, n

AnB) .

Everybody chooses x under complementarity

The number of ties within type A will be equal to ⌊nA min(⌊U2⌋, n
A − 1)/2⌋, and

within group B this number is ⌊nB min(⌊U3⌋, n
B − 1)/2⌋. Finally, the number of

ties between the groups will be equal to min(nA⌊U2⌋, n
B⌊U2⌋, n

AnB).

Knowing which ties are present is enough to calculate the total benefits from

relations in the network. Two types of actors and two actions can be distinguished,

which give four classes of actors that maybe interconnected in any network. Si-

multaneously, any network tie brings certain contribution to the global welfare of

the network. The size of this contribution depends on the type and behavior of

the linked actors. The small grid below summarizes these contributions. Column

and row headings specify the type and behavior, for example, A(x) symbolizes an

A actor choosing x, which is his native.

A(x) A(y) B(x) B(y)

A(x) 2w + 2b

A(y) 0 2w

B(x) 2w + b 0 2w

B(y) 2b 2w + b 0 2w + 2b

For calculating the tie costs, we need to check how many ties everybody has.

Especially related to between type ties there will be some cases in which some

actors have one tie less than the remaining actors.
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As the baseline for efficiency, we use the maximal value that a network generates

under substitutability and complementarity from the two values obtain for the two

possibilities indicated above.

C.4 Summary Statistics of Stable Networks

Substitutability Complementarity

mean SD mean SD

Density 0.38 0.17 0.31 0.17

Centralization 0.49 0.22 0.44 0.16

Transitivity 0.73 0.31 0.53 0.3

Type segregation 0.71 0.36 0.65 0.32

Full type segregation (0/1) 0.47 0.50 0.22 0.41

Behavior segregation 0.88 0.33 0.79 0.34

Behavior heterogeneity 0.82 0.32 0.82 0.33

Type heterogeneity 0.97 0.03 0.97 0.03

Efficiency 92.72 11.77 94.03 8.69





Samenvatting – Summary in Dutch∗

Relaties tussen actoren komen in verschillende vormen voor. Mensen vormen

vriendschappen, wetenschappelijke onderzoekers werken samen als coauteurs, bedri-

jven vormen strategische allianties en staten werken samen in de vorm van politieke

verdragen. Het is op het individuele niveau (microniveau) belangrijk voor actoren

zelf om de juiste relaties te ontwikkelen. Het is bijvoorbeeld goed om vrienden te

hebben waar je van op aan kunt en die je kunt vertrouwen. Zo is het ook wenselijk

voor bedrijven om strategische allianties met andere bedrijven aan te gaan als deze

andere bedrijven bereid zijn om te investeren in samenwerking en daar wederzijdse

voordeel uit te halen. Sociale netwerken kunnen daarnaast op samenlevingsniveau

(macroniveau) sociale processen bëınvloeden. Mensen bëınvloeden bijvoorbeeld

elkaars gedrag in vriendschapsnetwerken zoals in het geval van roken, alcohol-

gebruik of het kiezen van culturele goederen. Alliantienetwerken tussen bedrijven

vergroten kennisuitwisseling waardoor bedrijven van elkaar kunnen leren. Soort-

gelijke netwerkeffecten bestaan er ook voor coauteurschappen tussen wetenschap-

pers en internationale relaties.

Het effect van netwerken op het gedrag van actoren is echter maar één kant van

het verhaal. De meeste relaties zijn actoren zelf aangegaan en het is niet vanzelf-

sprekend dat die relaties als zodanig zullen blijven bestaan. Zoals gezegd ontwikke-

len actoren soms relaties om er voordeel uit te halen. De ontwikkeling van strate-

gische allianties tussen bedrijven is nooit willekeurig of toevallig. Bedrijven kiezen

toekomstige alliantiepartners zorgvuldig. Daarbij zijn bijvoorbeeld de omvang van

deze partners, de markt waarop ze focussen en de aanwezigheid van technologische

mogelijkheden van belang. Empirische studies op macroniveau laten zien dat er

∗ I would like to thank Job van den Berg, Vincent Buskens, and Rense Corten for translating
this summary from English to Dutch.
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vaste patronen te ontdekken zijn in het netwerk van bedrijven als gekeken wordt

naar het type bedrijven en de soort posities die zij hebben in een netwerk. Grotere

bedrijven nemen bijvoorbeeld in vergelijking met kleinere bedrijven relatief vaker

centrale posities in in een alliantienetwerk. Deze observatie leidt tot de bredere

vraag hoe men het verband kan verklaren tussen eigenschappen van individuele

actoren en het type netwerkposities dat actoren innemen in een netwerk.

Vaak zijn het niet alleen de eigenschappen van een individueel bedrijf die de

netwerkposities bepalen, maar ook de heterogeniteit in deze eigenschappen in de

populatie van bedrijven. Hoe meer bedrijven verschillen op bepaalde eigenschap-

pen, hoe heterogener de populatie is. Heterogeniteit kan de mogelijkheden om ban-

den te creëren bëınvloeden. In homogenere populaties heeft een actor die een part-

ner zoekt minder keuze met betrekking tot het type netwerkpartners dat gekozen

kan worden dan in heterogenere populaties.

De studies in dit boek focussen op de eigenschappen van individuele actoren

(voor bedrijven bijvoorbeeld de industrietak of herkomst van een bedrijf) en op

de heterogeniteit van de populatie van actoren op deze eigenschappen. We ki-

jken in het bijzonder naar de manieren waarop eigenschappen van actoren en de

heterogeniteit in deze eigenschappen de vorming van netwerken door die actoren

bëınvloeden. De vier hoofdstukken in dit boek beantwoorden onderzoeksvragen op

de volgende drie gerelateerd gebieden. Ten eerste laten we een empirische toetsing

zien van de rol van heterogeniteit in het proces van netwerkformatie in de context

van samenwerking tussen bedrijven. Ten tweede bestuderen we methodologische

kwesties met betrekking tot het meten van segregatie in netwerken. Segregatie is

een indicator voor de mate waarin actoren met soortgelijke eigenschappen zijn

verbonden in een netwerk. Ten derde richten we ons op theoretische vragen met

betrekking tot de rol van heterogeniteit in de co-evolutie van sociale netwerken

en het gedrag van de actoren die deze netwerken vormen. We beschrijven nu de

bijdragen van dit boek voor ieder van de drie onderzoeksgebieden.

Samenwerking tussen bedrijven

Samenwerking tussen bedrijven is om verschillende redenen zowel maatschappelijk

als wetenschappelijk relevant. De meest genoemde reden is het verwachte positieve

effect van samenwerking tussen bedrijven op mogelijkheden voor economische inno-

vatie. Er is echter geen eenduidig bewijs voor het effect van samenwerking tussen
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bedrijven op innovaties. Ook is van belang dat samenwerking tussen bedrijven

zowel in de sociologie als economie gerelateerd is aan cruciale wetenschappelijke

vragen. Vanuit economisch standpunt is het interessant om te kijken of de vorm-

ing van samenwerkingsverbanden tussen bedrijven de economische welvaart in een

samenleving verbetert. In de sociologie heeft men onderzocht of netwerken van

bedrijven de selectie van betrouwbare partners ondersteunt. Op dit moment geven

empirische studies naar allianties tussen bedrijven vooral inzicht in waar en hoe

dergelijke allianties voorkomen. De meeste studies gebruiken een ‘egocentrisch’

beeld van samenwerking door te focussen op individuele bedrijven en hun samen-

werkingsactiviteiten. Hoewel een dergelijk egocentrisch perspectief informatief is,

neemt het het bredere structurele aspect van samenwerking tussen bedrijven niet

in ogenschouw. Netwerkstudies die wel het bredere structurele aspect meenemen,

hebben de neiging om zich te richten op specifieke industrietakken, zoals biotech-

nologie en de halfgeleiderindustrie, maar slagen er niet in om heterogeniteit tussen

bedrijven te bekijken. In dit boek focussen wij op twee soorten heterogeniteit tussen

bedrijven: heterogeniteit met betrekking tot het land van herkomst (zie hoofdstuk

2) en heterogeniteit met betrekking tot industrietak (zie hoofdstuk 4). Alle uit-

gevoerde analyses gebruiken data over allianties tussen bedrijven van de Thomson

SDC Platinum database.

De toenemende populariteit van internationale samenwerking werpt de vraag

op in welke mate internationale grenzen nog steeds van belang zijn voor samen-

werking tussen bedrijven. Ondanks de economische globalisering en liberalisering

van internationaal eigendom zijn er nog steeds belangrijke economische verschillen

tussen regio’s en landen. De heterogeniteit tussen landen en regio’s bepaalt ten dele

de attractiviteit van een bepaald land voor de vorming van samenwerkingsverban-

den, het aantal mogelijkheden tot samenwerking in dit land en andere landen, en

de relatieve attractiviteit van binnenlandse en buitenlandse bedrijven als alliantie

partners. We onderzoeken hoe de heterogeniteit tussen bedrijven (specifiek van

een land of geografische regio) een impact heeft op de structuur en dynamiek van

alliantienetwerken tussen bedrijven.

Onze analyses laten zien dat het globale netwerk van R&D-allianties ijl is. Als

we een willekeurig beursgenoteerd bedrijf nemen, dan is het te verwachten dat dit

bedrijf maar één keer in de veertig jaar een alliantie zal vormen. Toch zien we sinds

de jaren negentig een groot aantal R&D-allianties, maar deze zijn wel geografisch

sterk geconcentreerd. Om precies te zijn maakt in 71% van de tussen 1989 en 2002

gevormde allianties een bedrijf uit een Angelsaksisch land deel uit van de alliantie.

Bij 61% van alle allianties maakt ten minste één bedrijf uit de Verenigde Staten
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deel uit van de alliantie. Met betrekking tot de segregatie van alliantienetwerken

(bijvoorbeeld de voorkeur voor binnenlandse versus buitenlandse alliantiepartners)

vinden we dat wereldwijd bedrijven de neiging hebben om partners afkomstig uit

het eigen land te kiezen. Als we echter kijken naar allianties bestaande uit bedrijven

van de Verenigde Staten dan zien we een daling in segregatie sinds het einde van

de jaren negentig. Ten slotte wordt de structuur van allianties tussen 1989 en 2002

significant bëınvloed door het type industrietak van de bedrijven.

Empirische studies naar hoe bedrijven toekomstige partners zoeken om allianties

te vormen laten zien dat één van de belangrijkste aspecten is uit welke indus-

trietak de potentiële partner komt. Er zijn ook aanwijzingen dat er behoorlijke

structurele verschillen bestaan tussen alliantienetwerken in verschillende industri-

etakken. Bovendien is er een sterke aantrekkingskracht aangetoond tussen sommige

industrietakken bij het vormen van R&D-allianties. De vraag die zich nu aandi-

ent, is waarom bedrijven van sommige industrietakken meer geneigd zijn samen te

werken dan bedrijven van andere industrietakken. In hoofdstuk 4 opperen we dat

dit te maken heeft met de rollen die bedrijven spelen in de economie. De rol van een

bedrijf wordt bepaald door zijn technologie, het type producten of services (output)

en de daaraan gerelateerde productievoorwaarden (inputs). De steenkoolindustrie

verkrijgt bijvoorbeeld kolen door gebruik te maken van een bepaalde uitrusting

en staalmolens zetten bepaalde hoeveelheden ijzererts en kolen om naar staal. Net

als in het voorbeeld over de steenkoolindustrie en bedrijven die staal maken, zijn

producten of services van sommige bedrijven vaak input voor andere bedrijven.

Meervoudige input-output relaties die verschillende industrietakken met elkaar

verbinden, leiden tot een complexe differentiatie van rollen. We verwachten dat

er drie aspecten van differentiatie zijn die van belang zijn bij het vormen van

allianties: (1) de mate waarin twee bedrijven direct hun producten uitwisselen

(“verticale afhankelijkheid”), (2) de mate waarin producten van twee bedrijven

als input van belang zijn voor andere bedrijven (“complementariteit”), en (3) de

mate waarin twee bedrijven dezelfde producten nodig hebben als input voor hun

eigen productie (“inputsimilariteit”). We voorspellen dat al deze drie aspecten een

positief effect hebben op de waarschijnlijkheid van samenwerking in allianties.

De resultaten van hoofdstuk 4 bevestigen maar één van deze verwachtingen.

We vinden dat allianties tussen bedrijven met een grotere waarschijnlijkheid wor-

den gevormd voor industrietakken waartussen verticale afhankelijkheid bestaat. De

omvang van dit effect is aanzienlijk: allianties tussen bedrijven van de meest verti-

caal afhankelijke industrietakken zijn 20 keer waarschijnlijker dan allianties tussen

industrietakken die het minst verticaal afhankelijk zijn. We vonden geen bevestig-
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ing voor de hypothesen met betrekking tot “complementariteit” en het effect van

“inputsimilariteit”. Het effect van complementariteit was niet aanwezig en we von-

den een erg zwak effect van“inputsimilariteit” juist in de tegenovergestelde richting

van wat we verwachtten te vinden. Op dit moment hebben we geen bevredigende

verklaring voor deze bevindingen.

Het meten van segregatie in netwerken

Onderzoek doen naar de vorming van samenwerkingsrelaties tussen bedrijven,

zoals beschreven in de vorige paragraaf, brengt methodologische moeilijkheden

met zich mee. We onderzochten de mate waarin bedrijven binnenlandse boven

buitenlandse bedrijven verkozen bij het kiezen van alliantiepartners. Dit is gere-

lateerd aan het concept segregatie: de neiging van netwerkrelaties om zich bin-

nen landen te concentreren in plaats van tussen landen. De bestaande literatuur

biedt verschillende maten om segregatie in sociale netwerken te meten, maar

geeft geen duidelijke richtlijnen over welke methode wanneer gekozen kan wor-

den. Voorbeelden van maten voor segregatie zijn Freeman’s Segregatie-Index, de

Assortativity-Coëfficiënt, bepaalde parameters van Exponential Random Graph

Modellen en vele andere. Deze maten hebben verschillende eigenschappen en kun-

nen leiden tot verschillende conclusies wanneer ze toegepast worden op data. De

verschillen tussen maten zijn terug te voeren op verschillende assumpties over hoe

het concept segregatie gerelateerd wordt aan een netwerkstructuur. In hoofdstuk 3

onderzoeken we hoe verschillende maten van segregatie zich tot elkaar verhouden

en hoe onderzoekers zouden moeten nadenken over het kiezen van de juiste maat

voor segregatie gegeven een concreet inhoudelijk onderzoeksprobleem.

We beginnen in hoofdstuk 3 met het formuleren van een aantal basiseigenschap-

pen die een algemene segregatiemaat zou moeten hebben. Deze eigenschappen

zijn gebaseerd op wat men van een algemene segregatiemaat mag verwachten als

een netwerk een bepaalde verandering ondergaat. Daarnaast categoriseren we de

bestaande maten met betrekking tot het type netwerk (gericht of ongericht) en het

niveau (netwerk, groep of actor) waarop de segregatiemaat scores geeft. Ten slotte

onderzoeken we of bestaande maten al dan niet voldoen aan de geformuleerde

basiseigenschappen.

De resultaten laten zien dat twee eigenschappen cruciaal zijn bij de keuze voor

een bepaalde segregatiemaat voor een onderzoeker die geconfronteerd wordt met
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een specifiek onderzoeksprobleem. De eerste eigenschap maakt onderscheid tussen

een situatie waarin de netwerkrelaties vaststaan, maar de groepen waar de actoren

toe behoren kunnen veranderen, en een situatie waarbij de relaties kunnen ve-

randeren en de indeling in groepen vaststaat. De tweede eigenschap is het niveau

waarop segregatie is gemeten. Sommige maten zoals de Assortativity-Coëfficiënt

en Freeman’s Segregatie-Index voorzien alleen in een score op netwerkniveau, ter-

wijl andere maten, zoals de Segregatiematrix-Index, alleen scores op groepsniveau

geven. Er zijn echter ook maten, zoals de Spectral Segregatie-Index, die segre-

gatiescores voor individuele actoren geven. Doordat we de eigenschappen van de

segregatiematen hebben gedefinieerd, kunnen onderzoekers nog preciezer onder-

scheid maken tussen de maten en zelf de beste maat selecteren voor uiteenlopende

doeleinden.

Co-evolutie van netwerken en gedrag onder heterogeniteit

Als aanvulling op de empirische en methodologische vragen beschreven in de

eerdere twee paragrafen, gaat de laatste set van vragen in dit boek over het theo-

retisch begrijpen van het vormen van sociale netwerken tussen heterogene actoren.

We veronderstellen dat de actoren hun doelen proberen te bereiken door het

manipuleren van hun sociale netwerken (netwerkvorming) en door het kiezen

van een bepaald gedrag in hun directe sociale omgeving (gedrag in netwerken).

Bestaande theoretische studies focussen alleen op één van de twee verschijnselen:

ofwel netwerkvorming ofwel gedrag in statische netwerken. Theoretische studies

over netwerkvorming zijn gedaan in de sociologie, economie, natuurkunde en in-

formatica. Er zijn modellen ontwikkeld om de vorming van netwerken te verklaren

wanneer actoren bepaalde structurele posities nastreven, om de vorming van al-

lianties tussen bedrijven te begrijpen, maar ook in meer abstracte contexten. Deze

modellen stellen onderzoekers in staat om de structuur van een sociaal netwerk te

voorspellen gegeven de specifieke doelen van de actoren. Een logische vervolgstap is

om het gedrag van actoren in netwerken gelijktijdig met hun keuzes voor bepaalde

relaties te bestuderen. We onderzoeken, met andere woorden, wat er gebeurt wan-

neer het gedrag van actoren en netwerken gelijktijdig kunnen veranderen en elkaar

kunnen bëınvloeden in een proces van co-evolutie.

We bestuderen dit probleem door te kijken naar één specifiek type van co-

evolutie, namelijk coördinatie in dynamische netwerken. De algemene opzet heeft
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betrekking op een populatie van actoren, ingebed in een ongericht sociaal netwerk.

De actoren proberen hun gedrag te coördineren met dat van de andere netwerkle-

den. Tegelijkertijd kunnen actoren hun netwerkrelaties wijzigen door niet-gewenste

relaties te laten vallen en door het aangaan van relaties die voordelig zijn. In het

model waar we ons op baseren waren de actoren homogeen: ze hadden identieke

voorkeuren met betrekking tot hun gedrags- en netwerkkeuzes. Wij introduceren

bovenop deze algemene opzet heterogeniteit in de vorm van twee groepen van

actoren met verschillende voorkeuren. Het groepslidmaatschap bepaalt de gedrag-

sopties waarop de actoren het liefst willen coördineren. We bestuderen ook twee

specificaties van de kosten voor netwerkrelaties. In de eerste specificatie zijn de

kosten van een relatie niet afhankelijk van het groepslidmaatschap van de actoren.

In de tweede specificatie zijn de actoren relatief beter af bij het hebben van een

gelijk aantal netwerkrelaties in beide groepen.

We gebruiken een gegeneraliseerd stabiliteitsconcept voor dynamische netwerken

om de types van netwerken te kunnen begrijpen die waarschijnlijk zullen ontstaan

gegeven de bovengenoemde assumpties. Met dit concept karakteriseren we netwerk-

structuren die stabiel zijn als we er van uit gaan dat actoren optimale gedrags-

en netwerkkeuze maken gegeven huidig gedrag en relaties met andere actoren. We

laten zien dat stabiele netwerken altijd uit vier typen netwerkposities bestaan.

Het soort positie dat een actor heeft en het aantal relaties dat de actor heeft,

wordt vooral bepaald door het gedrag van de actor zelf en het gedrag van de

netwerkpartners. Door middel van computersimulaties en door gebruik te maken

van geaggregeerde maten voor netwerkstructuur laten we verder zien dat de sta-

biele netwerken meer structurele variabiliteit kennen vergeleken met het model

zonder heterogeniteit. We laten zien dat het waarschijnlijk is dat de twee groepen

van actoren uit elkaar vallen in aparte delen van het netwerk en meer in het al-

gemeen dat er hoogstwaarschijnlijk meer relaties zijn binnen groepen dan tussen

groepen. Hoewel de manier waarop we heterogeniteit introduceerden segregatie

suggereert, vinden we juist dat het waarschijnlijker is dat er coördinatie op het

zelfde gedrag in een gëıntegreerd netwerk plaatsvindt dan in het model met ho-

mogene actoren. Coördinatie van gedrag wordt nog waarschijnlijker als één van de

groepen groter is, omdat de minderheidsgroep wordt gedwongen te integreren en

te kiezen voor gedrag dat de meerderheid ten goede komt.

We analyseren ook de mate waarin het actoren lukt een sociaal optimale situatie

te bereiken. Onze analyse laat zien dat optimaal sociale netwerken niet noodza-

kelijk stabiel zijn. Toch blijkt uit de computersimulaties dat stabiele netwerken

meestal wel dicht bij het sociaal optimum zitten.
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Discussie

Uit het gepresenteerde onderzoek komen verschillende interessante vragen naar

voren voor verder onderzoek naar de drie onderzoeksgebieden in dit boek, die we

nu bespreken.

Eén van de belangrijkste resultaten van ons onderzoek over het vormen van

strategische R&D-allianties in de internationale context is dat het netwerk van

allianties ijl is en dat het jaarlijks aantal allianties significant is gedaald na 1990.

Deze twee observaties suggereren dat de rol van allianties als kanalen van inter-

nationale technologische verbindingen kleiner wordt. Recent onderzoek lijkt aan

te geven dat bedrijven liever andere bedrijven in het buitenland kopen dan dat

ze allianties vormen met buitenlandse bedrijven. De verschuiving van allianties

naar fusies en acquisities is een proces dat nog niet grondig is gedocumenteerd en

toekomstig onderzoek zou dit verder moeten onderzoeken.

We onderzochten hoe allianties verklaard kunnen worden door de differenti-

atie van rollen die bedrijven spelen in de economie. Onze empirische resultaten

bevestigen deels onze hypothesen. We denken dat het gepresenteerde onderzoek-

sprobleem een meer systematisch theoretisch model van samenwerkende bedrijven,

hun heterogeniteit en interdependenties vereist. Hoewel de theoretische economie

bruikbare modellen voortbrengt voor het bestuderen van samenwerking tussen

bedrijven, abstraheren deze modellen vaak te veel aspecten uit de werkelijkheid

om tot een goede empirische toepassing te komen.

Bij ons onderzoek naar internationale samenwerking van bedrijven werden we

geconfronteerd met de methodologische complexiteit van het op de juiste manier

meten van segregatie in alliantienetwerken. Onze analyses van bestaande maten

voor het meten van segregatie volgden een benadering waarin we wenselijke

eigenschappen formuleerden voor een algemene maat voor segregatie en waarin

we onderzochten of bestaande maten deze eigenschappen tegemoetkomen. We

denken dat een dergelijke benadering uitgebreid moet worden via een axioma-

tische definiëring van een segregatiemaat. Via axioma’s is het gemakkelijker de

achterliggende assumpties van verschillende maten te ontrafelen. Axiomatische

definities geven bovendien aanwijzingen voor bruikbare nieuwe maten.

Naast de empirische vragen over de vorming van allianties tussen bedrijven en

methodologische vragen met betrekking tot de meting van segregatie in netwerken,

bestudeerden we de rol van heterogeniteit in de co-evolutie van coördinatie en

netwerken. Een kenmerk van ons model, net als van de meerderheid van de mod-
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ellen over netwerkvorming, is de aanname dat de beslissingen van actoren in

het netwerk deterministisch volgen uit de doelen die actoren naleven en de om-

standigheden waarin de beslissingen worden gemaakt (bijvoorbeeld gedrag van

de andere actoren). Beperkingen van deze benadering zijn misschien het meest

zichtbaar wanneer implicaties van het model worden getoetst op het macroniveau.

Discrepanties tussen voorspellingen op basis van deze modellen op het macroniveau

en de geobserveerde data kunnen niet ondubbelzinnig worden toegeschreven aan,

bijvoorbeeld, misspecificatie van het model op het microniveau of aan incorrecte

specificaties van hoe individueel gedrag leidt tot macro-uitkomsten. Het expliciet

opnemen van bronnen van onzekerheid in de theorie en een meer statistische for-

mulering van de theorie zouden de sociologische theorie van sociale netwerken en

statistische modellen voor het analyseren van netwerkdata dichter bij elkaar bren-

gen.
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